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ABSTRACT 

 

The elucidation of protein molecular function lags far behind the rate of high-throughput 

sequencing technology; thus, the development of accurate and efficient computational methods to 

define functional relationships is essential.  Protein similarity networks have emerged as a simple, 

high-throughput method for defining protein relationships, but sequence-based techniques often 

inaccurately define molecular function details.  Active site profiling (ASP) was previously 

developed to identify and compare molecular details of protein functional sites.  In this work, 

protein similarity networks were created using active site similarity, sequence similarity, and 

structure similarity for four manually curated SFLD superfamilies.  Results demonstrate that 

ASP-based clustering identifies detailed functional relationships more accurately than sequence- 

and structure-based clustering.  Building on this, two iterative pipelines were developed utilizing 

active site profiling and profile-based protein database searches to cluster protein superfamilies 

into distinct, functionally relevant groups.  First, the Two Level Iterative clustering Process 

(TuLIP) utilizes active site profiling and iterative PDB searches to divisively cluster protein 

structures into groups sharing functional site features.  Across eight superfamilies, TuLIP clusters 

exhibit high correlation with SFLD functional annotations.  Subsequently, the Multi-level 

Iterative Sequence Searching Technique (MISST) was developed to identify protein sequences 

sharing active site similarity with each TuLIP group using iterative profile-based GenBank 

searches.  Though research is ongoing to fully parameterize MISST, preliminary results with 

multiple gold standard superfamilies indicate the ability to identify and cluster a large portion of 

each superfamily into functionally relevant groups.  Furthermore, detailed analysis of the 

functionally relevant clusters generates hypotheses regarding previously unknown functional 

relationships.  Lastly, DASP2 and DASP3 were created to improve the efficiency and accuracy of 

DASP at identifying proteins sharing active site similarity with a given set.  Initial validation with 
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the Prx superfamily indicates DASP3 TuLIP clusters match known functional groups more 

closely than DASP2, and DASP3 MISST groups are populated in fewer iterations.  TuLIP and 

MISST provide an efficient, accurate way to define functionally relevant groups that can be 

applied systematically and on a large-scale, laying the foundation for functionally relevant 

clustering of the entire protein universe. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Protein Function Annotation 

Protein databases have been inundated with novel protein sequence data in the last 

decade1, mostly due to emerging high throughput sequencing technology.2  With this increase in 

sequence data comes an increase in protein structures, predominantly as a result of the Protein 

Structure Initiative and related projects.3  While these sequencing and structure determination 

projects have been quite fruitful, the majority of these proteins still lack accurate function 

annotation4,5, limiting the utility of this knowledge.  Experimental annotation is the most accurate 

method of detailed function annotation, but exponentially growing databases hamper those 

efforts.  Consequently, we are increasingly relying on fully automated methods to predict protein 

function. 

An integral part of the protein function discussion is the idea that protein function can be 

defined at varying levels of detail.  Many proteins are annotated at a broad level of detail, such as 

peroxidase or hydrolase, due to the ease of identifying general protein functions; however, while 

that information is sometimes suitable, scientists often require more detailed protein function 

data.  Multiple levels of functional detail can be described, and most protein databases define a 

functional hierarchy, relating proteins at a broad level first and then separating them at a more 

detailed level6–9, but often the most specific annotations still lack details of molecular function.  

Ultimately, annotating proteins to the level of detailed molecular function is difficult but 

necessary for many applications, such as targeted structural genomics10 and drug discovery.11 

One major database that classifies proteins at a broad level of function is Pfam, which 

currently contains over 16,000 protein domain families.  Each family is defined by a hidden 
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Markov model (HMM) based on the shared protein domain, allowing new sequences uploaded to 

UniProtKB to be automatically placed in a family based on sequence similarity.7  The families are 

grouped to form clans, suggesting relationships between domain families based on sequence 

similarity.  While Pfam classifies almost all known protein sequences into domain families, each 

family represents a very broad level of functional detail, such as enolase C-terminal domain.  

Notably, the enolase family has been well studied and can be separated into many smaller groups, 

each exhibiting a more detailed function12, demonstrating the limited detail contained in the Pfam 

database.   

Another broad database defining protein domains is CATH (Class, Architecture, 

Topology, Homology), a protein structure classification database.8  Although this database 

contains a more advanced hierarchical classification scheme, using class, architecture, topology, 

and homology as different levels of classification, the most detailed level, homology, represents a 

very broad level of classification.  Recently, however, functional families, or FunFams, have been 

identified for each of the CATH homology superfamilies, providing more detailed functional 

classifications using HMMs.13 

One of the most hierarchical classification schemes is the GO database, which utilizes 

Gene Ontology (GO) terms to annotate protein sequences.6  GO terms are organized into 

hierarchical structures, and the most specific terms are called “leaf terms”.  Though these 

hierarchical structures often contain more classification levels than other systems, the leaf terms 

are typically still broad classifications, such as 3’-5’ exoribonuclease activity.  Nonetheless, many 

protein function prediction methods rely on GO terms to either aid their prediction method13,14 or 

serve as a gold-standard validation set.15 

Another hierarchical classification system is ENZYME, which uses Enzyme Commission 

(EC) numbers to classify enzymatic reactions.16  Each protein in ENZYME is annotated with four 
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numbers separated by periods, indicating four levels of mechanistic detail.  The first digit can be 

any number from one to six, representing the six major reactions defined in this classification 

scheme (oxidoreductase, transferase, hydrolase, lyase, isomerase, and ligase).  The three 

remaining digits represent more detail about the chemical reaction mechanism, such that, ideally, 

all proteins sharing all four digits perform the same reaction mechanism.  However, recent studies 

have shown that EC numbers may be inaccurate up to 20% of the time.17 

The database often touted as the gold standard with regards to defining molecular 

function annotation10,18–21 is the Structure Function Linkage Database (SFLD), which contains 

experimental annotations and expert hierarchical curation for twelve diverse enzyme 

superfamilies.9  The proteins in SFLD are organized into superfamilies such that proteins in a 

superfamily typically all contain a group of conserved catalytic residues that carry out a partial 

reaction step.  For example, a group of five conserved active site residues in the enolase 

superfamily are used to perform proton abstraction in all enolase proteins; however, proton 

abstraction is part of at least six different, distinct reactions in this superfamily.22  The partial 

reaction step of proton abstraction using five specific active site residues classifies a protein to the 

enolase superfamily.  The next level of the hierarchy is the subgroup; proteins in a subgroup share 

more features than just a partial reaction step but may include proteins carrying out different 

overall reactions.  Lastly, proteins are annotated into families such that each family represents a 

distinct overall reaction and all proteins in the family execute the same reaction mechanism. 

Notably, the most specific level of detail in databases such as Pfam and GO roughly 

correlate to the superfamily level in the SFLD, demonstrating the difference of functional detail 

contained in these databases.  A critical part of the development of automated methods to predict 

protein function is to determine which level of functional detail will be predicted.  Many methods 

predict protein function at a very broad level, while some methods attempt to predict protein 
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function at a much more detailed level; knowing the level of detail accurately predicted by each 

method is an ongoing obstacle to the development and analysis of function prediction algorithms. 

 

1.2 Protein misannotation 

Many of the most commonly used function prediction algorithms are based solely on 

sequence similarity, such as BLAST23 and PSI-BLAST24, but the reliance on sequence-based 

annotation methods has produced high levels of protein misannotation25,26, especially for 

functionally diverse enzyme superfamilies.4  By comparing expertly curated functional data 

against database annotations for 37 well-studied protein families, Schnoes et al. discovered that 5-

63% of proteins were misannotated in GenBankNR, TrEMBL, and KEGG.  Others estimate 

protein function misannotation ranges from 8% to almost 50%.27–29  Furthermore, this high level 

of misannotation has been steadily increasing in at least the GenbankNR database since the mid-

90’s.4 

Two distinct issues have been identified which lead to these alarming rates of 

misannotation: overannotation and error propagation.  Proteins are overannotated when the level 

of functional detail assigned to the protein is not warranted by the statistical power of the applied 

method.30,31  While proteins sharing high sequence identity often perform the same function, the 

point at which function begins to diverge is not agreed upon, but is likely between 30% and 

70%.32–35  However, detailed molecular function is often transferred between sequences sharing < 

50% identity, opening the door for overannotation.  The hasty use of annotation transfer is 

causing widespread overannotation that could be accounting for over 80% of protein 

misannotation in GenBank.4 
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Compounding the widespread overannotation problem is error propagation, where 

incorrect, detailed annotations are transferred to new protein sequences based on sequence 

similarity, propagating these errors throughout databases.26,29,36  The combination of 

overannotation and error propagation has become a major obstacle to automated protein function 

annotation as annotation transfer is the most commonly used method to predict protein function.  

To correct these problems, we must develop methods to predict function more accurately than 

simple annotation transfer based on sequence similarity, especially for proteins sharing low 

sequence identity with other fully annotated sequences. 

It is important to note, however, that automated methods cannot fully replace 

experimental characterization and expert curation.  First, there are likely many protein families 

yet to be discovered because their function has not yet been experimentally characterized and 

automated methods will never identify a function that has never before been seen.  In this sense, 

experimental characterization efforts should be focused on proteins with low sequence similarity 

to proteins of known function so that new functions can be identified.  Second, development and 

validation of automated methods requires diverse sets of accurate functional annotation, and no 

current automated function annotation method has demonstrated sufficient accuracy by training 

with the current set of expertly curated proteins.  Lastly, automated methods are useful to predict 

protein function for large sets of data, but if one protein is of particular interest to a project, 

experimentally characterizing that protein will always be the most accurate method to define 

detailed function characteristics.  Experimentally characterized data was paramount in both the 

development and validation of the methods presented here.  
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1.3 Networks and clustering 

 Protein similarity networks (conceptually illustrated in Figure 1.1A) have recently 

emerged as a powerful tool to study and visualize sequence, structure, and function relationships 

on a large-scale.  In protein similarity networks, nodes represent either individual proteins or 

groups of proteins and edges represent some relationship between proteins; programs like 

Cytoscape are used to visualize and explore the networks.37  Typically, similarity networks utilize 

sequence similarity data to relate the proteins to one another, but nodes can be clustered using a 

variety of methods19,38–40 to infer functional relationships between proteins.  Many studies have 

focused on specific families or superfamilies of proteins, such as the glutathione transferases41, 

the FGGY carbohydrate kinases42, and others.43,44  Conversely, some studies aim to relate families 

or superfamilies to one another, performing large scale network analyses.20,44–46  Notably, many 

tools have been developed to make large scale analyses easier and more efficient47–49, and to 

utilize multiple sources of data to predict protein function.18,50,51 
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Figure 1.1. Conceptual illustration of network-based clustering A. A similarity network is 

composed of nodes (proteins) connected to one another with edges (pairwise similarity scores).  

As the edge threshold is increased, all scores below that threshold are removed, producing distinct 

clusters, or groups of similar proteins.  B. An actual similarity network hierarchy for the enolase 

superfamily is displayed.  Each protein structure is represented by a node; pairwise similarity 

scores are represented by edges.  The network is clustered into groups roughly mimicking 

subgroup annotations (border color and node shape) at a threshold of 0.31, but begins to break 

into specific families (fill color) and smaller groups at a threshold of 0.6.  C. The SFLD defines a 

functional hierarchy, with superfamilies defined as sets of proteins which share a mechanistic step 

and the most detailed level, families, defined as sets of proteins which share entire mechanisms.  

Subgroups are illustrated with border color and families are illustrated with fill color. 

As they can realistically handle many thousands of homologous proteins, similarity 

networks offer a powerfully useful context by which functional properties of uncharacterized 
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proteins can be inferred or hypothesized from those of experimentally characterized proteins with 

which they cluster.  To identify clusters, a fully connected network is first created, in which each 

edge represents a quantitative pairwise comparison between each pair of nodes (proteins) in the 

network.  As the threshold of the edge metric is increased (illustrated in Figures 1.1A and 1.1B), 

edges that fall below the threshold are removed, resulting in smaller clusters whose nodes share 

more similarity among themselves than with other clusters or singleton nodes. 

 One advantage of protein clustering is the ability to organize proteins in a hierarchical 

manner (Figure 1.1B); the more stringent the edge threshold is, the more similar the proteins are 

that belong to a cluster.  Furthermore, relationships between protein clusters can be analyzed by 

increasing the edge threshold in a stepwise manner and evaluating which clusters are grouped 

together at the less-stringent thresholds.  Ideally, edge thresholds could be identified which 

produce clusters corresponding to known hierarchical functional relationships, such as SFLD-

defined subgroups and families (Figure 1.1C).  Notably, however, the similarity metric used to 

define the edge values between proteins plays a significant role in the network landscape.  In this 

work, protein networks are created and evaluated for many diverse protein superfamilies using 

multiple methods.  Initially, protein networks using different similarity metrics are compared to 

known functional relationships defined by SFLD, and the effect of edge metric on clustering is 

analyzed.  Subsequently, protein networks are utilized in the development of two protein 

clustering processes based on active site similarity. 
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1.4 Function Prediction Methods 

 Predicting protein function from sequence and structure data has become increasingly 

important as advancements have been made in protein sequence and structure identification 

technology.  In 2010, Radivojac et al. invited protein function prediction groups from around the 

world to participate in the first critical assessment of protein function annotation (CAFA) 

experiment.15  Each group was tasked with developing a protein function prediction algorithm to 

hypothesize Gene Ontology (GO) terms for a set of protein sequences that had not yet been 

experimentally characterized.  GO terms are organized into three categories: molecular function 

(MF), biological process (BP), and cellular component (CC).  In this first CAFA experiment, the 

groups were asked to predict MF and BP terms, and results demonstrate that MF terms were more 

accurately predicted than BP across the board.15 

 Fifty-four methods were submitted to the experiment by twenty-three labs, and seventeen 

different types of data were used in the prediction algorithms, including sequence alignments, 

phylogeny, protein interactions, protein structures, literature, and machine learning-based 

methods.  In September 2010, over 50,000 sequences lacking experimental annotation were 

released to the labs for GO term prediction, with a submission deadline in January 2011.  For the 

next eleven months after submission, the prediction data was stored while the databases 

accumulated experimental annotations at the normal pace.  By December 2011, 866 sequences 

from the original set had been experimentally annotated and therefore served as the target set to 

evaluate the annotation methods.  Performance was evaluated in a simple manner by calculating 

the precision, recall, and F-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) of each method at a 

wide array of significance thresholds and identifying the maximum F-measure for each method.  

Most notably, the top methods performed significantly better than BLAST when predicting MF 
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terms; this suggests utilizing data other than sequence similarity increases the accuracy of protein 

function prediction methods, as hypothesized. 

 However, the experimental set-up and performance analysis generated multiple sources 

of bias that are important to understand.  First, as previously mentioned, many leaf terms in the 

GO database represent a relatively broad level of protein function.  Additionally, the manner in 

which precision and recall were calculated allowed for simple analysis of performance across the 

board for all methods, but penalized specific predictions over more general predictions.  As a 

result, methods that did not predict leaf terms demonstrated better performance, in general, than 

methods that predicted leaf terms for every protein.  Radivojac mentions, however, that other 

methods could be used for performance evaluation which could greatly alter the top ten list of 

most accurate methods.  Therefore, the top scoring methods in the CAFA experiment can 

accurately predict broad protein function, but lack the ability to identify molecular function 

details. 

 One major question stemming from the analysis and bias of this experiment is how 

accurately each method can predict protein function at each level of detail.  For example, 

annotating all proteins at a broad level, such as protein binding, is only marginally useful to the 

scientific community.  Conversely, annotating proteins at a specific level incorrectly is not only 

misleading, but opens the door for error propagation of such misannotations.  It is difficult to 

determine the specificity level at which these methods most accurately predict protein function 

because it is typically different for each protein; some proteins are accurately predicted all the 

way down to their leaf terms while other proteins are only predicted correctly to the first or 

second terms in the hierarchy.  It is clear then, that the difficulty of developing protein function 

annotation tools not only comes from accurately predicting the correct function, but from 

knowing which level of detail can be accurately predicted for any given protein. 
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1.5. Function-based Clustering Methods 

As protein similarity network tools emerged, a new method of protein function 

annotation was developed, wherein relationships between proteins would be identified by 

clustering a similarity network and annotations would be inferred based on these relationships.  

Because protein function can be described as a hierarchy, protein clustering methods identify 

clusters representing many different levels of functional detail.  Currently, grouping proteins 

based on a broad level of protein function is much simpler to accurately accomplish than 

grouping proteins at a specific level of protein function because overall sequence similarity and 

structural similarity typically track well with general protein function.32–35  There are many high 

throughput tools aimed at grouping proteins based on broad function and most are able to cluster 

a high proportion of all protein sequences due to the minimal computational power needed to 

perform basic sequence and structure comparisons. 

To break down broad functional classification schemes into smaller groups of proteins, 

however, most methods use one of two simple concepts, separation or agglomeration.  Both 

methods utilize pairwise similarity comparisons (sequence and structural similarity are the most 

commonly used), but use this data in very different ways to organize the protein landscape.  Of 

major consideration in all classification methods is the end point; that is, how many clusters are 

formed and what level of functional detail do they represent.  Because protein function is 

inherently hierarchical, there is no right answer as to how many clusters should be formed, but 

often the goal is to identify clusters that each contain all proteins carrying out one specific 

reaction mechanism (SFLD family level classification). 

In separation methods, the broad group of proteins, such as a superfamily, is separated 

into multiple groups, often through the use of protein similarity networks and clustering 

algorithms.  These methods utilize pairwise all-by-all similarity metrics to relate each protein to 
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all other proteins in the data set (most often a Pfam family or SFLD superfamily).  A similarity 

score threshold is applied to the protein network, removing the weakest relationships, and 

clustering is performed to identify distinct groups of proteins such that proteins in each cluster are 

more similar to each other than to proteins in other clusters.  The separation is typically carried 

out by increasing the score threshold in small steps; as the threshold becomes more stringent, 

more clusters of fewer proteins are identified.  Ultimately, the series of clusters created by 

different score thresholds comprise a hierarchical organization of the protein superfamily; 

however, choosing the optimum score threshold to define functional relationships at a specific 

level of detail remains a major challenge. 

Agglomeration methods begin by viewing each protein in a superfamily as an individual 

entity.  Pairwise similarity is again used to determine the clusters, but in these methods, the 

pairwise similarity determines which individual proteins are most closely related and combines 

them to form a group.  These groups, now containing two proteins each, are compared against 

one another in a pairwise fashion to determine the next combination.  At each step, only the 

comparisons that pass a significance test will be combined, allowing some families to aggregate 

more quickly than other families.  This agglomeration process typically continues until either no 

combinations pass the significance threshold or an ending point is reached, often based on a 

performance metric.  Once again, this significance threshold or end point ultimately determines 

the final landscape of protein organization, but identifying the point at which protein clusters 

represent a specific level of detail is difficult. 

In 2007, the Subfamily Classification in Phylogenomics (SCI-PHY) algorithm emerged 

as a large-scale, accurate, agglomerative method to group proteins into subfamilies (akin to SFLD 

families) using phylogenomic classifications.52  A hierarchical tree is created from a starting set 

(typically Pfam family or SFLD superfamily) based on profile comparisons, and the tree is cut to 
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optimize the balance between number of clusters and sequence diversity within the clusters.52  

Subsequently, HMMs are created for each cluster and new sequences can be evaluated against 

each HMM to identify which cluster the sequence belongs to or if the sequence represents a new 

group that has yet to be identified.  Though SCI-PHY demonstrated superior performance 

compared to other sequence-based grouping methods, the balance between sensitivity and 

specificity remained problematic.  One limitation of the SCI-PHY method is the creation of a 

multiple sequence alignment (MSA); for large superfamilies, MSAs are often wrought with 

inaccurate alignments and gaps, which could inhibit accurate cluster identification. 

Three years later, the Genome Modelling and Model Annotation (GeMMA) method was 

developed by Lee et al., utilizing a similar agglomerative method to identify subfamilies, but 

demonstrating improved performance over SCI-PHY for five of six SFLD superfamilies tested.21  

Unlike SCI-PHY, GeMMA does not require an MSA as input to create the hierarchical tree, 

allowing GeMMA to cluster protein superfamilies containing many more members using 

pairwise sequence comparisons.  Additionally, trees formed using GeMMA are not complete 

trees as the agglomerative process is stopped once the profile comparisons no longer pass the 

significance threshold.  The most obvious limitation of GeMMA is the number of clusters 

identified for the superfamilies; GeMMA separates proteins into many small groups, yet there is 

no evidence to suggest these groups each represent distinct functions. 

Around the same time, Active Sites Modeling and Clustering (ASMC) was developed to 

identify and cluster proteins based on active site similarity and utilize homology models for 

proteins that have not been structurally characterized.53  Subsequently, ASMC was used in 

conjunction with phylogenetic analyses, genomic context, and sequence similarity to characterize 

the BKACE superfamily into functionally relevant groups based on active site similarity.54  First, 

homology models are determined for sequences lacking structural characterization, and active site 
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cavities are identified in each structure and homology model based on a structural alignment.  The 

active site fragments are then aligned into a MSA and hierarchical clustering is performed to 

identify subfamilies.  While ASMC demonstrated high performance on the validation test set, a 

major limitation is the removal of all sequences with < 30% sequence identity to a characterized 

structure.  The lack of widespread structural characterization in some superfamilies significantly 

diminishes the ability for ASMC to cluster all protein superfamilies. 

Notably, while some methods utilize separation techniques and others utilize 

agglomeration techniques, all current methods require the full set of proteins (typically a Pfam 

family) as input to the algorithm.  Furthermore, most methods do not have the ability to search for 

protein sequences belonging to each cluster.  As a result, the starting set is the limiting factor for 

superfamily coverage; if the input set does not contain all proteins sharing a broad level of protein 

function, the missing proteins will never be placed into the proper groups.  It is imperative that 

functional clustering processes are developed that do not rely on the accuracy of large databases 

to identify all proteins sharing broad protein function and that have the ability to allocate newly 

sequenced proteins into the appropriate functionally relevant cluster.  

 

1.6 Active Site Profiling and DASP 

Most protein clustering methods utilize full sequence similarity to relate proteins to one 

another and hypothesize functional relationships.  However, using the full protein sequence to 

identify functional relationships introduces significant noise because typically only a small part of 

the protein sequence is directly involved with the chemistry.  Sequence variation in residues not 

involved in the chemistry are less likely to affect function than residues directly involved in the 

chemistry.  Therefore, to compare proteins in the most functionally relevant way, only the regions 
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directly involved in function, such as the active site, should be analyzed.  Toward this end, active 

site profiling was previously developed to identify protein active sites and compare proteins 

based on their active site characteristics. 

Active site profiling is a technique that extracts the active site of a protein structure based 

on a few identified key catalytic residues (Figure 1.2A-D, black).  Every residue within 10Å of 

the user-defined catalytic residues is defined as part of the active site microenvironment (Figure 

1.2A, sphere).  These residues are extracted (Figure 1.2B) and aligned N- to C- terminus to create 

the active site signature (Figure 1.2C), which describes the biochemical characteristics of the 3-

dimensional active site in a 1-dimensional sequence.  A group of active site signatures is aligned 

to create a multiple sequence alignment which defines an active site profile (ASP, Figure 1.2D). 

 

Figure 1.2. Active site profiling characterizes the active sites of a group of proteins. A. The 

three enzymatically active key residues (black ball and stick) are shown for 1MDR (grey ribbon).  

All residues within 10 Å of one of the key residues is considered part of the active site 

microenvironment (grey sphere) which contains five contiguous fragments of three residues or 

more (colored ribbon, 1 color per contiguous fragment). B. The active site microenvironment is 

extracted from the rest of the protein. C. The contiguous fragments are aligned N- to C- terminus 
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to create an active site signature. D. The active site signatures of multiple proteins are aligned to 

create the active site profile. 

An active site profile score (ASP score) is calculated for each profile based on the residue 

variation in each position of the profile.  Each profile position is classified as either identity (i), 

strong similarity (s), weak similarity (w), gap (g), or nothing, based on which residues are found 

in that position of the profile; the GonnetPAM250 matrix is used to determine strong and weak 

similarity.  The number of positions in each category are counted and the ASP score is calculated 

by weighting the count of each category, summing over all positions in the profile, and dividing 

by the number of positions in the profile, n.55 

𝐴𝑆𝑃 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
1.0(𝑖) + 0.2(𝑠) + 0.1(𝑤) − 0.5(𝑔)

𝑛
                                                            (1.1) 

The ASP score indicates the overall similarity of the protein active sites in the ASP which 

signifies the functional similarity between the proteins; -0.5 indicates very weak similarity, while 

1.0 indicates that all signatures are identical.  Pairwise ASP scores are calculated between all 

pairs of signatures in a protein superfamily to create a network of proteins related by active site 

similarity. 

The active site profiling technique was automated with the development of the Deacon 

Active Site Profiler (DASP).11,56  The user input is a set of structurally characterized proteins 

(PDBIDs), each with a set of structurally analogous key residues (Appendix A).  In our work, 

three to four key residues are identified in one protein based on literature searches and the 

Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA)57, and the key residues of all other proteins in the superfamily are 

identified from structural overlays using Chimera58 (Figure 1.3).  DASP then creates active site 

signatures for every protein, uses ClustalW259 to align the signatures into an active site profile, 

and calculates an ASP score based on sequence similarity within the profile. 
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Figure 1.3. Key residues are identified from structural overlays.  Two protein structures of 

interest (3H8A – blue and 2AKM – purple) are aligned to a protein structure (1OEP – gray) with 

three known key residues (D243, E291, D318).  The three analogous residues for 3H8A (D245, 

E289, D316) and 2AKM (D244, E292, D317) are identified.  Key residues are shown with ball 

and stick visualization. 

In addition to forming ASPs, DASP can also search the PDB and GenBank (NCBI 

protein) databases for proteins with similar fragments to the motifs found in the profile.  

Contiguous fragments are identified from the ASP and aligned to create motifs (Figure 1.4A).  

For each motif, a position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) is calculated, defining the relative 

likelihood, compared to background noise, that each residue is found in each position of the motif 

(Figure 1.4B).60  Starting with the longest motif, each motif PSSM is searched against each 

protein in the database, using a sliding window search (Figure 1.4C), to find the most significant 

match (Figure 1.4D) and subsequent p-value (Figure 1.4E).  Once all the fragments have been 

identified in the protein sequence, the fragment p-values are combined using QFAST61 to produce 

a final p-value for the protein, called the DASP search score (Figure 1.4E); this score represents 

how significantly the fragments match to the input motifs compared to a random sequence and 
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therefore gives the likelihood that this protein is functionally similar to the input protein set.  A 

DASP search score is calculated for every protein in the database, though only proteins with p-

values more significant than a user-specified significance threshold are reported for efficiency. 

 

Figure 1.4. DASP searches PDB and GenBank for protein sequences with similar active site 

fragments.  Motifs are identified based on contiguous fragments from the ASP.  For each motif, 

a PSSM is calculated and that PSSM is used in a sliding window search to identify the best 

scoring position (most significant p-value) for each motif.  The p-values from all motifs are 

combined using QFAST61 to produce a final DASP search score p-value.  A DASP search score is 

calculated for every protein in the database. 
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There are two output files produced by DASP (Appendix A).  The first file (profile file) 

reports the active site signatures for the input proteins, the ASP created from the signatures, and 

the motif stacks identified from contiguous portions of the ASP.  The second output file (hits file) 

reports all of the proteins with DASP search scores more significant than a user-specified 

threshold.  For each protein with a score more significant than the threshold, the output file 

reports the DASP search score, the protein ID (gi number and PDBID if available), the position, 

sequence, and p-value for each motif identified from the search, and the pseudo signature, which 

is an N- to C- terminus concatenation of the matching motifs for that protein. 

Previous work has utilized thresholds from 1E-5 to 1E-8 for output display, but less 

significant thresholds result in longer search times.  Additionally, in GenBank searches, 1E-8 was 

identified as the least significant threshold where false positives remain low.62  Therefore, 1E-8 is 

used as the GenBank threshold.  The PDB threshold is typically set to 1E-5 because the smaller 

database leads to significantly shorter search times and the separation of true positives and false 

positives is critical to the structural clustering process we developed.   

 

1.7 DASP Validation and Application 

While DASP can identify proteins from the PDB and GenBank databases with fragments 

matching the motifs extracted from ASPs, it is critical to validate that the proteins identified are 

truly functionally similar to the profiles used to search.  Previously, Nelson et al. validated the 

functional relevance of DASP search results by comparing them to PSI-BLAST search results for 

the peroxiredoxin (Prx) superfamily.62 

First, all Prx structures in the January 2008 release of the PDB were used as the training 

set.  For each protein, key residues were identified based on expert knowledge and an active site 
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signature was created using DASP; the proteins were then clustered based on the similarity of 

these signatures.  Expert analysis combined with the clustering results produced six distinct 

subgroups in the Prx superfamily.  ASPs were created for five of the Prx subgroups (AhpE was 

not used due to limited structural representation) by aligning the signatures in a multiple sequence 

alignment (MSA).  Each profile was used to search the GenBank database for functionally similar 

protein sequences with a significance threshold of 1E-8.  To compare DASP search results to PSI-

BLAST, two proteins from each subgroup were also used to search PSI-BLAST for functionally 

similar protein sequences.  Two searches were performed with each protein (both with three 

iterations), one using default parameters and one using stringent parameters. 

To assess the accuracy of both DASP and PSI-BLAST at identifying proteins with 

functional similarity, a test set of 58 Prx protein sequences was identified from the literature.  

These proteins were not part of the ASPs used to search GenBank with DASP, but have been 

experimentally annotated to one of the five Prx subgroups used in the search.  When DASP was 

used to search for members of the five subgroups, 57 of the 58 test proteins were identified at 

significant scores in the proper subgroup search without scoring significantly in any other search; 

one protein was not identified in any searches at a significant score.  Conversely, while PSI-

BLAST searches (both default and stringent parameters) were able to identify 56 of the 58 test 

proteins in the proper searches at significant scores, many of these proteins were also identified at 

significant scores in the incorrect subgroup, producing 125 and 23 overall false positives for 

default and stringent parameters, respectively. 

The false positive rate for all three methods was analyzed for each group by assigning 

each of the 58 test proteins to one of four categories (true positive, true negative, false positive, 

false negative) at different search score thresholds (Figure 1.5).  Using these values, the false 

positive rate and true positive rate were determined at different search score thresholds, and an 
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ROC curve was created (Figure 1.6).  Ideal performance would produce an ROC curve with a 

vertical line on the y-axis to the maximum value y=1, and a horizontal line at y=1 to the 

maximum value x=1; this would indicate that all of the true positives were identified at scores 

more significant than any false positives.  The ROC curve for the BCP/PrxQ subgroup shows 

extremely high performance of the DASP method compared to the PSI-BLAST method using 

either stringent or default parameters (Figure 1.6); a similar trend is seen in the other four 

subgroups.  Therefore, using DASP to search the GenBank database for protein sequences with 

similar functional attributes produces more distinct, accurate functional groups of proteins than 

using PSI-BLAST.  

  

Test protein annotated to 

search subgroup 

Test protein annotated to 

other subgroup 

Search score more 

significant than threshold 
True Positive False Positive 

Search score less 

significant than threshold 
False Negative True Negative 

 

Figure 1.5. Confusion matrix for DASP and PSI-BLAST validation searches using five Prx 

subgroups.  For each search, the labels on the left indicate the category the protein belongs to 

according to the search (significant or insignificant score).  The top labels indicate the predicted 

score category (search group or other group) based on the literature annotation of the test protein.  

True positives are the test proteins identified at a significant score in the annotated subgroup 

search.  False positives are test proteins identified at a significant score in an unannotated 

subgroup search.  False negatives are test proteins identified at an insignificant score in the 

annotated subgroup search.  True negatives are the test proteins identified at an insignificant score 

in an unannotated search. 
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Figure 1.6. An ROC curve illustrates the superior performance of DASP compared 

to PSI-BLAST at identifying BCP/PrxQ active site fragments.  The x-axis is the false positive 

rate (FP/(FP+TN)) and the y-axis is the true positive rate (TP/(TP+FN)) obtained when 58 test 

proteins were identified using 3 different methods.  GenBank was searched using the BCP/PrxQ 

active site profile in DASP (black squares), 2CX3 and 2A4V in PSI-BLAST with stringent 

parameters (dark gray triangles), and 2CX3 and 2A4V in PSI-BLAST with default parameters 

(light gray circles).  Each data point represents a score threshold at which the confusion matrix 

was evaluated and the true positive and false positive rates were calculated.  Error bars are shown 

for the PSI-BLAST searches as they were performed using two different proteins from the 

subgroup. 

 The superior performance of DASP compared to PSI-BLAST at identifying functionally 

relevant groups in the Prx superfamily encouraged the development of an automated protein 

identification and clustering process utilizing active site similarity.  Initially, protein relationships 

were evaluated based on protein similarity networks created with three different edge metrics: 

sequence-similarity, structure-similarity, and active-site similarity.  Results, detailed in Chapter 2,  

demonstrated active site similarity-based networks accurately identify detailed functional 
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relationships (subgroup- or family-level) more often than sequence- and structure-based 

networks. 

 An automatable, protein clustering process was then developed utilizing both active site 

similarity-based protein networks and DASP PDB searches.  The Two Level Iterative clustering 

Process (TuLIP) was validated on six gold-standard SFLD superfamilies demonstrating the 

ability to cluster protein structures into functionally relevant groups.  These groups are used as the 

input to the Multi-level Iterative Sequence Searching Technique (MISST), a process developed to 

identify protein sequences sharing function with each TuLIP group, and reorganize the clusters 

according to active site similarity.  To date, the Prx superfamily has been fully clustered using 

MISST, and the crotonase, enolase, and radical SAM superfamilies have been partially clustered 

into functionally relevant groups. 

 Finally, modifications were made to DASP creating DASP2 and DASP3, which 

demonstrate more efficient, accurate identification of protein sequences with active site similarity 

to the input set.  Initial validation of DASP2 and DASP3 was completed using seven gold-

standard SFLD superfamilies.  Additionally, DASP2 and DASP3 TuLIP and MISST results were 

compared for the Prx superfamily, demonstrating DASP3 exhibits improved TuLIP performance 

and MISST efficiency for this superfamily.  Taken together, these tools open the door for 

functionally relevant clustering of the entire protein universe in automated, efficient, accurate 

ways.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Protein Network Clustering Analysis 

The content of this chapter was adapted from the following publication, published in Protein 

Science September 2015.  Wiley, the publisher of Protein Science, allows authors to reproduce 

their publications freely. 

Comparison of topological clustering within protein networks using edge metrics that evaluate 

full sequence, full structure, and active site microenvironment similarity 

Janelle B. Leuthaeuser, Stacy T. Knutson, Kiran Kumar, Patricia C. Babbitt, Jacquelyn S. Fetrow 

 

2.1 Overview 

In this work, we have generated networks and clustered proteins using three different 

similarity features: sequence, three dimensional structure, and active site microenvironments.  

Accuracy of functionally relevant clustering was evaluated based on comparison to the expert 

manual curation provided by the Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD)9 for four different 

enzyme superfamilies (Table 2.1) that exhibit a diversity of structural and functional 

relationships: enolase, peroxiredoxin (Prx), glutathione transferase (GST) and crotonase.  SFLD 

curation has previously been used as a gold standard63 to evaluate methods for clustering 

sequence or structural data into functionally relevant groups.10,18–21 
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Table 2.1. Four functionally diverse superfamilies were used to create protein similarity 

networks 

Superfamily  Subgroup (number of representative proteins) 

Enolase (159) Enolase (20), GalD (1), GlucD (16), MR (56), ManD (17), MAL 

(3), MLE (46) 

Peroxiredoxin (Prx) 

(47) 

AhpC-Prx1 (17), AhpE (1), BCP-PrxQ (6), Prx5 (7), Prx6 (3), 

Tpx (9), uncharacterized (4) 

Glutathione 

Transferase (GST) 

(127) 

AMPS (42), Main 1 (13), Main 2 (9), Main 3 (7), Main 4 (14), 

Main 5 (3), Main 6 (1), Main 7 (1), Main 8 (7), Main 9 (6), Main 

10 (4), Main Remainder (11), Remainder (5), Xi (4) 

Crotonase (88) Crotonase Like (70), Retro-Claisenase-like (2), uncharacterized 

(16) 

Abbreviations: mannonate dehydratase, ManD; glucarate dehydratase, GlucD; galactarate dehydratase, 

GalD; methylaspartate ammonia lyase, MAL; mandelate racemase, MR; and muconate cycloisomerase, 

MLE. 

The SFLD defines a hierarchical classification system of protein function in enzyme 

superfamilies.64  Each level within the hierarchy corresponds to a level of molecular functional 

detail (Figure 1.1C).9  Protein sets are grouped most broadly into superfamilies, composed of 

proteins that share a common partial reaction step or other chemical capability, typically 

catalyzed by a core group of well-conserved key residues.  Superfamilies are divided into 

subgroups, distinguished by sequence information and sometimes differences in domain structure 

or major inserts; proteins in each subgroup have more shared functional features than the 

superfamily as a whole.  Finally, subgroups are divided into families, which are sets of proteins 

that perform the same chemical reaction with a similar mechanism.  This hierarchical 

classification scheme defines molecular function at various levels of detail (Figure 1.1C).  

Comparison to the similarity networks presented here allows us to evaluate how network 
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topology at each edge metric and threshold compares to levels of functional detail in this 

hierarchy (Figure 1.1B).   

Here, we compare networks created using three different edge metrics to each of the 

SFLD hierarchical levels of superfamily, subgroup, and family.  Edge metrics evaluated are: full-

length sequence similarity, overall structure similarity, and active site motif similarity (hereinafter 

called “full sequence”, “structure,” and “active site profiling (ASP)”, respectively).  To 

distinguish functionally relevant clusters for each superfamily, all-by-all pairwise comparisons of 

each feature type were generated and visualized as networks (illustrated for the enolases in Figure 

1.1B).  BLAST scores24 were used as the edge metric for full sequence-based networks, and TM-

Align scores65 as the edge metric for structure-based networks. Both of these methods have 

previously been used as metrics for sequence66–68 and structural51,69,70 comparison, respectively.  

For active site comparison, we used active site profiling, a method previously developed to 

identify and quantitatively compare active site microenvironments.55  Active site features are 

captured from sequence fragments in the structural vicinity of the defined functional site; these 

fragments are then aligned into a continuous sequence called an active site signature (Figure 1.2).  

Active site similarity between two proteins is quantified by calculating a pairwise active site 

profile (ASP) score which takes into account residue identity, strong similarity, weak similarity, 

and gaps in the alignment between two active site signatures.55  Using the pairwise ASP score 

between two signatures as the edge metric, these networks can be created in a manner analogous 

to those generated using full sequence or structure similarity scores. 

The results indicate that networks based on active site microenvironment features often 

identify similarity groupings that are more consistent with known functional groups. Sequence- 

and structure-based networks identify overall sequence similarity or major structural 

rearrangements, respectively.  Additionally, they define functional similarity at the superfamily 
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and, sometimes, subgroup level, but often lose the details of molecular function at the subgroup 

and family level.  Active site comparisons are useful in capturing detailed functional differences.  

This work lays the foundation for identifying functionally relevant hierarchies of annotation detail 

on a large scale using an approach that can deliver greater precision than current sequence-based 

methods and that is amenable to automated application.  

2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Similarities and differences in clustering are observed using sequence-

based, structure-based, and signature-based networks 

 Three network series were created for proteins of known structure in each superfamily: 

enolase, peroxiredoxin (Prx), glutathione transferase (GST) and crotonase (Table 2.1). Each 

series was created using a different edge metric--pairwise BLAST scores24, TM-Align scores65, or 

Active Site Profiling (ASP) scores55--for the sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks, 

respectively.  To create the fully-connected networks, proteins were compared in an all-by-all 

pairwise manner.  Edges were filtered at increasingly stringent thresholds (Figure 1.1A), 

eliminating the weakest relationships, forming clusters with relatively higher scoring edges and, 

thus, groups of proteins which are more “closely related” (with “relationship” defined by the edge 

metric), as illustrated for the enolases (Figure 1.1B).  Select examples from the network series for 

the enolase superfamily are shown in Figure 2.1.  More complete network series for each 

superfamily are in Figures B.1-B.4. 
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Figure 2.1. Representative signature-, structure-, and sequence-based network series for the 

enolase superfamily.  The signature-, structure-, and sequence-based networks are shown at the 

top, middle, and bottom of the figure, respectively.  From left to right, increasingly stringent edge 

thresholds for each network type are applied, resulting in clusters that share more similarity (with 

similarity defined based on the edge metric).  SFLD subgroup designations are indicated with 

both node shape and node border color, and the SFLD family designations are indicated with 

node fill color according to the legend.  Filter levels (or edge thresholds) for each network were 

chosen in a qualitative fashion such that the number and size of protein clusters were relatively 

consistent between the three networks for a superfamily.  More comprehensive networks for all 

four superfamilies are presented in Figures B.1-B.4.  The meaning of “no filter” for the initial 

sequence-based network is described in Figure B.5.   

Some subgroups cluster consistently across networks and score thresholds.  For instance, 

the enolase subgroup of the enolase superfamily clusters together consistently by all three 
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metrics, even at stringent edge thresholds (Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1, pink vees).  The GlucD 

subgroup is also clustered consistently (Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1, purple hexagons). 

Other subgroups and families show significant differences in clustering, even at the least 

stringent edge thresholds. The MLE subgroup (Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1, blue outlined circles) is 

extremely difficult to annotate at a detailed level;71,72 network analysis shows clustering variation 

between the three edge metrics even at the least stringent edge thresholds (Figure 2.1, left panels).  

At the most relaxed thresholds, the MLE subgroup clusters with the MR and ManD subgroups in 

the structure- and sequence-based networks, while ManD becomes its own cluster early in the 

signature-based network series (Figure B.1).  Detailed observation of families within the MLE 

subgroup shows differing clustering patterns between the networks.  For instance, the DipepEp 

family (Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1, cyan blue circles) forms different clusters in each of the three 

networks at these more stringent thresholds (Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1, orange boxes).  In the 

signature-based networks, DipepEp proteins cluster together with several other families until an 

edge threshold of 0.65, at which time they break into two groups of three and several singlets.  In 

structure-based networks, these proteins also cluster with other MLE families until an edge 

threshold of 0.92, at which point it breaks into a cluster of eight and multiple singlets; at the final 

threshold of 0.95, this family “disintegrates” into singlets and doublets.  In the sequence-based 

networks, this family clusters with other MLE families, except at the relatively relaxed threshold 

of 1E-20 a separate triplet is formed.  At a threshold of 1E-30, an additional cluster of five 

proteins split into their own group, while the remaining four proteins remain clustered with other 

proteins from other MLE families. 

Likewise, the enoyl CoA hydratase (subsequently referred to as enoyl) family of the 

crotonase superfamily forms different clusters in each network series (Figure B.4, royal blue 

circles), consistent with previous data suggesting that this family may be mechanistically diverse 
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and difficult to annotate.73,74  In the structure- and sequence-based networks, an enoyl triplet 

forms at relatively relaxed thresholds of 0.50 and 1E-15, respectively (Figure B.4, red circles) 

while the remaining enoyl proteins cluster with many other families (Figure B.4, blue circles).  

Conversely, in the signature-based network, most of the enoyl proteins stay in one large cluster 

up through filter 0.45 (Figure B.4, black circle) before separating at filter 0.50.  These three 

network series demonstrate that subgroups and families separate into smaller clusters at different 

thresholds depending on the edge metric used in creation of the network and how similar the 

subgroup or family is compared to other subgroups and families in the superfamily. 

These specific examples prompted us to attempt to quantify the observations further.  

Thus, we counted the number of SFLD-defined subgroups (enolase, Prx, GST) or families 

(crotonase) that form distinct, all-inclusive clusters at each edge threshold for each of the three 

network types, and the threshold with the highest count was identified for each network (Figures 

B.1-B.4, blue stars).  In two of the four superfamilies (enolase and crotonase), the ASP-based 

networks clustered more functional groups (subgroups and families, respectively) with 100% 

accuracy than either sequence- or structure-based networks.  Five enolase subgroups are 

identified distinctly in the ASP-based networks at the best threshold, while only three are 

identified distinctly in both the sequence- and structure-based networks at the best threshold 

(Figure B.1, blue stars).  For the crotonases, the ASP-based networks identified six families 

distinctly while the structure- and sequence-based networks identified four and five, respectively 

(Figure B.4, blue stars).  For the Prx and GST superfamilies, the ASP-based networks and 

sequence-based networks each clustered four SFLD subgroups with 100% accuracy, while the 

structure-based network only identified either two (Prx) or three (GST) subgroups distinctly at the 

best threshold.  It is important to note that while other thresholds could have been chosen for use 

in this analysis, we do not believe that would significantly affect the conclusions drawn.  

Therefore, we hypothesize that subnetworks identified by comparing features in the active site 
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microenvironment, as done in the signature-based networks, can be used to identify molecular 

functional details more accurately than sequence- and structure-based comparisons.  This 

hypothesis is explored in more detail in subsequent sections. 

 

2.2.2 Signature-based networks suggest overall subgroup active site 

similarity not captured in sequence-based networks 

A quantitative example demonstrates the specific details that distinguish sequence- and 

signature-based networks.  In the enolase superfamily, the MR subgroup (green diamonds) 

clusters with the MLE subgroup (blue circles) in the signature-based networks (Figure 2.2A, 

green arrow), but clusters with the ManD subgroup (orange parallelograms) in the sequence-

based networks (Figure 2.2A, blue arrow). 
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Figure 2.2. Analysis of the ASPs identifies why MR, MLE and ManD proteins cluster 

differently in signature- and sequence-based networks. A. In the signature-based network (A, 

left) the MR (green diamond) and MLE (blue circle) subgroups cluster together at the 0.25 edge 

threshold (green arrow) while the ManD subgroup (orange parallelogram) is a distinct 

subnetwork.  Conversely, in the sequence-based network (A, right), the MR and ManD subgroups 

cluster together at the 1E-20 edge threshold (blue arrow) while MLE proteins fall in different 

subnetworks.  B.  Signature logos of the MR, MLE, and ManD signature-based subnetworks 

(edge threshold 0.30) show similarities and differences within the subgroup active sites (yellow 

arrows). C. Structures of the MR, MLE, and ManD active sites (top to bottom) shown in PDBs 

2HNE, 1NU5, and 2QJJ, respectively.  The residues highlighted with yellow arrows in B are 

represented with black side chains in the structures. 

To illustrate the origin of the sequence-based network topology, multiple sequence 

alignments (MSAs) of the full sequences were constructed for the MR/ManD and MR/MLE 

clusters.  Across all sequences in the MR/MLE cluster, just one position was completely 

conserved and one showed weak similarity.  Conversely, for the MR/ManD cluster, the MSA 

contained six completely conserved, four strongly similar, and three weakly similar positions.  

These observations demonstrate quantitatively why the MR and ManD subgroups cluster together 

in the sequence-based network.  

Active site similarity for the three subgroups was compared by creating active site 

signature logos from the signature-based network clusters at a threshold roughly corresponding to 

the SFLD-defined subgroups (score threshold of 0.30).  (The threshold with the greatest number 

of distinctly identified subgroups (score threshold of 0.35; Figure B.1, blue star) was not used for 

this analysis as the MR subgroup is separated into multiple subnetworks at that threshold 

rendering the signature logo useless.)  Three residues (other than the key residues) are quite 
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similar between the MR and MLE signatures and, thus, likely causing much of the division of the 

signature-based clusters (Figure 2.2B, yellow, arrows, Figure 2.2C, black side chains).  For 

example, Lys in active site signature position 2 is observed in the MR and MLE proteins (K218 in 

2HNE and K163 in 1NU5, respectively); whereas, Arg is observed in the ManD proteins (R147 

in 2QJJ).  In MR and MLE proteins, this conserved Lys is the electrophilic residue interacting 

with a carboxylate oxygen.  The conserved Arg in this position of ManD proteins forms a dyad 

with Tyr 159 (in 2QJJ) and acts as the base.22  Interestingly, the analogous ManD electrophilic 

residue to the MLE and MR Lys is Arg 283 (in 2QJJ) which is highly conserved in logo position 

37 (Figure 2.2B, yellow arrow).22  Other differences highlighted in the signature logos may play 

structural roles important for preserving specific reaction steps.  Despite the higher overall 

sequence similarity observed between the MR and ManD subgroups, the MR and MLE subgroups 

cluster together in the signature-based networks because their active sites share more similar 

features than either does with the ManD site. These common features are part of common MR 

and MLE mechanistic details, as previously reported,22 suggesting the utility of signature-based 

networks in identifying such features.  

Sequence-based networks are incredibly useful in identifying evolutionary relationships, 

as demonstrated previously in the literature.75,76  Further, when evolutionary relationships 

correlate with molecular function, sequence-based networks mimic functional relationships.77–79  

It is critical to note, however, that evolutionary relationships do not always correlate with 

functional relationships, especially at the detailed level of molecular function36, and therefore one 

must be cautious when interpreting sequence-based clustering patterns. 
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2.2.3 Signature-based networks highlight active site similarity despite 

differences in domain composition 

One common issue observed in annotation transfer is that of “extra domains.”  Domains 

may be added to proteins in a modular fashion80, sometimes bringing a new molecular function, 

often without affecting the original domain’s molecular function.81  We evaluated how domain 

structure impacted network topology in sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks. 

Prx5 is a subgroup of the Prx superfamily62.  All seven proteins in the Prx5 subgroup 

form a distinct subnetwork in the signature-based network at an edge threshold where the 

subgroup is distinctly defined (Figure 2.3A and Figure B.2, black circle).  However, only six Prx5 

proteins cluster in the structure-based network at a similar threshold (Figure 2.3A, blue circle), 

leaving 1NM3 as a singlet (Figure 2.3A, red circle).  A closer look reveals that the 1NM3 active 

site is essentially identical to other Prx5 active sites (Figure 2.3A, bottom left), explaining why all 

Prx5 proteins cluster in the signature-based network. On the other hand, 1NM3 is an outlier in the 

structure-based networks because it contains a glutaredoxin domain covalently attached to its C-

terminus (Figure 2.3A, bottom right, red domain). 
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Figure 2.3. Signature-based networks cluster proteins based on active site similarity, while 

structure-based and sequence-based networks identify domain differences.  A. In the Prx 

signature-based network (top left), all seven members of the Prx5 subgroup cluster together at 

edge threshold 0.50 (black circle). In the structure-based network (top right), six Prx5 proteins 

cluster together at edge threshold 0.85 (blue circle) while 1NM3 becomes a singlet in its own 

subnetwork (red circle).  The node color and shape is based on SFLD subgroup annotation, as 

indicated in the legend.  A close up view of the active site environment is shown for all Prx5 

subgroup members (1NM3 in red and the other six proteins in blue; bottom left).  Colored 

portions represent the active site signature fragments for each protein, and the three key residues 

used to define the active site are shown as ball and stick models. The complete protein structure 

for all Prx5 proteins (bottom right) shows that 1NM3 (red) contains an extra glutaredoxin-like 

domain attached to the protein’s C terminus compared to the other six Prx5 proteins (blue).  B. A 

triplet of enoyl family proteins cluster together in the structure- and sequence-based networks 

(red circles) while the other enoyl proteins remain in one cluster (blue circles).  In the signature-

based network, however, the triplet is part of the large cluster of enoyl proteins (black circle).  A 

close up view of the active site environment is shown for the enoyl triplet (red) and a 

representative from the large enoyl cluster (blue) (bottom left).  Colored portions represent the 

active site signature fragments for each protein, and the three key residues used to define the 

active site are shown as ball and stick models. The complete protein structure for these same 

proteins (bottom right) shows that the enoyl triplet proteins (red) contain an extra domain 

compared to the representative enoyl protein (blue). 

A similar example is seen in the crotonase superfamily.  In the signature-based network, 

the enoyl family forms one subnetwork at a score threshold of 0.45 (Figure 2.3B and Figure B.4, 

black circle).  Conversely, in both the structure-based network (Figure 2.3B, top middle) and the 

sequence-based network (Figure 2.3B, top right), an enoyl triplet (Figure 2.3B, red circles) forms 
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at less stringent score thresholds, while the remaining enoyl proteins cluster in one subnetwork 

(Figure 2.3B, blue circles).  Closer inspection of the active site microenvironment (Figure 2.3B, 

bottom left) reveals significant similarity between the enoyl triplet (red) and a representative 

enoyl from the larger cluster (blue).  However, an examination of full protein structure (Figure 

2.3B, bottom right) indicates the enoyl triplet proteins (red) contain an additional domain, causing 

this triplet to form a distinct subnetwork in both the structure- and sequence-based networks 

(Figure 2.3B, red circles).   

Both results indicate that structure-based networks identify structural relationships 

including additional or missing domains, without regard to functional implications.  Signature-

based networks are less sensitive to such modifications (unless they would impact the functional 

site) and, instead, focus on functional site features.  These examples demonstrate the value in 

comparing the three networks because each network provides unique information not 

encompassed by the other networks. It also points out the importance of understanding the 

desired goal in using similarity-based clustering, as the edge metric impacts what is learned from 

the network topologies. 

 

2.2.4 Active site signature logos highlight previously identified 

mechanistically important residues 

The SFLD hierarchical function classification organizes proteins based on functional site 

details,9 thus providing information about mechanistically important residues.  However, years of 

work by expert curators were required to produce this detail on each superfamily—more efficient 

and rapid methods are essential.  While networks have emerged as an efficient method to cluster 

proteins based on similarity, the protein clusters identified from networks must be functionally 
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relevant to be accurately utilized in identifying mechanistic determinants. Examples in Figures 

2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate that signature-based networks cluster proteins with similar functional site 

features; consequently, we explore using residue conservation in each cluster’s active site profile 

to identify mechanistically important residues for that cluster. 

Previously, this approach identified functional site residues in subgroups of the Prx 

superfamily.  ASPs identified subgroup-specific functionally important residues, including a 

potentially important Glu in the AhpC/Prx1 subgroup.62  Subsequent combined molecular 

dynamics and electrostatics calculations indicate that this residue does, indeed, play an important 

functional role.82  In the current network analysis, the AhpC/Prx1/Prx6 subgroup is distinct and 

the Glu is well conserved in signature logos for this subgroup (Figure B.5A, pink arrow). 

This previous work on the Prxs and the network topology observations described herein 

suggest a generalizable and efficient strategy for producing hypotheses about the mechanistically 

determinant residues in each signature-based cluster.  We first further validate this approach by 

comparison to experiment in the enolase and GST superfamilies, and then utilize the proposed 

approach to hypothesize novel functionally important residues in clusters of the GST superfamily.  

(With the limited data in the structure database, the crotonase clusters are too small to draw 

meaningful conclusions (Figure B.5B)). 

Rakus and coworkers annotated subgroup-specific residues at the ends of seven 

structurally conserved beta strands (β2 – β8) in the enolase active site.22  The active site signatures 

for all enolase superfamily proteins contain strands β2 through β6 (Figure 2.4A, green strands), 

while β7 and β8 (Figure 2.4A, magenta strands) lie outside the 10 Å signature radius.  The 

residues near the end of strands β3, β4, and β5 were the key residues used to define active site 

signatures (Figure 2.4A, black ball and stick); these correspond to positions 10, 19, and 29 in the 

signature logos (Figure 2.4B, black stars; residues D198, E224, and D249 in 1BKH). 
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Figure 2.4. Signature logos highlight residues known to be functionally important in the 

enolase superfamily.  A. Green ribbons represent regions included in the active site signature (β2 

– β6) and magenta ribbons represent β7 and β8 which are not included in the active site signature 

but were analyzed by Rakus et. al.22  Tan areas represent the remaining protein structure.  The 

three key residues defining the active site region (black side chains) are located on strands β3, β4, 

and β5, respectively. B. Signature logos were created for the entire enolase superfamily (top) and 

the six major groups identified as signature-based subnetworks at edge score threshold of 0.30, a 

threshold chosen to correlate with the SFLD subgroups (see Figure 2.1 and Figure B.1 for the 
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network series).  Node color is based on SFLD subgroup and family designation (color key in 

Figure 2.1).  Clusters are labeled with the dominant subgroup and the number of proteins in the 

cluster.  The key residues used to create active site signatures are labeled with black stars in the 

top signature logo.  Functionally relevant residues in each subgroup at the ends of β2, β5, and β6 as 

reported by Rakus et al. are identified with orange circles, green circles, and fuchsia circles, 

respectively.  The residues in positions 10 (Asp) and 19 (Glu) of the figure were invariant 

throughout the superfamily and, therefore, not labeled with colored circles in each subgroup. Note 

that the MAL subgroup only contains three non-redundant structures so signature conservation 

analysis in this subgroup should be considered preliminary.  Representative examples of the 

orange, green, and fuchsia conserved residues, respectively, in each subgroup are the following: 

MR (1MDR) – K164, E247, D270; MLE (1BKH) – K167, K169, D249, K273; enolase (1E9I) – 

E167, D316, K341; ManD (2QJJ) – R147, E262, R283; GlucD (1BQG) – K211, K213, N295, 

D319; MAL (1KD0) – H194, D307, K331 

Though the threshold with the greatest number of distinctly identified subgroups in the 

enolase superfamily is 0.35 (Figure B.1, blue stars), the MR subgroup is more complete at 

threshold 0.30 and only two proteins are incorrectly grouped (brown triangle in MLE cluster and 

green diamond in ManD cluster) so the clusters at this threshold were used in the analysis. We 

wanted to compare residue conservation in active site profiles with previously published results; 

therefore, Weblogos83 were created for the signature-based clusters (herein referred to as 

signature logos) at an edge threshold of 0.30 (Figure 2.4B).  We compared the residues reported 

by Rakus et al. to those conserved in each signature-based cluster.  All functionally important 

residues noted by Rakus et al. near the ends of β2 – β6 are easily identified in the logos created 

from active site signature-based subnetworks of the enolase superfamily (Figure 2.4B, circles 

above signature logos). Residues near the β3 and β4 termini are well conserved throughout the 

superfamily (Figure 2.4B, large D and E, top logo), while the residues at the β2, β5, and β6 termini 
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distinguish each subgroup.  According to Rakus et al., the MLE, MR, and GlucD subgroups share 

a conserved Lys residue at the β2 terminus, which is well conserved in signature logo position 2 

(Figure 2.4B, orange circles).  By comparison, residues at the β2 terminus for the enolase, MAL 

and ManD subgroups are Glu, His, and Arg, respectively.  Similarly, the enolase, MAL, and MLE 

subgroups share an Asp residue near the β5 terminus (Figure 2.4B, green circles), while Glu is 

found in that position in the MR and ManD subgroups, and Asn in the GlucD subgroup.  Finally, 

at the β6 terminus, the enolase, MAL, and MLE subgroups contain a Lys, the MR and GlucD 

subgroups share an Asp, and the ManD proteins contain an Arg (Figure 2.4B, fuchsia circles).  

This analysis demonstrates that ASPs can effectively identify known mechanistically important 

residues in the enolase subgroups, similar to previous results for the Prxs, suggesting an efficient 

and automatable strategy for hypothesizing residues that distinguish functional subgroups in other 

superfamilies.   

As has been noted previously,55 functional residue identification using this approach is 

not necessarily complete, as some residues (such as those on β7 and β8 in the enolases) may fall 

outside of the 10 Å signature radius. Despite this lack of completeness, the similarity network 

clustering based on active site signatures was still able to separate the enolase subgroups, 

identifying a larger number of distinct subgroups at a single threshold than either sequence- or 

structure-based clustering (Figure B.1, blue stars).  Further, recent work by Petrey et al. suggests 

using small areas of protein structures rather than full sequence and structure comparisons is more 

appropriate for relating protein function,84 corroborating our results. 
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2.2.5 Relationships derived from active site signature networks lead to 

hypotheses regarding functionally important residues 

This same approach was used to predict functionally relevant residues in the GSTs 

(Figure 2.5).  SFLD-identified GST subgroups cluster distinctly into subnetworks at an edge 

threshold of 0.35 (Figure B.3, blue star); thus, subnetworks at this threshold were analyzed with 

signature logos (Figure 2.5, residues discussed are marked with stars and circles).  The six largest 

subnetworks were used in this analysis, including two distinct AMPS clusters (AMPS.A and 

AMPS.B).  Several smaller subnetworks are observed at this threshold, but are not analyzed as 

each is composed of too few proteins to confidently identify conserved residues. 

 

Figure 2.5. Active site signature logos for subnetworks of the GST superfamily highlight 

possible mechanistically determinant residues.  A. Signature logos were created for the entire 

GST superfamily (top logo) and the six largest subnetworks identified at an edge threshold of 

0.35 in the signature-based network.  Black stars (top logo) indicate the three key residues used to 
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create the active site signatures.  Black circles (top logo) indicate residues, displayed as black side 

chains in B-E, well conserved throughout the superfamily.  Colored circles indicate residues 

conserved within a subnetwork, but not conserved throughout the superfamily—these are 

represented with subgroup-colored side chains in B-E.  Yellow circles indicate residues reported 

as functionally relevant in the literature.  Blue circles indicate residues discussed in detail in the 

text.  Pink circles indicate well-conserved residues not discussed in the text.  Node colors are 

based on SFLD subgroup (key in Figure B.3).  Subnetworks are labeled with the dominant SFLD 

subgroup and the number of proteins.  B-E. Residues displayed in green, red, orange, and pink are 

conserved in Main.4 (1JLV), Main.1 (1A0F), Main.2 (3C8E), and Main.8 subgroup (1E6B), 

respectively.  Hydrogen bonds are represented by blue lines in all structures. 

Some residues are conserved throughout the superfamily that have been previously 

identified.  The cis-Pro (P53 in 1JLV) and the Ile (I68 in 1JLV) are both well conserved 

throughout the superfamily (Figure 2.5A, black circles); the Pro is reportedly required for binding 

site formation,85 while the Ile is important for structural stability of the active site.86 

Additionally, some subgroup-specific residues easily identified in the GST signature 

logos have been previously identified (Figure 2.5A, yellow circles).  For example, a Ser in logo 

position 7, previously shown to activate the bound glutathione (GSH),87 is highly conserved in 

Main.4 (S9 in 1JLV) and Main.8 (S17 in 1E6B) subgroups.  Similarly, the conserved Thr in that 

same position in the Main.2 subgroup (T52 in 3C8E) plays a role in ligand binding.41  In the 

AMPS subgroup, the Tyr in signature position 3 (Y6 in 1C72) has been reported to hydrogen 

bond to the sulfur of the GSH ligand, stabilizing a nucleophilic thiolate.87,88   

Other residues are well conserved in one or more subgroups, but have not been 

previously reported (Figure 2.5A, blue circles).  For instance, a Thr in logo position 24 (T54 in 

1JLV) is well conserved in the Main.4 subnetwork.  Hydrogen bonding in the immediate area 
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(Figure 2.5B, blue lines) indicates this Thr may play a role in stabilizing P53 and I68, which, as 

noted above, are important for ligand binding.  In the Main.1 subnetwork, a well-conserved Cys 

in logo position 9 (C10 in 1A0F) has been previously reported to bind GSH.87  The complete 

conservation of Ser in position 10 of this subgroup (S11 in 1A0F) suggests it may play an 

important role through binding stabilization as well, possibly through hydrogen bonding to the 

nearby beta sheet (Figure 2.5C, blue lines).  Similarly, the well conserved NGXK motif in the 

Main.2 subgroup (Figure 2.5A, blue circles; residues 54-57 in 3C8E) has not been previously 

reported as functionally relevant.  Hydrogen bonding between N54 and K57 (Figure 2.5D, blue 

line) and the structural proximity to the ligand-binding Thr (Figure 2.5A, yellow circle) suggests 

the hypothesis that this motif plays a role in protein stability and ligand binding.  In the Main.8 

subnetwork, a Tyr (Y12 in 1E6B) and an Arg (R24 in 1E6B) are both highly conserved (Figure 

2.5A, blue circles) and may play a supporting role to the previously identified Ser (Figure 2.5A, 

yellow circle) that is crucial for ligand binding.87  Both Tyr and Arg participate in hydrogen 

bonding within the active site (Figure 2.5E, blue lines), supporting this hypothesis.  There are 

many other subnetwork-specific residues identified in these signature logos that are conserved in 

the active site region (Figure 2.5A, pink circles) and may play a role in ligand binding and 

catalytic activity. 

The rapid and efficient identification of residues specific to signature-based subnetworks 

illustrates a useful and automatable approach to identifying mechanistically important residues 

that distinguish the functionally relevant subgroups in a protein superfamily. 
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2.2.6 Role of edge metric threshold in identifying the topologically-based 

and functionally relevant subnetworks and their hierarchical relationships 

As described above, functionally relevant clusters can be identified from the signature-

based subnetworks and signature logos built from these subnetworks highlight well-conserved 

residues that play important functional roles within each cluster.  However, such data are only 

advantageous if the edge metric used to define the subnetworks correlates with functional 

relevance because network topology and, thus, subnetworks (functionally relevant clusters) vary 

with the edge metric threshold (Figure 1.1A and B).  A non-trivial question is how to determine 

the “correct” edge or score threshold that identifies functionally relevant clusters.  We note that 

the difficulty of defining a useful threshold reflects complications of evolution – every 

superfamily has evolved at different rates and under different constraints on folding, structure and 

function. 

In the results described in this manuscript, we used the edge threshold that most closely 

resembles SFLD subgroups (families for the crotonases) while keeping the subgroups (and 

families) as intact as possible.  This technique is analogous to that used by Mashiyama et al. when 

determining the GST subgroup designations based on current experimental annotations.41  In the 

enolase superfamily, a threshold of 0.30 produced clusters that matched the six SFLD subgroups 

almost perfectly (Figure 2.4B).  Likewise, a threshold of 0.35 in the GST signature-based network 

separated all subgroups into distinct clusters and was, therefore, used to define groups for the 

signature logos (Figure 2.5A).  Signature logos were also created for the Prx and crotonase 

superfamilies at thresholds of 0.35 and 0.40, respectively (Figure B.5), scores at which the 

subnetworks correlate with the SFLD subgroups (Prx) and families (crotonase) (Figures B.2 and 

B.4).   
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We note that these chosen thresholds do not always match with the threshold identifying 

the most subgroups (or families) distinctly and completely (Figures B.1-B.4, blue stars).  The blue 

stars provide a quantitative comparison between the network series—and the approach optimizes 

for smaller, homogeneous clusters. On the other hand, residue conservation was compared to 

literature-described subgroups and, thus, threshold was chosen to optimize comparison to 

literature-identified clusters.  We chose to use clusters containing one or two extra proteins that 

didn’t belong rather than using clusters that contained just half of the subgroup or family of 

interest, which would provide less statistical significance to the residue conservation analysis. 

 

2.2.7 Further investigation of functionally relevant hierarchies by exploring 

network topologies at multiple edge thresholds 

While it is illuminating to identify and compare functionally relevant clusters at a single 

edge threshold, one benefit of analyzing similarity networks is the potential to identify functional 

hierarchies (Figure 1.1).  Can thresholds that reproduce the SFLD functional hierarchy (or other 

functionally relevant hierarchy), as illustrated in Figure 1.1, be identified in an automated 

fashion?   

A key goal is to develop a process that would identify the appropriate score thresholds to 

cluster the protein sequence universe into functionally relevant hierarchies (Figure 1.1).  Thus, 

network topology at increasingly stringent edge thresholds should identify hierarchical 

relationships within a superfamily (Figure 1.1).  We evaluate the edge thresholds at which the 

most subgroups and families are identified (stars in Figures B.1-B.4) to determine if such a 

hierarchy can be observed in the results presented here.  Subgroups are identified in the Prx, GST 

and enolase families at edge thresholds of 0.3-0.4 in the signature-based networks, while the 
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crotonase families (a finer level of functional detail) are most readily identified at an edge 

threshold of 0.5.  Therefore, in the signature-based networks for this very limited set of 

superfamilies, the threshold for identification of families is more stringent than subgroups, 

correlating with a required hierarchy.  On the other hand, the subgroup and family thresholds 

overlap in the sequence- and structure-based networks:  subgroups are identified at thresholds of 

0.84-0.92 (structure-based networks) and 1E-20-1E-35 (sequence-based networks), while families 

are identified at 0.92 (structure-based networks) and 1E-35 (signature-based networks).  All 

observations are taken from a very limited data set of four superfamilies.  If this observation 

holds for additional superfamilies and edge thresholds in signature-based networks can 

distinguish levels of functional hierarchies (as we propose would be ideal, Figure 1.1), these 

results open the pathway for developing an automated method for clustering the universe of 

protein sequences.   

Given the results presented here, we ask if an example of such hierarchy can be observed 

in the current results.  While most protein subgroups have too few structures to hypothesize 

functional hierarchies, the AMPS subgroup in the GST superfamily contains over forty structures 

that include the literature-described subfamilies of Alpha, Mu, Pi and Sigma, which are not 

distinguished in SFLD.  Topology of the signature-based network splits this subgroup into two 

clusters at an edge threshold of 0.35, AMPS.A and AMPS.B (Figure 2.6A, blue and red circles).  

Further, a more stringent threshold of 0.45 produces a topology of three distinct subnetworks 

created from AMPS.A (AMPS.A.1, AMPS.A.2, and AMPS.A.3), creating four total AMPS 

clusters (Figure 2.6B, blue and red circles).  Between edge thresholds of 0.35 and 0.45, all other 

subgroup clusters are largely unchanged. Signature logos created for the three largest AMPS 

groups (Figure 2.6C) identify major differences between the clusters, residues which we 

hypothesize as mechanistically significant (Figure 2.6D). 
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Figure 2.6. AMPS subgroup signature-based clustering suggests hierarchical organization 

of function.  A. At the 0.35 edge threshold in the signature-based network, the AMPS subgroups 

splits into two distinct clusters; A (blue circle) and B (red circle).  B.  At the 0.45 edge threshold 

in the signature-based network, the AMPS.A cluster splits into three smaller clusters (blue 

circles) while the AMPS.B cluster only loses one protein (red circle).  C. Signature logos were 

created for the three largest AMPS clusters at edge threshold 0.45 of the signature-based GST 

network.  Clusters are labeled with the number of proteins comprising the cluster.  Colored circles 

above the logos indicate residues, represented with similar-colored side chains in D, conserved 
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within a subnetwork but not conserved throughout the entire subgroup.  D. Residues distinctly 

conserved within the AMPS.A.1, AMPS.A.2, and AMPS.B subnetworks are mapped onto 

representatives from each cluster (1GSQ – cyan, 1C72 – orange, 1EV4 – green, respectively). E. 

A functional hierarchy for the AMPS subgroup is defined from the signature-based network 

clustering.  AMPS.A and AMPS.B are the two main AMPS clusters at a 0.35 edge threshold.  At 

the 0.45 edge threshold, the AMPS.A cluster breaks into three smaller clusters while the AMPS.B 

cluster remains mostly the same. * means the cluster is too small for detailed active site analysis. 

The AMPS.A.1 cluster contains three well-conserved residues (Figure 2.6C, cyan circles) 

at logo positions 4 (F8 in 1GSQ), 11 (E15 in 1GSQ), and 25 (L53 in 1GSQ), suggesting that this 

cluster may be comprised of the Pi and Sigma families of the AMPS subgroup.87  Likewise, 

conserved residues in the AMPS.A.2 cluster (Figure 2.6C, orange circles), such as Gly in logo 

position 2 (G5 in 1C72), Trp in position 4 (W7 in 1C72), and Asn in position 21 (N58 in 1C72), 

suggest these proteins belong to the Mu family of the AMPS subgroup.87  Finally, positions 10 

(M16 in 1EV4), 22 (V55 in 1EV4) and 29 (T68 in 1EV4) in the AMPS.B cluster are well-

conserved and unique (Figure 2.6C, green circles) suggesting that this cluster contains the Alpha 

family of the AMPS subgroup.87 

This result suggests the intriguing possibility of identifying functional hierarchies in each 

protein superfamily, as suggested by the analysis of the AMPS subgroup (Figure 2.6E).  Such 

hierarchies could be defined at multiple levels of functional detail, depending on the needs of the 

investigator.  Clearly further work is needed in additional superfamilies across sequence (not just 

structure) space to identify edge thresholds that divide superfamilies into these functionally 

relevant hierarchies; such work is ongoing.  
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2.3 Conclusion 

In computational assignment of protein function, sequence similarity is often used to 

transfer function annotation from one protein to another.  An underlying assumption in this 

approach is that proteins with full sequence similarity share similar function.  In this manuscript, 

we explored what can be learned about protein function assignment based on similarity clustering 

using a method in which we identify clusters from network topologies produced using three 

different similarity measures as edge metrics.  We compared topologies of sequence-based, 

structure-based, and signature-based networks to determine how well subnetworks compared to 

the functional hierarchy defined by SFLD.  

As has been shown in the extensive literature, sequence-based networks can identify 

evolutionary relationships75,76; these networks also identify functional relationships when 

evolution correlates with function, which is very often the case at the superfamily level and, as 

shown here, is frequently (but not always) the case at the subgroup level.  Structure-based 

networks identify structure-based differences, including domain additions, which would identify 

the potential of additional functional sites within the protein.  Signature-based networks often 

identify more detailed molecular functional relationships and, importantly, can identify functional 

hierarchies relating subgroups and families.  Additionally, mechanistically important residues can 

be identified from the conserved residues in the signature-based subnetworks.   

The results show that signature-based similarity networks introduce an efficient, accurate 

way to define functionally relevant groups, an approach suggested by Godzik and coworkers,42 

and identify mechanistically important residues in those groups.  This approach can be applied 

systematically and on a large-scale, which would contribute significantly to guiding manual 

curation efforts.  Finally, this analysis provides a foundation for development of semi- and fully 
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automated tools that can use sequence, structure, and active site data to group proteins in 

functionally relevant ways useful for many different applications. 

 

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Protein Set 

 The Structure Function Linkage Database (SFLD)9 is a collection of well-studied and 

well-curated proteins developed63 and often referred to as a “gold standard” set.10,18,20,21,89  These 

proteins have been manually curated and assigned to superfamilies, subgroups and families 

(Figure 1.1C), based on similarity in mechanistic and specificity determinants.9  Some of these 

proteins have been experimentally studied; therefore, this set serves as a comparison tool for 

other protein classification methods. [We note that this Gold Standard set, originally published in 

2005, is now represented by many more proteins.  The newer data alter to some extent the 

original functional assignments.  To address this, an updated Gold Standard set is under 

development (personal communication, S. Brown and P. Babbitt)].  

In this work, three superfamilies manually curated by SFLD curators were evaluated: 

enolase, glutathione transferases (GST) and crotonase.  A fourth well-studied superfamily, the 

peroxiredoxins (Prx), was also analyzed using this method. Prx proteins of known structure were 

taken from Nelson et al62 and these are now available in the SFLD.  A summary of proteins in 

each superfamily are provided in Table 2.1; details about protein structures used in each subgroup 

and family within each superfamily are provided in Tables B.1-B.4. 

To accurately compare results, it is critical to create networks using the same number of 

proteins for each of the three edge metrics.  Structure-based networks require a solved three-
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dimensional protein structure; thus, the set of structures available in the SFLD as of April 2013 

were utilized for all network evaluations.  Groups of proteins exhibiting high levels of sequence 

identity produced clusters that were highly similar in all three networks, cluttering network 

visualization and hindering analysis.  Therefore, superfamily members of known structure were 

evaluated for redundancy. Redundancy was identified by aligning all pairs of sequences using 

Stretcher90 and calculating the percent identity for each pair within the superfamily.  One protein, 

at random, was retained from each group of proteins that shared 95% full sequence identity; this 

representative set of non-redundant proteins for each superfamily was used in all network 

evaluations. The full list of representative and redundant proteins for each superfamily is 

provided in Tables B.1-B.4. 

 

2.4.2 Clustering Evaluated Using Sequence-, Structure-, and Signature-based 

Scoring Methods   

 Networks were created for the proteins in each superfamily using ClusterMaker40, a 

plugin for the Cytoscape software package91 that has implemented the Markov clustering 

algorithm (MCL).38 The appropriate edge metric (ASP score, TM-Align score, or BLAST score) 

was used for the array source with all other default parameters used.  After clustering, a force 

directed layout based on the scoring metric was applied to arrange and visualize the networks.   

Different scoring methods were used as the edge metric in each of the three networks:  

full-length sequence comparison using the BLAST scoring function24; full-length structure 

comparison using the TM-Align scoring function65; and active site signature comparison using 

the active site profile (ASP) scoring function.55  Sequence comparison edge weights were 

determined based on the more significant of the two reciprocal BLAST e-values between two 
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proteins, run with default parameters.  BLAST scores represent the likelihood of the sequence 

similarity being solely due to chance; most values are in the range [0, 1] with smaller values 

corresponding to higher similarity.24  Structure comparison edge weights were determined by the 

TM-Align score between two proteins, normalized by the average length of the two proteins.  

TM-Align scores represent the length-normalized structural similarity of two proteins, weighting 

the more similar areas stronger than the less similar areas; the scores are in the range [0, 1] with 

larger values corresponding to higher similarity.65  Active site similarity edge weights were 

determined based on the ASP scoring function, which takes into account residue identity, strong 

similarity, weak similarity, and gaps in the pairwise active site profile alignment and is 

normalized by the total length of the pairwise alignment.55 ASP scores represent the length-

normalized sequential and structural similarity of the active site microenvironment of two 

proteins; the scores are in the range [-0.5, 1] with larger values corresponding to higher 

similarity.55 

Active site signatures55 for each protein are determined from the structure surrounding 

user-identified key residues.  Three key active site residues were defined for each superfamily 

from SFLD-identified enzymatically active residues and key residues for the remaining proteins 

were identified using structural overlays (Figure B.6) in Chimera.58  A full list of all key residues 

can be found in Tables B.5-B.8.  Active site profiling55 was performed as implemented in the 

Deacon Active Site Profiler (DASP).11,56  Briefly, for each protein, all residues for which any 

atom lies within 10 Å of the center of mass of one of the key residues are extracted and aligned 

N-to-C terminus to create an active site signature.  Single residues and fragments of length two 

are eliminated from the signature. Pairwise active site signature comparison edge weights were 

determined using an in-house Python script that utilizes the signature similarity scoring metric 

previously described.55  The networks created using the BLAST, TM-Align, and ASP scoring 
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metrics are referred to as sequence-based, structure-based, and signature-based networks, 

respectively. 

 

2.4.3 Clusters Defined by Edge Thresholding Produce Subnetworks 

 For each network, subnetworks or clusters were defined by the edge threshold (a “filter”) 

applied to the edge weights.  At a given edge threshold, all edges with scores below that threshold 

are removed.  When the threshold is applied, these missing edges produce distinct subnetworks, 

where the edges within the subnetwork have pairwise edge scores more significant than the 

threshold, and the edges that previously connected the subnetworks have been removed due to 

less significant scores.  We explored the formation of subnetworks (or clusters) at different score 

thresholds, so we could compare the hierarchy of subnetwork formation in each superfamily.  It is 

important to note that at each edge metric threshold, the MCL clustering algorithm may remove 

some edges that are above the threshold during the clustering process. For example, edges 

removed from the BLAST network during clustering are very large compared to the majority of 

edges that are quite small (Figure B.7); thus, the clustering algorithm removes the edges with the 

extremely large scores at the “no filter” edge threshold producing multiple subnetworks prior to 

edge threshold application. 

 To compare how accurately each of the three networks identified known functional 

groups, we counted the number of clusters that were distinct and all inclusive of a subgroup (for 

enolase, Prx, and GST) or family (for crotonase) at each edge threshold in each of the three 

networks.  Subgroups or families with only one protein structure were not part of the count, and 

uncharacterized proteins were ignored in all clusters.  The highest count for each network series 

was marked (Figures B.1-B.4, blue stars) and analyzed.  
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2.4.4 Signature Similarity Visualized Using Active Site Signature Logos 

Sequence logos for the protein clusters were created using WebLogo version 3.3.83  

Signatures were first split into their non-contiguous fragments.  To make the signature logos as 

accurate as possible, each signature fragment must be a consistent length for all of the proteins in 

a superfamily.  Towards this goal, each fragment in all proteins in a superfamily was aligned 

based on structural overlays and both ends of the fragment were extended in each signature using 

the contiguous protein sequence until each fragment was a consistent length for all proteins in the 

superfamily.  The fragments were then concatenated to form final signatures.  Fragment extension 

and concatenation was subsequently added to DASP to more accurately group proteins based on 

their active site microenvironment (manuscript in preparation).  To create the figures, default 

settings from the Weblogo website (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/) were used except for the small 

sample correction, which decreases the height of all of the letters in small samples; given the 

small sample sizes, it was important for all letters to be visible for the analysis.  In the signature 

logos, the larger the letter, the more frequent that residue is found in that position throughout the 

set of active site signatures.  These graphical representations allow simple comparison of the 

active site signatures between different clusters of proteins.  Signature similarity figures were 

created for the enolase (Figure 2.4B), GST (Figure 2.5A), Prx (Figure B.5A), and crotonase 

(Figure B.5B) superfamilies. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methods Development: TuLIP 

The content of this chapter was adapted from the following manuscript in preparation: 

An approach to functionally relevant clustering of the protein universe: active site profile-based 

clustering of protein structures and sequences 

Stacy T. Knutson, Brian Westwood, Janelle B. Leuthaeuser, Brandon Turner, Donald Nguyendac, 

Gabrielle Shea, Kiran Kumar, Julia Hayden, Shoshana Brown, John H. Morris, Thomas E. Ferrin, 

Patricia C. Babbitt, Jacquelyn S. Fetrow 

 

In this work, I helped develop the TuLIP process, including parameter identification and data 

collection and analysis for multiple superfamilies (Prx, ISI, ISII), and mentored three 

undergraduate students through data collection and analysis of three other superfamilies 

(crotonase, GST, HAD).  Additionally, I provided intellectual contribution to the analyses and 

conclusions presented in this work as well as aided in figure creation and design. 

  

3.1 Overview 

 Previous work demonstrated active site profiles (ASPs) created from structures in known 

functional groups could accurately distinguish members of the functional group from members of 

other functional groups when used to search GenBank.62  Further, just 0.1% of sequences 

identified in the six groups could not be placed in a single, distinct functional group due to 

identification at similar scores in two groups. These results laid the foundation for the 
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development of an automated process to separate a protein superfamily into functionally relevant 

groups.  First, a process must be developed to separate the known structures of a protein 

superfamily into functionally relevant groups based on active site similarity.  These groups can 

later be used to develop a process to search GenBank and identify sequences belonging to each 

functional group.  Ultimately, the development of processes to automatically segregate proteins 

into functional groups based on active site similarity will aid in the accurate, detailed 

classification of the thousands of protein sequences added to the database every month. 

 

3.2 TuLIP protocol 

 TuLIP (Two-Level Iterative clustering Process) is an iterative, divisive clustering process 

(Figure 3.1) that utilizes active site profiling to partition the structurally characterized members of 

a protein superfamily into clusters.  Active site profiling identifies features at protein functional 

sites (Figure 1.2), and therefore TuLIP-identified clusters are hypothesized to be functionally 

relevant clusters.  

To begin TuLIP, an active site signature is identified for every non-redundant structure in 

the superfamily; redundancy is defined as > 95% pairwise sequence identity, of which just one 

representative is used.  The pairwise active site profile (ASP) score is calculated for each pair of 

active site signatures, and this complete set of pairwise scores comprises an all-by-all network in 

which nodes and edges represent proteins and pairwise ASP scores, respectively (Figure 3.1A). 

Starting with an ASP score of 0.0, a score threshold is applied to the network such that edges 

below the threshold are removed. Discrete subnetworks are identified by clustering the network 

using the MCL method.38  These subnetworks contain proteins in which the features of their 

respective functional sites are more similar within the subnetwork than to proteins outside of the 
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subnetwork (Figure 3.1A). Each subnetwork is evaluated using strict or relaxed criteria, as 

described subsequently; subnetworks that pass the appropriate criteria are removed from the full 

network. Following this evaluation, subnetworks remaining in the network are subject to further 

clustering by increasing the pairwise ASP score threshold by 0.05 and applying the MCL method 

again.  Subnetworks are evaluated at each threshold until all proteins are assigned to a cluster that 

has passed criteria or until all remaining subnetworks consist of only one protein (Figure 3.1A). 

 

Figure 3.1.  TuLIP clustering process identifies functionally relevant clusters based on 

active site similarity.  The TuLIP process divides a superfamily into functionally relevant 

clusters by iteratively increasing the ASP score threshold of the network to identify subnetworks 

(A) which are evaluated using strict and relaxed criteria. The TuLIP flowchart (B) outlines the 

iterative process of network clustering, subnetwork identification, subnetwork validation using 

PDB searches, and score threshold increases.  TuLIP-identified validated subnetworks (clusters) 

are displayed for the enolase superfamily (C); node color represents SFLD subgroup designation, 

according to the legend.  Clusters satisfying strict and relaxed criteria are shown on the dark and 

light gray backgrounds, respectively. Singlet proteins not assigned to any cluster are displayed on 
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white background. Network edge colors (A and C) represent pairwise ASP scores, according to 

the color legend; a score of one represents identical active site sequences.   

This iterative, stepwise increase of score threshold is completed twice.  Subnetworks are 

evaluated by strict criteria in the first stage (Figure 3.1B, dark gray background) and by relaxed 

criteria in the second stage (Figure 3.1B, dark gray background).  At each pairwise ASP score 

threshold, subnetworks are evaluated as follows.  An ASP is created for all proteins within the 

subnetwork (Figure 1.2), and this profile is used to search the sequences in the PDB using DASP 

(Figure 1.4). The DASP search scores of proteins identified in the search are evaluated to 

determine if the subnetwork meets the following strict criteria (Figure 3.1B, dark gray 

background): 1) all input proteins are identified at a DASP search score more significant than 1E-

10; 2) no non-input protein is identified at a DASP search score more significant than 1E-10; 3) at 

least two orders of magnitude separate all input proteins from all non-input proteins; and 4) 

minimum subnetwork size is three proteins.  Subnetworks meeting these criteria are considered 

validated and are removed from the full network (Figure 3.1C, dark gray background).  If new, 

non-SFLD proteins are identified at a DASP search score more significant than 1E-10 with all 

other strict criteria met, those proteins are added to the input set (given they aren’t > 95% 

identical to other inputs) and the profile is searched again.  If the resulting search passes strict 

criteria, this group, including the new proteins, is considered validated; if the resulting search 

does not pass strict criteria, the subnetwork remains in the full network and the new proteins are 

added to the full network by calculating pairwise ASP scores between their signatures and all 

others.  Subnetworks of only one or two members (singlets and doublets) are reserved for the 

relaxed stage of the process.  Subnetworks that don’t pass strict criteria continue to the next 

iteration of increasing the pairwise ASP score threshold by 0.05 and clustering.  The pairwise 

ASP score threshold is iteratively increased and subnetworks are evaluated/validated using the 

strict criteria until all remaining subnetworks contain only one or two proteins. 
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When all validated clusters have been identified by the strict criteria, the singlets and 

doublets not assigned to a validated cluster progress through a second round of iterative clustering 

to identify functionally relevant groups that meet relaxed criteria (Figure 3.1B, light gray 

background).  As in the strict stage, all pairwise ASP scores between these proteins are calculated 

to form a complete network and the pairwise ASP score threshold is iteratively increased by 0.05. 

At each iteration, subnetworks are identified and their ASPs are created and used to search the 

sequences in the PDB using DASP. The DASP search scores of the proteins identified in the 

search are evaluated to determine if the subnetwork meets the following relaxed criteria: 1) all 

input proteins are identified at a DASP search score more significant than 1E-8; 2) no non-input 

protein is identified at a DASP search score more significant than 1E-12; 3) at least two orders of 

magnitude separate all input proteins from all non-input proteins; and 4) minimum subnetwork 

size is two proteins.  Subnetworks meeting these criteria are considered validated and are 

removed from the full network (Figure 3.1C, light gray background).  The score threshold is then 

increased and the network is again clustered. When the network contains only singlet proteins 

(Figure 3.1C, white background), the TuLIP process is complete. 

 

3.3 TuLIP validation – enolase superfamily 

 As validation, the TuLIP process was applied to a set of 160 non-redundant enolase 

superfamily proteins of known structure present in the 2013 SFLD (representing 339 total enolase 

proteins).  23 functionally relevant groups were identified using the TuLIP process (Figure 3.1C); 

16 groups were identified by strict criteria (Figure 3.1C, dark gray background) and 7 were 

identified by relaxed criteria (Figure 3.1C, light gray background).  23 proteins, including the 

lone non-redundant structures representing the GalD, NSAR2 and MLEanti families, were 
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identified as singlet proteins (Figure 3.1C, white background) indicating their active sites are 

distinct from the active sites of other proteins in the superfamily. 

To evaluate the functional relevance of the enolase TuLIP groups, each group was 

compared to the SFLD-defined subgroups and families; overall, high correlation between the 

TuLIP groups and SFLD groups is observed (Figure 3.2).  Five of the seven SFLD subgroups are 

identified distinctly (Figure 3.2, pink box), including the lone GalD structure identified as a 

singlet. In the MR subgroup, four of the six families are identified distinctly (Figure 3.2, green 

box), with the LFucD and LTalGalD families combined into one cluster (Figure 3.2, purple 

arrow).  Further, most of the proteins annotated to the MR subgroup but lacking family 

annotation were grouped into clusters.  12 of the 48 MR uncharacterized proteins were placed 

into clusters that correlate with SFLD MR families, and 25 were separated into 7 new 

functionally relevant clusters not identified by SFLD curators (Figure 3.2, orange brace).  In the 

MLE subgroup, TuLIP combines the MLEsyn and Chl-MLE families into one group (Sct30) 

(Figure 3.2, blue arrow) and subdivides both the OSBS and DipepEp families into multiple 

functionally relevant clusters (Figure 3.2, red arrows).  Notably, the OSBS and DipepEp families 

are known to be difficult to annotate.12,72  These results suggest that TuLIP-identified clusters 

correlate well with SFLD subgroups and families in the enolase superfamily and are, therefore, 

functionally relevant. 
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of TuLIP-identified enolase clusters to SFLD-identified enolase 

subgroups and families demonstrates a high correlation between the automatable and 

knowledge-based approaches to functionally relevant clustering.  Rows represent the 23 

clusters identified from performing TuLIP on the enolase superfamily structures.  Sct indicates 

groups identified with strict criteria and Rlx indicates groups identified with relaxed criteria.  

Columns represent the SFLD subgroup and family membership for the proteins assigned to each 

TuLIP cluster.  The color of the each grid square represents the percentage of proteins in a 

specific subgroup or family that belongs to each TuLIP cluster (color range shown in legend).  

Gray-highlighted column labels and dotted lines indicate SFLD uncharacterized sequences.  

Colored arrows, boxes, and braces designate results discussed in the text. 
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3.4 TuLIP validation – generalizability 

To demonstrate generality of the ASP-based approach to clustering proteins into 

functionally relevant groups, TuLIP was applied to five other SFLD superfamilies: HADs, 

crotonases, GSTs, ISIs, and ISIIs.  A general correlation between TuLIP-identified clusters and 

SFLD subgroups and families demonstrates the generalizability of the TuLIP approach (Figure 

3.3).  All five superfamilies exhibit one-to-one correlation between TuLIP clusters and SFLD 

functional annotations for some subgroups or families (Figure 3.3, pink boxes).  Furthermore, 

proteins not annotated to specific subgroups or families by the SFLD (Figure 3.3, gray-

highlighted columns) are often separated into multiple distinct clusters we hypothesize to be 

functionally relevant (Figure 3.3, orange braces). 
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Figure 3.3.  Heat maps illustrate the generalizability of TuLIP to cluster protein structures 

into functionally relevant groups.  Heat maps comparing SFLD-identified subgroups and 

families with TuLIP-identified clusters were created for the HAD (A), crotonase (B), GST (C), 

ISI (D), and ISII (E) superfamilies.  Columns represent the SFLD subgroup and family 

assignments.  Rows represent the TuLIP cluster to which each protein structure was assigned: Sct 

indicates groups identified in the first TuLIP stage (strict criteria) and Rlx indicates groups 

identified in the second stage (relaxed criteria).  Box fill color represents the percentage of each 
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SFLD subgroup or family assigned to each TuLIP cluster, according to the legend.  Gray-

highlighted column labels and dotted lines indicate structures not annotated to a specific subgroup 

or family by the SFLD.  Colored boxes, braces, and arrows are discussed in the text. 

Some deviations from SFLD subgroup and family classifications are observed, however, 

including both subgroup/family subdivision (Figure 3.3, purple arrows) and subgroup/family 

combinations (Figure 3.3, orange arrows).  Often, subgroup/family combinations arise from the 

limited structural coverage present in these superfamilies; once these clusters are used to search 

GenBank for sequences with similar active site similarity, the groups can be subdivided.  Another 

result of limited structural coverage is the abundance of singlets emerging from TuLIP (Figure 

3.3, bottom rows), often from subgroups or families with only one representative characterized 

structurally (Figure 3.3, blue braces).  While GenBank cannot be searched using just one protein, 

a process for engineering active site profiles was developed for these singlets to utilize their 

active site uniqueness and identify the rest of the subgroup or family; this process is discussed in 

detail in chapter 5.  Overall, the TuLIP process separates protein structures into functionally 

relevant clusters corresponding to SFLD subgroup and family annotations for six diverse 

superfamilies (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 
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CHAPTER 4 

Methods Development: MISST 

The content of section 4.4.1 was adapted from the following manuscript in preparation: 

An approach to functionally relevant clustering of the protein universe: active site profile-based 

clustering of protein structures and sequences 

Stacy T. Knutson, Brian Westwood, Janelle B. Leuthaeuser, Brandon Turner, Donald Nguyendac, 

Gabrielle Shea, Kiran Kumar, Julia Hayden, Shoshana Brown, John H. Morris, Thomas E. Ferrin, 

Patricia C. Babbitt, Jacquelyn S. Fetrow 

 

The content of section 4.4.2 was adapted from the following manuscript in preparation: 

Identification and functionally relevant clustering of the universe of peroxiredoxin proteins using 

active site profiling 

Angela F. Harper, Janelle B. Leuthaeuser, Patricia C. Babbitt, John H. Morris, Thomas E. Ferrin, 

Jacquelyn S. Fetrow 

 

My responsibilities in developing the MISST process were extensive and included: parameter 

identification and data collection and analysis for parts of or all of the following superfamilies: 

enolase, ISI, ISII, Prx, and VOC; development and validation of a novel method to subdivide 

protein clusters based on active site features; and mentoring of three undergraduate students 
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through data collection and analysis of four superfamilies (crotonase, GST, Prx, radical SAM).  I 

have significantly contributed to the analyses and conclusions presented in this work, and I have 

designed most of the figures shown in this chapter, which will be included in the manuscript.  

 

4.1 Overview 

 Previously, the Two Level Iterative clustering Process (TuLIP) was developed to cluster 

protein structures into functionally relevant groups based on active site similarity.  However, 

because protein structures represent a small fraction of known protein sequences92, it is 

imperative to move beyond the known structures and identify protein sequences belonging to 

each functionally relevant group.  Towards that end, the Multi-level Iterative Sequence Searching 

Technique (MISST) was developed; MISST utilizes iterative GenBank searches to populate each 

functionally relevant group identified in TuLIP.  The limited structural coverage present in most 

protein superfamilies, however, results in TuLIP groups that contain multiple subgroups or 

families and a multitude of proteins identified as singlets in TuLIP due to their unique active site 

signatures.  To accurately identify functionally relevant groups encompassing an entire protein 

superfamily, two methods were developed to address these limitations.  The subdivision of 

subgroups and families combined in TuLIP is detailed below and active site profile (ASP) 

engineering for singlet proteins is detailed in chapter 5. 

 

4.2 PSSM analysis to subdivide groups 

Because superfamilies often exhibit limited structural diversity, TuLIP clusters 

sometimes contain more than one functional group.  To accurately cluster a protein superfamily 
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into functionally relevant groups, some MISST groups require subdivision based on their active 

site features.  To ensure generalizability across superfamilies and iterations, the subdivision 

process is based on active site similarity of the proteins within each group.  Generally, proteins 

identified with similar DASP search scores in a GenBank search exhibit similar active site 

features and typically belong to the same functional group.  Therefore, to subdivide a MISST 

group, the active site similarity of proteins across the spectrum of DASP scores should be 

evaluated.  A PSSM comparison method is performed to determine which bins form distinct 

groups in the data based on active site fragment similarity (Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1. MISST groups are separated by active site similarity comparisons of identified 

proteins. A. The steps to execute a PSSM comparison to separate a MISST group are shown as a 
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flowchart.  Groups that pass criteria during clustering are removed from further clustering and 

used to create ASPs for subsequent searches.  B. The network clustering process is demonstrated 

with a filter threshold of 0.80.  Each node represents a bin’s ASP PSSM (e.g. scores between 1E-

8 and 1E-9 are represented by the node labeled 8).  Nodes are connected by edges which 

represent the average correlation of the two PSSMs.  Nodes are roughly colored from red (bin 8) 

to purple (bin 16) to blue (bin 25).  C. The proteins identified from a DASP GenBank search are 

shown as a histogram with DASP search score on the x-axis and number of proteins on the y-

axis; bar colors indicate known functional groups.  The PSSM comparison analysis produced two 

distinct groups (1A – green and 1B – pink).  The proteins identified in each group are used to 

create ASPs which are used to search GenBank with DASP.  Histograms showing the DASP 

search data for groups 1A and 1B demonstrate the two functional groups have been more 

distinctly separated. 

 Active site similarity is evaluated by comparing position specific scoring matrices 

(PSSMs) created for each bin (Figure 4.1).  First, an ASP is created for the proteins in each bin 

(1E-8 to 1E-25 inclusive).  A PSSM is then constructed for each bin, which characterizes the 

relative likelihood of each residue occurring in each position of the ASP relative to the 

background occurrence of the residues in the GenBank database.56  The matrices for each bin are 

correlated in a pairwise all-by-all manner.  Linear regression is first performed on each column 

pair (position in the ASP) which produces a Pearson’s correlation coefficient between -1 and 1 

for each column.  This coefficient represents the residue distribution similarity between each 

corresponding ASP position for two bins of proteins; values close to 1 indicate direct correlation, 

values close to 0 indicate little correlation, and values close to -1 indicate inverse correlation.  A 

correlation coefficient is calculated for each ASP position between two bins.  Because averaging 

correlation coefficients typically introduces bias, the correlation values are transformed to z 

values using the Fisher transformation.93  The arithmetic mean of the z values across all columns 
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is calculated and back transformed to a final r value, representing the similarity of the two 

matrices.  Biologically, this final correlation coefficient represents the general active site 

similarity between proteins scoring in two separate bins.  The correlation coefficient is calculated 

for all pairs of bins (1E-8 to 1E-25, inclusive) to form an all-by-all network of ASP PSSMs 

(nodes) and their corresponding correlation scores (edges) (Figure 4.1A and B). 

 Once a network has been created, the nodes are clustered by iteratively increasing the 

edge threshold (Figure 4.1A).  Beginning with the lowest even-valued correlation, edges 

representing correlations less than the threshold are removed and MCL clustering is applied to the 

remaining network.  At every threshold, if two or more groups > 3 nodes are identified and each 

is composed of consecutive bins, the group or groups containing the least significant nodes (i.e. 

closest to 1E-8) are removed from the network and clustering continues using only the group with 

the most significant nodes (i.e. closest to 1E-25) (Figure 4.1A).  The edge threshold is increased 

by 0.02 in each iteration.  Clustering continues until all nodes are singlets or an edge threshold of 

0.98 is reached. 

If no two groups > 3 consecutive nodes are ever identified, the group does not require 

subdivision and the trusted threshold is used to determine the proteins forming the new ASP.  If 

multiple groups are identified from clustering (Figure 4.1B), the proteins in the bins 

characterizing each group are used to create the new ASPs (Figure 4.1C).  When creating new 

ASPs, the non-redundant proteins in the bins representing each group are extracted along with 

their pseudo signatures from the most recent search results.  Because the pseudo signatures are 

created from the identified motifs, they are all the same length, and therefore the stack of pseudo 

signatures is a pre-aligned ASP ready to search GenBank in the next iteration. 

A naming convention was devised to assist MISST organization.  Group names begin at 

the TuLIP stage and are named “GroupX” where X is a number corresponding to the cluster used 
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to search PDB; therefore, low numbers correspond to groups identified early in the TuLIP process 

and higher numbers correspond to groups identified later in the TuLIP process.  Every time 

PSSM is performed on a group, a letter is added to the end of the group name which represents 

the general level of significance of the proteins comprising that group (Figure 4.1B).  For 

example, the cluster containing the most significant bins from PSSM is labeled A, the next most 

significant cluster is labeled B, and so on.  If a group was not subdivided, the group is labeled 

with an A as the most significant scoring proteins (identified by the trusted threshold) are used to 

create the ASP for the next iterative search. 

After each iteration of PSSM analysis, an additional letter is added to the end of each 

group’s name, indicating the relative significance of the proteins used to create the subsequent 

ASP.  Group 5AAA, for instance, indicates that the most significant scoring proteins were used to 

create the new ASP in each of the first three iterations.  Conversely, Group 5CAC indicates the 

least significant proteins were utilized in the first iteration, the most significant of those results 

were utilized in the second iteration, and the least significant results were utilized in the third 

iteration.  Notably, this naming scheme does not suggest the precise threshold that determines the 

proteins in each group.  For example, for one MISST group, a subdivision could result in an A 

group containing proteins in the range (1E-25, 1E-18) and a B group containing proteins in the 

range (1E-17, 1E-8), while another MISST group’s subdivision results in an A group containing 

proteins in the range (1E-25, 1E-14) and a B group containing proteins in the range (1E-13, 1E-

8).  The letter in the name simply indicates the relative significance level of the proteins used to 

create the subsequent ASP. 

In this way, the letters after the group number indicate two things.  First, the number of 

letters indicate the iterative search being completed: Group 5AAA is on the third iterative search 

(after Search 0) because there are three As in the name.  One caveat arises with DASP2 as the 
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first iterative search is completed prior to PSSM analysis so letter addition does not begin until 

the second iterative search.  The second piece of information derived from the letters in the group 

name is how significant the proteins scored in the previous searches.  For instance, 5AAA 

consists of the most significantly scoring proteins in the previous three searches and is therefore 

likely to contain less diversity and be close to completion; conversely, 5CCC contains proteins 

that were less significant in each of the previous three searches.  This group is likely to be much 

more diverse and possibly identifying proteins from related subgroups and families. 

 

4.3 MISST – an iterative process to identify and cluster sequences in a 

protein superfamily 

MISST begins with the TuLIP-identified functionally relevant groups (Figure 4.2A).  For 

each group, the ASP is used to search GenBank for sequences that share similarity with the active 

site motifs (Figure 4.2B).  Because TuLIP groups are limited by the structural representation of 

the superfamily, a more robust ASP is created using protein fragments from this first search.  For 

each protein identified at a score more significant than the trusted threshold (discussed 

subsequently), the fragments identified in the search are extracted and aligned longest to shortest 

to construct a pseudo signature.  The pseudo signatures are stacked to form a new ASP for each 

TuLIP group (Figure 4.2C); these ASPs are used to search GenBank for more sequences with 

active site similarity (Figure 4.2D).  Because DASP3 is more robust than DASP2 and identifies 

functionally similar proteins at more significant scores than DASP2 (see chapter 6), a second 

GenBank search for robustness is not necessary using DASP3 (Figure 4.2A-D, right). 
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Figure 4.2. MISST flowchart for DASP2 and DASP3.  For both DASP2 and DASP3, the 

TuLIP groups are used as the input to MISST (A).  In DASP2, an initial GenBank search is 

completed for robustness (B) and new ASPs are built with the significantly scoring proteins (C) 

before GenBank is searched again (D).  In DASP3, the initial search (D) is robust enough to 

move forward.  After the first iteration, a percent agreement analysis is completed on any 

subsections split in the previous PSSM comparison (E).  The lone decision point for each MISST 

group is whether or not the group passes completion criteria (F); if so, that group is removed for 
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further analysis.  For groups not passing completion criteria, the data is prepared (G) for PSSM 

comparison to separate groups based on active site similarity (H).  The resulting groups are used 

to search GenBank in the next iteration (D).  The process continues until all groups pass 

completion criteria. 

An iterative process now begins for each group to identify more sequences in the 

superfamily and organize the groups based on active site similarity.  After each GenBank search, 

groups that were subdivided by PSSM analysis prior to the search are evaluated using a percent 

agreement analysis to determine if the subdivision produced distinct groups (Figure 4.2E).  From 

there, each group is analyzed based on completion criteria to determine if that group is no longer 

growing or subdividing and can be set aside for further analysis (Figure 4.2F).  For the groups 

that do not pass completion criteria, the results are analyzed in preparation of PSSM comparison 

to determine if groups should be combined, to manage proteins identified in more than one group 

(cross hits), and to prevent bias by reducing sequence redundancy (Figure 4.2G).  The PSSM 

comparison analysis is then executed to determine if and how each group should be subdivided to 

form multiple functionally relevant groups (Figure 4.2H).  The resulting new groups (whether 

subdivided or not) are used to search GenBank again, in the next iteration (Figure 4.2D).  The 

details of each step are outlined in the sections that follow. 

4.3.1 Percent Agreement 

 In some cases, PSSM analysis subdivides a group into two subsections that return almost 

identical GenBank search results.  While standard protocol would suggest removing one group as 

they identify the same proteins, subsections identified from PSSM analysis usually have similar 

ASPs, and, therefore, it is not surprising that the search results are extremely similar.  To identify 

if the two subsections represent different functions, the scores at which proteins are identified 

must be analyzed.  If the same proteins are being identified at decidedly different scores in the 
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two subsections, it is likely the subsections represent different functions and both subsections 

should be kept.  If, however, most of the cross hits are identified at similar scores in the two 

subsections, the sections are redundant and one should be removed. 

 To identify if subsections should be removed or not, the scores of proteins identified in 

both subsections are compared (Figure 4.2E).  To simplify the comparison, proteins are simply 

labeled significant or insignificant for each subsection based on the score at which they are 

identified; significant proteins are identified at scores more significant than the trusted threshold 

and insignificant proteins are identified at scores less significant than the trusted threshold.  First, 

the proteins identified at scores < 1E-8 in both searches are extracted.  Each protein is then 

categorized either significant or insignificant in the first subsection based on the score the protein 

was identified at in that GenBank search; the protein is then categorized significant or 

insignificant in the second subsection based on the score from that GenBank search.  Therefore, 

every protein identified by both searches will contain two labels, one for each subsection. 

The number of proteins in which the two labels agree (i.e. both significant or both 

insignificant) is counted for the pair of subsections.  This raw count is normalized to group size 

using the total number of proteins identified < 1E-8 in the smaller group, and multiplied by 100, 

producing a value between 0 and 100, called the percent agreement.  The smaller group is used 

for normalization to allow detection of one larger group completely containing a smaller group.  

Values close to 0 indicate either few cross hits exist between the two subsections or the majority 

of cross hits are identified at different significance levels (Figure 4.1C).  However, values close to 

100 indicate most of the proteins are not only identified in both subsections, but identified with 

similar DASP search scores. 

Preliminary analysis using the first iteration of four diverse superfamilies (Prx, crotonase, 

radical SAM, and enolase) suggests a percent agreement threshold of 70% to ensure two 
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functionally distinct subsections are both kept, but two functionally similar subsections result in 

the removal of the smaller subsection.  If the percent agreement between two subsections is > 

70%, the two subsections are identifying the same proteins at similar scores and the subsection 

with fewer proteins is removed from the MISST process and discarded; the larger subsection is 

retained to encourage diversity and identification of all proteins in the superfamily.  If the percent 

agreement is < 70%, the subsections are identifying proteins at sufficiently different scores to 

support advancement of both subsections to the next step of MISST (Figure 4.2F).  It should be 

noted, however, that limited data has been available thus far, and this parameter requires further 

exploration through more search iterations. 

Often, PSSM subdivides a group into three due to ASP diversity.  After each subsection 

is used to search GenBank, the subsections are compared pairwise using percent agreement to 

determine which subsections are advanced in MISST (A vs B, B vs C, A vs C).  If all three 

comparisons yield a value > 70%, only the B section is removed from further analysis.  Because a 

group subdividing into three sections indicates substantial ASP diversity, the C section will likely 

identify proteins from areas of the superfamily not yet reached, and it is crucial to retain that 

diversity with the goal of identifying the entire superfamily.  The A section, on the other hand, 

incorporates the best scoring proteins and will typically form a distinct group in future iterations.  

Preliminary validation demonstrated > 99.5% of the proteins identified in the B search, are 

identified in ensuing A and C iterative searches. 

 

4.3.2 Completion criteria 

 The goal of MISST is to identify distinct, functionally relevant groups in a protein 

superfamily, so there must be a defined end point of the process.  While the MISST process is 
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iterative and, in theory, could continue forever, the point at which group composition is no longer 

changing should be identified as the completion point.  As group composition is group dependent, 

the completion criteria are analyzed on a group-by-group basis, and groups are removed from 

MISST when they pass completion criteria; MISST iterations continue until all groups have 

passed completion criteria.  Once finished, each of the completed groups can be used to search 

GenBank at any time to identify recent database additions with active site similarity to the group. 

 Two metrics were employed to define the completion criteria for MISST groups.  First, a 

group cannot be considered complete if proteins are continually being added to the group.  

Therefore, a group is not complete unless it is not identifying new proteins at significant scores.  

To measure this, the percentage of all significantly scoring proteins which did not score 

significantly in the previous search is calculated.  While ideally each group wouldn’t identify any 

new proteins at significant scores, two constraints limit this in practice.  First, the database is 

updated on a weekly basis and often the searches are done over the course of many weeks or even 

months; as the database is updated, new sequences are added that may share active site similarity 

with the group.  Second, proteins identified with scores close to the trusted threshold can easily 

jump the boundary in either direction due to small changes to the active site profile, but it is not 

conducive to continually add small numbers of proteins and remove them again from one 

iteration to the next.  With those constraints in mind, the threshold for completion is set at 5%, 

such that groups with more than 5% new significantly scoring proteins continue to the next 

iteration, and groups with fewer than 5% new significantly scoring proteins are analyzed using 

the second completion criteria metric. 

 In addition to not identifying new proteins at significant scores, completed groups should 

identify, at significant scores, all inputs used to create the ASP.  To track this value, we calculate 

the percentage of input sequences which are identified at scores more significant than the trusted 
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threshold.  While theoretically each group should identify all inputs at significant scores, in 

practice, database updates and proteins with scores near the trusted threshold require this criteria 

to have a threshold below 100% identification.  The threshold identified through work with the 

Prx and enolase superfamilies is 95%, such that groups which identify fewer than 95% of inputs 

at significant scores continue to the next iteration, while groups identifying at least 95% of inputs 

at significant scores are considered completed MISST groups. 

After each iteration, every group is analyzed individually based on the two completion 

criteria, with the goal of identifying “self” and nothing else at significant scores.  Groups that pass 

both criteria are removed from the iterative loop and set aside for further analysis; only the 

proteins scoring more significantly than the trusted threshold are considered part of the completed 

group.  Groups that do not pass both completion criteria are prepared for PSSM analysis (Figure 

4.2G). 

 

4.3.3 Preparing groups for PSSM comparison 

 Prior to PSSM comparison, the data in each MISST group must be evaluated in three 

distinct ways to promote accurate PSSM analysis (Figure 4.2G).  Details of this process are 

shown in Figure 4.3.  First, GenBank search results are analyzed to determine if any groups 

should be combined because they are identifying the same set of proteins (Figure 4.3A).  Second, 

cross hits are analyzed to ensure proteins are only included in one group for GenBank searches to 

avoid groups becoming too similar after multiple iterations (Figure 4.3B).  Lastly, sequence 

redundancy is removed from each group by evaluating sequence identity across all proteins in the 

group (Figure 4.3C); if many protein sequences share high sequence identity with each other, 

PSSM analysis could be biased and inaccurately identify group subdivision. 
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Figure 4.3. Preparing MISST groups for PSSM comparison involves three steps.  A. Group 

combination is performed so multiple groups are not identifying the same set of proteins.  B. 

Cross hits are analyzed so each protein is only included in one MISST group.  C. Redundancy is 

reduced based on sequence identity to remove bias prior to PSSM comparisons. 

 After each group is used to search GenBank for proteins with similar active site 

fragments, the groups are compared pairwise all-by-all to determine if any two (or more) groups 

are identifying the same proteins (Figure 4.3A).  For each pair of groups, the number of proteins 

identified by both groups with scores < 1E-8 is divided by the total number of proteins identified 

in each group < 1E-8, resulting in two values indicating the fraction of total hits that are cross hits 

between the two groups.  If the larger of these values is > 0.9, the two groups are identifying most 

of the same proteins, indicating they should be combined; therefore, the group identifying fewer 

proteins is removed from further analysis with the intention of incorporating the most data 

possible into PSSM comparison analysis.  Though this metric was used successfully in analyzing 

the peroxiredoxin (Prx) superfamily, further analysis is required to determine if this parameter is 

generalizable across superfamilies; this idea is considered further in chapter 7. 
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 Once groups have been analyzed for possible combination, cross hit analysis is 

completed on the GenBank search results across the entire superfamily (Figure 4.3B).  The goal 

of MISST is to identify distinct groups of proteins sharing a specific function by utilizing iterative 

GenBank searches; however, as the groups grow larger, the ASPs often become more diverse 

resulting in cross hits.  For groups to be considered distinct, it is critical that cross hits are 

minimized, especially as groups reach completion.  To aid in group distinction and prevent ASPs 

from becoming too similar, no protein can be part of multiple ASPs in any given iteration.  

Therefore, every protein that is identified by multiple groups must be either placed in one single 

group or removed from all groups.  To determine which group each protein belongs in, we 

evaluate the scores at which the protein was identified in a process called cross hit analysis. 

If a protein is identified in one group with a highly significant score and identified in 

another group with a much less significant score, the protein likely belongs in the first group due 

to the large difference in search scores.  Previous analysis with the Prx superfamily utilized a two 

order of magnitude separation threshold for placing a protein in one group over another.62  For 

every protein identified in more than one group, the magnitude difference between the two best 

scores is calculated.  If the difference is at least two orders of magnitude, the protein is placed in 

the group with the most significant score and removed from all other groups.  If the magnitude 

difference is less than two, the protein is removed from all groups because it does not clearly 

share more active site similarity with one group than another. 

Once the groups each contain only distinct proteins, the data is readied for PSSM analysis 

and the next iterative search by reducing redundancy in each group (Figure 4.3C).  There are 

often many protein sequences with high sequence identity to one another due to mutations 

introduced for various experiments.  Creating an ASP with all of these proteins creates bias 

because some proteins are studied and mutated far more often than other proteins.  To diminish 
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this bias, for each group individually, CD-Hit94,95 segregates the proteins into clusters based on 

95% sequence identity, such that all proteins in a MISST group sharing 95% sequence identity 

will be in the same CD-Hit cluster.  The longest protein from each cluster is identified as the 

cluster representative (CD-Hit default).  For each MISST group, the representatives chosen are 

the only proteins used for the subsequent PSSM analysis and GenBank search iteration. 

 

4.4 MISST Validation – Prx superfamily 

 To validate the MISST process, the well-studied Prx superfamily62 was clustered into 

functionally relevant groups using DASP2.  First, the 47 nonredundant structures were separated 

into four groups using TuLIP (Figure 4.4A).  The results from the TuLIP analysis did not match 

expertly-identified functional groups (Figure 4.5A, node colors).  Sct2 and Sct4 both contain 

multiple subgroups, suggesting this superfamily is a good test for subdividing groups using 

PSSM analysis to distinctly identify each functional group.   

 

 

Figure 4.4. Four Prx TuLIP groups split into eight completed MISST groups after ten 

iterative GenBank searches.  Node colors (A and C) and line colors (B) represent expert 

functional annotation.62  A. The four TuLIP groups are represented as networks with nodes 

representing the 47 structures and edges representing pairwise DASP scores.  B. Columns 
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represent each MISST iteration and each colored line represents a group moving on to the next 

iteration.  The lines are colored based on the main annotation of proteins in that group, and splits 

represent a group subdividing via PSSM analysis.  C. The eight completed Prx groups are 

represented as networks with nodes representing each protein and edges representing DASP 

search scores. 

Through nine MISST iterations, eight functionally relevant groups, all passing 

completion criteria, were identified from the four starting TuLIP groups (Figure 4.4B and C).  

Sct4 was split into two distinct groups in the second iteration and Rlx6 was split into four distinct 

groups in iterations five, six, and seven; both Sct2 and Sct3 were not split in MISST (Figure 

4.4B).  Notably, four of the six expertly-defined subgroups are identified distinctly by MISST, 

while both the AhpC and AhpE subgroups are further separated (Figure 4.4C).  Qualitatively, the 

MISST groups correlate well with known functional data, but quantitative assessment is 

necessary for comprehensive validation. 

 

4.4.1 Performance calculations 

To objectively analyze the performance of MISST, multiple metrics are calculated, 

culminating in an overall performance score, first described by Lee et al., comparing functionally 

relevant groups to those defined by the gold standard.21 

Plotting the true positive rate (TPR) versus the false positive rate (FPR) at each DASP 

score threshold creates an ROC curve.  This curve provides a measure of accuracy, for each 

MISST group, of the quality of sequence identification.  TPR and FPR are defined as follows:   

𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  (4.1) 
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𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
  (4.2) 

Precision measures the percent of proteins identified at significant scores that match 

known functional characterization.  Recall measures the number of proteins identified by DASP 

out of all proteins expected to be identified. The F-measure is a combined metric that considers 

both precision and recall.  Precision, recall and F-measure are defined as: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 (4.3) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  (4.4) 

𝐹-𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 
2

1

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
 + 

1

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

 (4.5) 

Purity describes how many MISST groups contain just one SFLD subgroup or family, as 

follows: 

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = ∑
𝑢𝑘

𝑒𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1  (4.6) 

where K is the total number of SFLD subgroups or families mapped to MISST groups and k 

represents the individual SFLD subgroups or families; uk represents the number of MISST groups 

that uniquely map to only one SFLD subgroup or family and ek represents the number of 

remaining groups at a given DASP score threshold.   

Edit distance measures how well our testable (MISST, S´) classification scheme compares to 

the gold standard (SFLD, S).  In other words, the edit distance defines how many changes would 

be needed for all MISST groups to exactly match SFLD groups: 

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑡 = ∑ 2(𝑟𝑘,𝑘′) − 𝐾 − 𝐾′𝐾,𝐾′
𝑘,𝑘′=1   (4.7) 
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where K´ is the total number of MISST groups mapped to SFLD groups and k´ are the individual 

MISST groups; rk,k´ is 1 if there are sequences at the intersection between k and k´, and 0 

otherwise.   

VI distance measures information of mixing, or how well the variation of information in the 

MISST classification scheme (H(S´)) compares to that of the gold standard (SFLD, H(S)).  In 

other words, VI distance defines the amount of information that is shared between the two 

systems (I(S,S´)):   

𝐻(𝑆)  = -∑
𝑛𝑘

𝑁
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾

𝑘=1
𝑛𝑘

𝑁
 (4.8) 

𝐻(𝑆’)  = -∑
𝑛𝑘′

𝑁
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾′

𝑘′=1
𝑛𝑘′

𝑁
  (4.9) 

𝐼(𝑆, 𝑆’)  = ∑ ∑
𝑛𝑘,𝑘′

𝑁
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾′

𝑘′=1

𝑛𝑘,𝑘′

𝑁
𝑛𝑘

𝑁
∗

𝑛𝑘′

𝑁

𝐾
𝑘=1  (4.10) 

𝑉𝐼 = 𝐻(𝑆)  +  𝐻(𝑆’) –  2 ∗ 𝐼(𝑆, 𝑆’) (4.11) 

where N is the total sequences, nk(or k´) is the number of sequences in k (or k´) of S (or S´) and nk,k´ 

is the number of sequences at each intersection k,k´.   

Finally, performance is an aggregate function of purity, edit distance, and VI distance:   

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
2𝑝 + (100 − 𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑒) + (100−𝑐𝑣 ∗ 𝑣)

4
   (4.12) 

where p is percent purity, e is edit distance, v is VI distance, and ce and cv are defined as:   

𝑐𝑒 = 
100

𝑒0
  and  𝑐𝑣 =  

100

𝑣0
   (4.13) 

where e0 and v0 are initial edit and VI distances assuming each protein is in its own cluster. 
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 Once a superfamily has been fully clustered by MISST, the F-measure and performance 

are calculated at different score thresholds between 1E-8 and 1E-25.  Performance is calculated 

for the superfamily as a whole and F-measure is calculated for each subgroup/family individually.  

Because other methods have been evaluated with this performance metric, MISST can be directly 

compared to GeMMA and SCI-PHY for six gold standard superfamilies.21  Furthermore, both the 

F-measure graphs and subgroup/family-based ROC curves can shed light on which subgroups and 

families are most difficult to accurately identify, where further analysis is required. 

 

4.4.2 Prx MISST Performance 

To evaluate MISST in a manner equivalent to other notable methods, such as GeMMA21 

and SCI-PHY52, performance was calculated using the final eight MISST groups.  Each MISST-

identified group was matched with a corresponding previously-identified subgroup.62  Similar to 

how GeMMA and SCI-PHY performance is evaluated, groups matched to the same subgroup are 

combined for performance analysis which prevents subgroup subdivision from negatively 

affecting performance calculations. Thus, Sct4_AhpC and Rlx6_AhpC are both matched to the 

AhpC/Prx1 subgroup, and Rlx6_AhpE.1 and Rlx6_AhpE.2 are both matched to the AhpE 

subgroup.  The other four MISST groups are matched one-to-one to previously-identified 

subgroups.  It is important to note that Nelson et al.’s data is being used as the gold standard in 

this analysis.  While this data originated from DASP GenBank searches, the initial groups were 

determined based on expert analysis and all final sequences were subjected to expert review62; it 

is important to validate that our automated methods identify the same data previously identified 

by expert knowledge. 
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To calculate performance, the purity, edit distance, and VI distance are calculated for the 

superfamily as a whole using each DASP search score from 1E-8 to 1E-23 as the significance 

threshold; the values are then combined to identify a performance score at each threshold (Figure 

4.5A).  An optimal performance score of 87.77 occurs at 1E-19, at which the purity for all groups 

is at 100% (Fig 4.5A, orange arrow).  Performance is not 100% at this point however, because the 

groups lack full coverage of the Prx superfamily, and some BCP group members are identified in 

the AhpE searches.  This stringent threshold lowers superfamily coverage which increases the 

edit and VI distances.  A second local performance maximum occurs at 1E-14 with a performance 

of 85.66 (Fig 4.5A, green arrow); coverage is higher at this more lenient threshold which 

decreases edit and VI distances, but purity has also decreased. 

 

Figure 4.5. Quantitative evaluation of MISST indicates overall high performance, precision, 

and recall.  A. The purity, edit distance, VI distance, and performance scores are calculated at 

each DASP search score threshold from 1E-8 to 1E-23.  The edit and VI distances are normalized 

to be displayed on the same graph as purity and performance.  B. F-measure, the harmonic mean 

of precision and recall, is displayed for each final MISST group at DASP search score thresholds 

1E-8 to 1E-20.  The dashed line indicates the trusted threshold, 1E-14. 

While the optimal performance score is 100, there are many reasons why the MISST 

groups demonstrated a maximum performance score of 87.77.  First, the BCP and AhpE 
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subgroups may lack accuracy in the Nelson et al. dataset due to the limited groups used in the 

initial GenBank search.  Therefore, the few proteins grouped incorrectly in these two subgroups 

may be suggesting true functional differences; however, this can only be tested in the laboratory.  

Second, one MISST parameter that requires more research is the proteins removed from two 

groups due to scoring similarly in both.  In the two AhpE groups, for instance, many proteins are 

removed from analysis because they are identified at similar scores by both MISST groups, 

artificially lowering superfamily coverage because they are not distinctly placed in one group.  

More research with diverse SFLD superfamilies is required so MISST can reliably identify 

distinct groups without discarding large groups of data.  Lastly, the data from Nelson et al. is 

based on one initial GenBank search for each superfamily and has not been updated since 2012; 

therefore, almost half of the proteins identified by MISST are not included in the performance 

evaluation; inclusion of these proteins would likely increase performance significantly.  

To analyze each subgroup individually, precision and recall were calculated for each 

subgroup and the harmonic mean of these values, F-measure, was calculated at each DASP search 

score threshold between 1E-8 and 1E-20 (Figure 4.5B).  At the trusted threshold of 1E-14, four of 

the six Prx subgroups demonstrate an F-measure > 0.95 (Figure 4.5B, dotted lines), indicating 

overall high precision and recall in these completed MISST groups. The lowest F-measure at the 

trusted threshold is 0.67, exhibited by the AhpE subgroup (Figure 4.5B).  Because the AhpE 

subgroup is split into two separate MISST groups, some of the proteins are removed from 

analysis as they are identified in both groups at very similar scores.  The removal of these 

proteins decreases the recall value, ultimately decreasing the overall F-measure of this subgroup.  

Interestingly, a similar phenomenon is not exhibited by the AhpC/Prx1 subgroup, despite also 

being separated into two MISST groups.  However, the two AhpC/Prx1 MISST groups derived 

from separate TuLIP groups (Figure 4.4B), resulting in few proteins identified in both groups 

with similar scores. 
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4.5 Considering DASP Search Score Thresholds 

One novel characteristic of utilizing DASP searches to identify functional relationships 

between proteins is the definition of a single trusted threshold to accurately characterize proteins 

throughout a superfamily and across superfamilies.  Previous work with the Prx superfamily 

demonstrated a trusted threshold of 1E-8 returned accurate results for all five subgroups, but 

noted that a threshold of 1E-10 would reduce cross hits to zero.62   Subsequent work with the 

enolase superfamily Search 0 data utilized a trusted threshold of 1E-12 with only a 0.02% cross 

hit rate across the entire superfamily at this score threshold.96  Search 0 crotonase data 

demonstrates a similar pattern (Figure 4.6A, pink dashed line), suggesting 1E-12 is an acceptable 

threshold for DASP2 Search 0 data to minimize cross hits.  In DASP3, however, cross hit scores 

demonstrate increased significance at Search 0 compared to DASP2 (Figure 4.6B).  To prevent 

the accumulation of cross hits between groups, the trusted threshold for DASP3 is 1E-14 (Figure 

4.6B, pink dashed line). 

 

Figure 4.6. Trusted thresholds were identified to minimize cross hits. Every protein 

identified in more than one GenBank search during Search 0 (cross hit) is tabulated by the DASP 

search score at which it was identified.  Data from DASP2 (A) and DASP3 (B) are shown for 
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comparison.  Solid lines are colored by superfamily for the crotonases (red), enolases (blue) and 

Prxs (black).  The dotted line indicates the trusted threshold chosen to reduce the presence of 

cross hit proteins. 

Though the significance threshold has demonstrated consistency across superfamilies, 

validation across iterative searches has yet to be performed.  Initial evaluation of Search 1 data 

suggested the trusted threshold should be moved two bins more significant as cross hit scores 

were becoming more significant (data not shown).  Therefore, in this work, the trusted threshold 

is 1E-14 past Search 1 when using DASP2 and 1E-16 past Search 1 when using DASP3.  Recent 

results, however, indicate further research is required to identify if and how the trusted threshold 

should change across search iterations; further analysis is discussed in chapter 7. 

MISST was developed as an iterative process to identify and cluster protein sequences 

based on active site similarity.  As demonstrated with the Prx superfamily, MISST results in the 

identification of distinct, functionally relevant groups for a protein superfamily.  The novel PSSM 

analysis allows for objective group subdivision in each iteration to counteract limited structural 

coverage.  A peak performance score of 87.77 was calculated for the Prx superfamily, suggesting 

the automated method to iteratively identify and cluster protein sequences based on active site 

similarity performed similarly to a single GenBank search using expertly identified subgroups.  

Comparison to other methods, such as GeMMA21 and SCI-PHY52 cannot be evaluated until other 

superfamilies have been fully analyzed with MISST, as neither method reported Prx clustering 

results.  Preliminary results using the Prxs, however, demonstrate the promise of an automated 

method to cluster proteins in functionally relevant ways. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Methods Development: ASP Engineering 

 

5.1. Overview 

 TuLIP utilizes active site profiling to group protein structures into small, functionally 

relevant clusters based on active site characteristics; MISST uses these clusters to iteratively 

search GenBank for protein sequences with similar active site fragments and separates or 

combines groups as necessary based on active site similarity.  Though these methods have 

demonstrated efficient, accurate clustering of protein superfamilies, one limitation is protein 

structures with unique active sites.  As they do not share enough similarity with other structures 

to form a functionally relevant group, they are often identified as singlets in TuLIP (Figure 5.1, 

bottom row).  While some of the singlets are subsequently identified in iterative GenBank 

searches, many of them, often lone structural representatives for subgroups and families (Figure 

5.1, red brace), are never identified by searching GenBank with the TuLIP clusters.  To identify 

and cluster an entire protein superfamily, it is critical for MISST to exploit the unique active site 

features exhibited by these singlets to discover proteins with similar active site characteristics. 
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Figure 5.1. TuLIP identifies six singlets which are the lone structural representatives of six 

unique crotonase families. A heat map correlating crotonase TuLIP clusters to SFLD subgroup 

and family annotations is shown.  Columns represent SFLD subgroup and family assignments.  

Rows represent the TuLIP cluster to which each protein structure was assigned: Sct indicates 

groups identified in the first TuLIP stage (strict criteria) and Rlx indicates groups identified in the 

second TuLIP stage (relaxed criteria).  Box fill color illustrates the percentage of each SFLD 

family assigned to each TuLIP cluster, according to the legend. The red brace highlights families 

with only one structural representative which are identified as singlets in TuLIP. 

  Utilizing the active site uniqueness of TuLIP singlets is difficult, however, because an 

ASP cannot be created for a single protein.  Therefore, we developed a profile engineering 

method to create an ASP for each singlet using protein sequences with high sequence identity to 

the singlet sequence; this profile can then be used to search GenBank for protein sequences with 

similar active site features to the singlet.  Validation of the ASP engineering method was 

completed using the enolase and radical SAM superfamilies.  The enolase superfamily contains 

three families each with a sole structural representative identified as a singlet in TuLIP, providing 
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data to test the level of family coverage in engineered ASPs compared to non-engineered ASPs.  

The radical SAM superfamily has such limited structural coverage that only two TuLIP groups 

are formed and six singlets remain.  Therefore, the radical SAMs will be used to validate that 

engineered ASPs can significantly improve full superfamily coverage.   

 

5.2 ASPs are engineered for TuLIP singlets 

 The nine SFLD superfamilies that have been clustered using TuLIP display a diverse 

proportion of singlets, with 0% for the Prx superfamily and 46% for the radical SAM superfamily 

(Table 5.1).  In some superfamilies, many of the singlets are identified by the first MISST 

iteration (Table 5.1), suggesting the active site uniqueness of those proteins is sufficiently 

represented by one or more of the TuLIP groups.  However, in other superfamilies, most of the 

singlets are not identified by any TuLIP groups by Search 1 due to their unique active site 

characteristics.  To identify areas of the protein superfamily not covered by the TuLIP groups, it 

is essential to engineer ASPs for these singlets.  Thus, all singlet proteins not identified in Search 

1 are used to create engineered ASPs that are used to iteratively search GenBank. 

There are two methods for singlet ASP engineering and both exploit proteins with high 

sequence similarity to the singlet.  The first method matches the singlet protein with other protein 

structures that are ≥ 95% sequentially identical and < 100% sequentially identical to the singlet; 

these redundant structures were removed prior to TuLIP to avoid bias and clutter during 

clustering.  If at least one protein was removed due to redundancy with the singlet, an ASP can be 

constructed in the normal manner.55  We hypothesize the slight structural variations within the 

redundant protein structures as well as the modest sequence variations will introduce sufficient 
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diversity to the ASP such that GenBank searches will identify proteins with similar active site 

fragments. 

Table 5.1. Singlets identified by TuLIP and MISST in nine SFLD superfamilies 

SFLD 

Superfamily 

# of TuLIP 

singlets1 

% singlets in 

TuLIP2 

% of singlets 

found in S0 

% of singlets 

found in S1 

Crotonase 35 35.00% 25.71% 62.86% 

Enolase 23 14.38% 17.39% 34.78% 

GST 24 15.48% --3 --3 

HAD 36 18.37% --3 --3 

ISI 33 45.83% 42.42% 63.64% 

ISII 1 41.67% 0.00% 0.00% 

Prx 0 0.00% N/A N/A 

Radical SAM 6 46.15% 0.00% 0.00% 

VOC 8 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 

1. The # of TuLIP-identified singlets in the superfamily 

2. The percent of the nonredundant structures identified as singlets by TuLIP 

3. The search has not been completed for this superfamily 

 The second method to engineer ASPs is considerably more intricate, but also utilizes 

proteins with high sequence similarity to the singlet.  When there are no protein structures sharing 

≥ 95% sequence identity to the singlet, protein sequences with high sequence identity are 

identified using a simple BLAST search with default parameters.  To promote ASP diversity, the 

first twenty proteins are selected from the list of BLAST matches (not including any 100% 

matches).  Notably, only one protein is selected for each whole number percent identity between 

80% and 99% to further ensure that the engineered ASP contains adequate diversity for the 

GenBank search.  No protein sequence with < 60% identity to the singlet is selected to prevent 

introducing too much diversity to the ASP.  From the list of twenty proteins selected in the 

BLAST search, every fourth protein, starting with protein number four, is selected to form a 

group of five proteins with sequence similarity to the singlet.  If the list contains fewer than 

twenty proteins, every third or second protein is selected to create the group of five.  In rare 
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situations, the original list may contain fewer than five proteins in which all of the proteins in the 

list are used to form the engineered profile. 

It is important to note that all twenty proteins could be used to form the engineered ASP, 

but the creation of a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) with no gaps in the fragments of interest 

becomes increasingly difficult with more proteins.  Furthermore, tests indicated that searches 

used five proteins and searches using twenty proteins yielded no significant differences.  

Additionally, while some of the sequences in BLAST may be synthetic constructs or include 

intentional mutations, no significant differences have been observed when care is taken to avoid 

those proteins compared to including them; ultimately, the iterative nature of MISST is able to 

overcome any slight abnormalities in specific protein sequences. 

 To engineer an active site profile from the list of six proteins (five identified from 

BLAST and the original singlet), a MSA of the full protein sequences is constructed using 

ClustalW2.59  A pseudo signature is constructed for each of the five BLAST-identified proteins 

using the active site signature of the singlet as a template (Figure 5.2A).  In the alignment, the 

fragments that form the singlet’s active site signature are identified (Figure 5.2B, bold underline) 

and the areas that align with those template fragments form the pseudo signatures for the other 

proteins (Figure 5.2B, colored highlights).  Extracting and concatenating the highlighted 

fragments creates a pseudo signature for each protein identified by BLAST, and stacking these 

pseudo signatures along with the original singlet forms the engineered ASP (Figure 5.2C).  This 

profile is used to search GenBank to find other proteins with active site similarity to the original 

singlet. 
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Figure 5.2. ASPs are engineered using a MSA of sequentially similar proteins.  A. The 

fragments of the active site signature for a singlet protein (1XQA) are identified and colored by 

continuity in the protein sequence.  B.  A MSA is created using the singlet and (typically) five 

proteins with > 60% sequence similarity to the singlet of interest.  The fragments from the 

singlet’s active site signature (bold, underlined) are used to identify active site fragments from the 

other proteins (colored).  C.  Active site fragments from the singlet (bold, underlined) and the 

proteins in the MSA (colored) are concatenated to form the active site profile which is used to 

search GenBank. 

 In rare instances, misalignments in the full sequence generate gaps in highlighted 

fragments which reduces profile accuracy.  To avoid this, any protein containing gaps in the 

highlighted regions of the alignment is removed, and the discarded protein is replaced by the next 

protein in the list of twenty.  In very rare instances, such as proteins that are not well studied and 

lack many similar sequences in the database, gaps are observed using all combinations of proteins 
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in the list.  In these cases, each protein is aligned with the singlet individually and the fragments 

are extracted from the pairwise alignment. 

 

5.3 Increased superfamily coverage using engineered ASPs 

 In many superfamilies, it is difficult to identify all sequences in the superfamily from 

iterative GenBank searches due to the limited structural representation in the TuLIP groups.  

Often, subgroups or families contain just one structural representative which is not grouped with 

any other proteins in TuLIP.  We hypothesized that harnessing the unique active site 

characteristics of these singlet proteins by engineering ASPs to search GenBank would increase 

the superfamily coverage at each MISST iteration. 

 One extreme example of limited structural representation is the radical SAM superfamily, 

which contains just thirteen non-redundant structures.  Seven of these structures form two groups 

while the remaining six are identified as singlets (Figure 5.3A).  Iterative GenBank searches using 

the two TuLIP groups demonstrate increasing superfamily coverage from one iteration to the 

next, but ultimately indicate very limited coverage, with just 17% of the superfamily identified by 

Search 2 (Figure 5.3B, blue squares).  However, utilizing ASPs engineered for the six singlets 

(Figure 5.3B, red triangles) in addition to the two TuLIP groups considerably boosts superfamily 

coverage at each iteration, increasing Search 2 coverage from 17% to 46% (Figure 5.3B, purple 

circles). 
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Figure 5.3. The six engineered groups contribute significantly to increasing radical SAM 

superfamily coverage across MISST iterations.  A. TuLIP networks are shown for the radical 

SAM superfamily.  Nodes, which represent nonredundant protein structures, are shaped and 

colored by SFLD family annotation.  Edges represent pairwise ASP scores.  B. The percent of 

unique SFLD radical SAM proteins identified in MISST GenBank searches is plotted through the 

first three MISST iterations. The total superfamily coverage (purple circles) is separated to show 

the contributions of the two original TuLIP groups (blue squares) and six engineered groups (red 

triangles). 

 In addition to increasing overall superfamily coverage, the engineered ASP searches also 

broaden the diversity of superfamily sequences identified.  A representative network (RepNet) of 

the entire radical SAM superfamily, created by the SFLD9, shows sequence similarity 

relationships among superfamily representatives.   A 50% sequence identity metric was used to 

pare down the radical SAM network from over 400,000 proteins to just under 3000 proteins, such 

that each node represents all proteins sharing at least 50% sequence identity with one another.  

The average BLAST similarity score between the proteins in two nodes is used as the edge metric 

between the nodes.  An edge score threshold of 1E-28 was applied to cluster the network 

producing 29 clusters of at least twenty nodes (Figure 5.4).  As the edge metric comparing the 

nodes is based on sequence similarity, the clusters represent the range of sequential diversity 
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throughout the superfamily.  Because sequence similarity tracks with function on a broad level15, 

these networks illustrate a rough representation of functional diversity. 

 

Figure 5.4. Iterative GenBank searches with engineered ASPs identify diverse sequences not 

identified by TuLIP group searches.  A RepNet shows the radical SAM superfamily as a 

network of ~3000 nodes where each node represents all proteins sharing 50% sequence identity 

and each edge represents average pairwise BLAST scores between all sequences in the two 

nodes.  The nodes containing proteins identified in Search 0 and Search 2 at scores <1E-8 are 

colored.  Pink nodes contain proteins identified by the two TuLIP groups and blue nodes contain 

proteins identified by the six engineered groups. 

After the initial GenBank search (Search 0) using just the two TuLIP groups, proteins are 

identified in just four of the 29 main clusters (Figure 5.4A, pink); however, once the six 

engineered profile searches are included in analysis, ten of the 29 main clusters contain at least 

one protein identified in the searches (Figure 5.4A, blue).  After two further iterations of 

GenBank searches (Search 2), the original TuLIP groups identify proteins in just twelve clusters 

while the engineered groups identify proteins in an additional eight clusters resulting in twenty of 
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the 29 main radical SAM clusters being represented in the Search 2 MISST groups (Figure 5.4B).  

Through multiple iterative searches, exploiting the unique active site features of TuLIP singlets 

improves coverage of the diverse radical SAM superfamily. 

 

5.4 Validating ASP engineering 

To accurately identify all protein sequences in a given subgroup or family, the ASP must 

be diverse enough to capture the range of active site characteristics present in the subgroup or 

family.  While TuLIP group ASPs typically contain enough diversity to identify most of the 

subgroup or family through iterative GenBank searches (Figure 4.6), it remains to be seen if 

engineered ASPs demonstrate a similar ability.  Because engineered profiles are created using 

proteins with high sequence similarity, engineered ASP scores are typically much higher than 

TuLIP group ASP scores, indicating a lack of profile diversity.  To evaluate how the limited 

diversity of engineered ASPs affects family coverage, coverage values were analyzed after the 

second iterative search for both the enolase and radical SAM superfamilies.   

Ideally, engineered profiles for singlet proteins representing a unique SFLD family will 

identify all the protein sequences annotated to that family at significant scores by the end of the 

iterative process.  However, if the engineering process creates profiles lacking sufficient 

diversity, the iterative searches may return only part of the family.  To analyze if engineered 

profiles identify the full SFLD family of interest, family coverage after the second iterative search 

is calculated for all TuLIP groups and engineered groups representing a distinct enolase family. 

 In the enolase superfamily, three families containing just one structural representative 

were identified as singlets in TuLIP (GalD, NSAR2, and MLEanti).  Additionally, seven families 

were distinctly identified by TuLIP with no combining or splitting (ManD, enolase, GlucD, 
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MAL, MR, RhamD, and DTartD).  After search 2, the percent coverage of these ten families was 

calculated using all proteins identified < 1E-8; this relaxed threshold was chosen because the 

iterative process is not completed and therefore all proteins identified < 1E-8 will be used as input 

for the next MISST step (Figure 4.2).  For the three families in which the profiles were 

engineered from a single structure, the average percent coverage after two GenBank search 

iterations was 96.6%; for the seven families that did not require engineering, the average percent 

coverage after two iterations was 93.9%.  No significant differences are observed between the 

family coverage of an engineered MISST group compared to a non-engineered MISST group 

(two sample t-test p-value = 0.29), suggesting engineered MISST groups sufficiently identify the 

expected proteins after two GenBank search iterations in the enolase superfamily. 

 A similar analysis was performed using the radical SAM superfamily; however, the two 

TuLIP groups did not represent distinct families, so all families with a structure contained in the 

original two TuLIP groups were analyzed.  Once again, the proteins identified < 1E-8 were used 

to calculate family coverage as the groups have not yet passed completion criteria.  Among the 

five families contained in the original two TuLIP groups, an average of 91.8% of the proteins 

were identified after the second iterative search.  For the six families identified from engineered 

ASPs, an average of 92.5% of the proteins were identified after the second iterative search.  

Similar to the enolase superfamily, no significant difference is observed between these two 

values, indicating the engineered ASPs identify most of the relevant proteins by the second 

MISST iteration, despite the lack of initial profile diversity. 

Presented here is a novel method to engineer ASPs for singlet proteins using sequences 

with high sequence identity to the target protein.  Validation using the enolase and radical SAM 

superfamilies demonstrates engineered ASPs significantly increase overall superfamily coverage 

through three GenBank search iterations and identify over 90% of the subgroup or family of 
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interest, matching the coverage displayed by non-engineered TuLIP groups.  This method 

supports the efforts of MISST to identify and cluster all of the sequences in a protein superfamily 

into functionally relevant groups. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DASP2 and DASP3 Development and Validation 

The content of this chapter was adapted from the following manuscript in preparation: 

DASP3: identification of protein sequences belonging to functionally relevant groups 

Janelle B. Leuthaeuser, John H. Morris, Angela F. Harper, Thomas E. Ferrin, Patricia C. 

Babbitt, Jacquelyn S. Fetrow 

 

6.1 Overview 

As protein sequence databases have exponentially increased in size97, the demand for 

automated methods to accurately characterize protein function has soared.  Many automated 

methods utilize sequence similarity to classify proteins based on function7,21,52; however, recent 

studies have shown that major databases are wrought with misannotation4, often due to annotation 

transfer between proteins based on sequence similarity.  Furthermore, it is difficult to accurately 

classify detailed function using sequence similarity because the methods are not precise enough 

to identify small differences in function.98 

To overcome the weaknesses of sequence similarity methods, active site profiling was 

developed to compare proteins based on features at their functional sites.55  This function 

identification method was compared to the methods of PRINTS99,100, BLOCKS101, BLAST23,24, 

and Pfam7 and was further tested on the difficult assignment of subfamily function to kinases.55  

A software tool, Deacon Active Site Profiler (DASP), was developed to implement active site 
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profiling and search PDB and GenBank for proteins with similar active sites.56  DASP was 

evaluated on the cyclooxygenase family of proteins11 and more extensively on the peroxiredoxin 

(Prx) superfamily, demonstrating it could identify proteins belonging to distinct functional groups 

given an expertly-defined input set.62 

Recently, the combination of active site profiling and protein clustering has shown 

notable promise in identifying detailed protein functional relationships.62,98  From this, we have 

developed two automated methods to cluster protein structures based on active site similarity and 

identify protein sequences belonging to each cluster using iterative GenBank searches; both 

methods have demonstrated promising ability to identify functionally relevant groups in the well-

studied enolase96 and Prx102 superfamilies.  This work, however, revealed limitations, including 

speed, flexibility, and accuracy in the original DASP implementation. In this contribution, DASP 

was modified to address six identified limitations and validated on six gold-standard 

superfamilies.9 

 

6.2 DASP algorithm and modifications 

As previously described11,56, DASP input is a list of proteins with corresponding 

functionally relevant key residues (typically three per protein) (Figure 6.1A); these residues are 

used to define the active site microenvironment.  For each protein, all residues with their center of 

geometry within 10 Å of the center of geometry of any key residue are extracted and 

concatenated N- to C-terminus to create the active site signature.  Fragments containing one of 

the key residues are defined key-residue fragments.  The signatures from all input proteins are 

aligned to create an active site profile (ASP, Figure 6.1B).  Motifs are identified from aligned 

fragments (ignoring fragments of length one and two as they are too short to form meaningful 
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motifs) and arranged by length (Figure 6.1C).  A position specific scoring matrix (PSSM)60 is 

calculated for each aligned motif (Figure 6.1D). 

To search the databases for proteins with similar active site features, each motif, 

beginning with the longest motif, is aligned to a sequence in the protein database using a sliding 

window method.  A p-value is calculated for every possible match position (Figure 6.1E); it takes 

into account the similarity between the sequence fragment and the motif PSSM, the motif length, 

the protein length, and the background frequency of each residue in GenBank.  The p-value 

indicates how well the sequence fragment and query motif match compared to how well a random 

sequence fragment in GenBank matches the query motif.  The match position corresponding to 

the most significant p-value is identified for this first, longest motif and the process is continued 

with the next longest motif (Figure 6.1F), with the qualification that no two motifs can be 

matched at overlapping positions.  Once all motifs in the profile have been aligned to the protein 

sequence, the identified p-values for each motif are combined using QFAST61 to produce a DASP 

search score, a combined p-value which signifies the statistical probability of the protein 

sequence matching all input motifs, given the null hypothesis of the input motifs matching a 

random sequence (Figure 6.1G).  This process is repeated for every sequence in the database.  

The search output is visualized as a histogram showing the distribution of DASP search scores for 

every protein in the database (Figure 6.1H; only DASP scores <1E-5 shown). 
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Figure 6.1. DASP flowchart.  Key residues are defined by the user for each protein (A).  Active 

site signatures are extracted from the sequences and aligned to form the ASP (B).  Motifs are 

identified based on contiguous fragments from the ASP (C).  For each motif, a PSSM is 

calculated (D) and used in a sliding window search (E) to identify the best scoring position (most 

significant p-value) for each motif (F).  The p-values from all motifs are combined to produce a 

final DASP search score p-value (G).  A DASP search score is calculated for every protein in the 

database; scores < 1E-5 are shown as a histogram with DASP search score on the x-axis and 

number of proteins on the y-axis (H).  The bottom graph is enlarged for detail. 

While DASP has proven to be a highly accurate, efficient tool for identifying proteins 

with similar active site features11,62, continued work with DASP through development of an 

automatable clustering process exposed limitations.  Three simple modifications were made to 

produce DASP2 which generalized the input format, replaced modified amino acids with their 

common counterpart, and significantly decreased GenBank search time.  While DASP2 is more 

user friendly and efficient than DASP, more substantial issues required further attention. 

     First, DASP aligns the entire signature, including all motifs as a single sequence; thus 

the individual motifs are sometimes misaligned and wrought with gaps due to structural variation 

among the proteins.  The active site fragments would be better aligned individually to ensure 

accurate motif identification.  Further, the structural variation between proteins produces 

analogous active site fragments of differing lengths, but the gaps produced by these differences 

typically do not represent relevant biological differences.  Gaps thus produced should not 

penalize motif PSSMs.  Lastly, short three-residue fragments are often too variable to be 

identified accurately in protein sequences, even within the input set, and should therefore be 

removed from the signatures prior to ASP construction.  These three algorithmic modifications in 

DASP3 produce longer, better-aligned motifs for database searching. 
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6.3 DASP2 implementation and validation 

The first set of three modifications to DASP produced DASP2, a more versatile, user-

friendly, efficient version of DASP.  First, the input format was expanded to allow active site 

signature lists and pre-aligned ASPs for searching the database (Appendix A).  This change 

supports iterative searches by allowing the fragments identified in one search to be used as the 

input for the next search.  Second, modified amino acids in the PDB were changed to their more 

common counterpart rather than being ignored; this affected a small number of sequences, but 

was important for accurate scoring of certain protein superfamilies, including the Prxs.  Lastly, 

the search algorithm was parallelized to eight processors to increase the efficiency of searching 

GenBank. 

To validate DASP2, twenty functionally relevant protein groups from three SFLD 

superfamilies (Prx, ISII, and crotonase) were used to search the GenBank database with both 

DASP and DASP2.  Among the more than 40,000 proteins identified at DASP search scores <1E-

8, only 20 were identified at scores more than one order of magnitude different between DASP 

and DASP2; all of those sequences contained modified amino acids.  Further, the average run 

time of a GenBank search was decreased from just over 19 hours for DASP to just under 4 hours 

for DASP2 (Figure 6.2).  A paired t-test comparing the run times of DASP and DASP2 produced 

a significant p-value of 5.96E-15, and each of the superfamilies individually produced significant 

p-values less than 0.001.  These results demonstrate that DASP2 is significantly more efficient 

and versatile than DASP at identifying proteins with active site similarity across groups within 

three diverse protein superfamilies. 
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Figure 6.2. DASP2 GenBank searches are significantly faster than DASP GenBank 

searches.  DASP and DASP2 GenBank search run times are shown as a histogram search time in 

minutes on the x-axis and number of searches on the y-axis.  DASP searches are in black and 

DASP2 searches are in green. 

 

6.4 DASP3 implementation 

Although DASP2 is substantially more efficient than DASP, continued iterative searches 

exposed three distinct algorithmic limitations affecting fragment alignment and identification.  In 

DASP2, motifs must be at least three residues long; therefore, fragments of length one or two are 

not used in motif identification.  In larger searches of sequence databases, it was observed that 

three-residue fragments were often misaligned (Nelson, unpublished results).  Thus, we evaluated 

the impact of fragment length on score and alignment.  Second, in DASP2, complete signatures 

are aligned in the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to create the ASP.  Both fragment length 

and number can vary due to small structural variations; thus, signature alignment as complete 

sequences can lead to incorrect alignment, particularly at fragment edges.  Such alignment would 

lead to random score increases or decreases without biological relevance.  Thus, the algorithm 
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was modified to align on a per-fragment basis, rather than a per-signature basis.  Finally, in 

iterative searches, the motifs used to define the PSSMs decrease in size as DASP2 uses the 

shortest fragment to define the motif length. DASP3 was modified to identify the longest 

fragment and extend each fragment in a given motif to match the longest fragment.   

The impact of three-residue fragments on search accuracy was evaluated first.  While 

previous data has demonstrated that DASP search scores distinguish true positives from false 

positives62,96, a significant overall score does not guarantee significant p-values for individual 

fragments.  In addition, we observed that such three-residue fragments did not always align 

correctly when creating a new aligned profile from the identified fragments.  When fragment p-

values were analyzed for over 92,000 proteins identified < 1E-8 across 74 GenBank searches 

from six superfamilies (crotonase, enolase, GST, peroxiredoxin, radical SAM, and VOC), the p-

value distribution for three residue fragments exhibited bimodal behavior while the distributions 

of p-values for four-, five-, and six-residue fragments exhibitd positive skew (Figure 6.3). 

Further analysis determined that the three-residue fragments identified at less-significant 

scores (Figure 6.3A, right) are often aligned to an incorrect position in the sequence.  To 

investigate how often three-residue fragments are identified incorrectly, the N- to C- terminus 

order of identified fragments in each GenBank search was compared to the N- to C- terminus 

order of the input ASP motifs.  Assuming no major structural rearrangements in these 

superfamilies, fragments identified in a different N- to C- terminus order than the ASP motifs 

contain incorrectly identified fragments.  Therefore, the percent of proteins with fragments in the 

predicted order was calculated for 22 GenBank searches across four superfamilies in three ways: 

using all fragments, removing three-residue fragments, and removing both three- and four-residue 

fragments (Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.3. Fragments of length three produce distinctly less significant p-values than 

fragments of length four, five, and six.  Histograms of motif p-values are shown for motifs of 

length three, four, five, and six.  The motif p-value is on the x-axis and the number of fragments 

is on the y-axis. 

When three-residue fragments are excluded from analysis, eight searches demonstrate 

>50% increase in identifying fragments in the predicted order (Figure 6.4, pink bracket); four 

other searches demonstrate between 25% and 50% increase in identifying fragments in the 

predicted order (Figure 6.4, orange bracket).  Together, these results suggest that these short 

fragments are often being identified in incorrect positions.  Conversely, fragment identification is 

improved by >25% in just two groups when length four fragments are removed (Figure 6.4, 

purple bracket); in both of these groups, the four-residue motif is poorly formed and contains 

many gaps resulting in inaccurate fragment identification. 
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Figure 6.4. Three residue fragments are responsible for the majority of fragment order 

inaccuracy.  The x-axis represents 22 different DASP GenBank searches and the y-axis 

represents the percent of identified proteins in each search with the fragments in the predicted 

order (based on the input ASP).  The percent is calculated using all fragments (black), excluding 

length three fragments (red), and excluding both length three and length four fragments (red).  

Colored braces and arrows are discuss in the text. 

The lone outlier in these data is ISII Gp 6, in which just 10% of proteins are identified 

with fragments in the predicted order (Figure 6.4, green arrow). In this group, the ASP is 

misaligned due to structural variation among the input structures, which causes two motifs to 

overlap in the majority of proteins.  Because DASP-identified fragments cannot overlap, the 

shorter of the two fragments is identified incorrectly 87% of the time.  (Note: in DASP3, 

fragment overlap is identified at the beginning, during ASP creation, and an error is returned; the 

user must identify different key residues prior to the search.) 

Most groups benefit significantly from the removal of three-residue fragments in the 

searches, but removing four-residue fragments does not improve the searches significantly.  
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Furthermore, results from these searches show that significant important functional information 

can be lost when four-residue fragments are removed, such as the GGLG motif in the Prx 

superfamily.103  Thus, DASP3 excludes fragments of three residues (or fewer) in ASP creation 

and motif identification. 

The second DASP3 modification focused on creating ASPs that more accurately reflect 

the active site similarity between proteins.  In DASP and DASP2, the ASP was simply an MSA 

of the complete active site signatures which, because of variable fragment numbers and lengths, 

resulted in misaligned motifs.  In DASP3, the active site fragments are aligned individually, 

rather than as complete signatures.  Fragments containing key residues are aligned with analagous 

fragments first, then all other fragments are placed in N- to C- terminus order.  While this does 

not always ensure accurate fragment alignment, the key-residue fragments are guaranteed to be 

aligned. 

The final modification targeted the length of motifs identified from the ASP.  When 

motifs are extracted from the ASP, the shortest fragment from each motif alignment defines the 

length of that motif in DASP2, discarding potentially important active site detail due to slight 

variation between protein structures (Figure 6.5A).  Furthermore, this implementation causes 

fragment length to decrease during iterative searches.  To preserve useful active site information, 

DASP3 uses the longest fragment to define the length of each motif.  Each shorter fragment is 

extended (using information from the complete protein sequence) to the length of the longest 

fragment (Figure 6.5B).  Ultimately, the longer motifs containing more active site sequence 

information produce more significant p-values when used in GenBank searches (Figure 6.5C).  In 

addition, fragment length does not degrade during iterative searches. 
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Figure 6.5. Fragment p-values are more significant when ASP motifs are lengthened prior 

to database searching.  A. DASP2 identifies motifs using the shortest fragment in the set (gray 

colored area) . B. DASP3 identifies motifs using the longest fragment in the set (blue colored 

area) and extends fragments that contain gaps on the ends (red text). C. Motif p-values returned 

for the fragments are displayed as a histogram.  The extended fragments from a DASP3 search 

are shown in blue and the shorter fragments from a DASP2 search are shown in gray. 

 

6.4 DASP3 validation 

Multiple analyses were performed to evaluate DASP2 and DASP3 performance 

differences.  First, the DASP2 and DASP3 search scores of proteins identified in PDB 

and GenBank searches were compared.  Second, DASP2 and DASP3 were evaluated in a 

protein structure clustering process called TuLIP96 (see chapter 3), through which 

functionally relevant protein clusters in four protein superfamilies were identified.  

Finally, DASP2 and DASP3 performance was compared in a three-iteration MISST 

search, a process for the iterative searching and clustering of GenBank sequences using 

DASP. 
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6.4.1 DASP3 search score analysis 

To compare DASP3 and DASP2 performance directly, ASPs of previously identified 

functionally relevant groups were used to search both the PDB and GenBank databases for 

proteins that share active site features.  Functionally relevant groups were defined here as groups 

identified by our TuLIP process96, which are largely equivalent to subgroups and families 

identified by SFLD experts.9  For the PDB validation, accuracy was assessed based on group 

membership as each distinct group should identify itself and nothing else at the trusted threshold 

(varies between 1E-8 and 1E-12).  For the GenBank validation, program accuracy was assessed 

based on SFLD subgroup annotation as proteins identified at significant scores should be 

annotated to the same subgroup as the proteins in the query profile. 

79 searches of the PDB database were conducted using profiles for functionally relevant 

groups identified from six SFLD superfamilies.9  Each search was performed twice, once using 

DASP2 and once using DASP3.  Both DASP2 and DASP3 identify all group members at DASP 

scores < 1E-8, but the DASP3 scores are more significant by 2.97 orders of magnitude, on 

average (Figure 6.6A, left).  Further, paired t-test analyses indicate that group member DASP 

search scores are significantly improved between DASP2 and DASP3 for each superfamily with 

all p-values < 1E-4 (Table 6.1); DASP search scores for group nonmembers are not significantly 

changed between DASP2 and DASP3 (Figure 6.6A, right).   
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Figure 6.6. DASP3 PDB and GenBank search scores are significantly improved compared 

to DASP2 search scores.  PDB (A) and GenBank (B) search scores are displayed as histograms 

with DASP search score on the x-axis and number of proteins on the y-axis, comparing DASP2 

(black) and DASP3 (green) searches.  Group member scores are shown on the left and group 

nonmember scores are shown on the right. 

Table 6.1. PDB and GenBank search scores differ between DASP2 and DASP3. 

SFLD 

Superfamily 

# groups used 

for PDB 

validation 

PDB paired t-

test p-value 

# groups used for 

GenBank 

validation 

GenBank 

Wilcoxon rank 

test p-value 

Crotonase 22 1.27E-11 0 N/A 

Enolase 23 1.62E-10 6 < 2.2E-16 

ISI 13 1.68E-07 0 N/A 

ISII 4 9.42E-05 4 < 2.2E-16 

Prx 4 9.24E-15 4 < 2.2E-16 

VOC 13 1.57E-11 0 N/A 
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Notably, as in DASP2, the group members and group nonmembers are separated by at 

least two orders of magnitude in all 79 DASP3 searches (Figure 6.7), demonstrating DASP3 can 

distinguish self and non-self across six diverse superfamilies.  Furthermore, the average 

separation between the least significantly scoring group member and most significantly scoring 

nonmember increases from 11 orders of magnitude in DASP2 to 13 orders of magnitude in 

DASP3, suggesting DASP3 separates true positives and false positives better than DASP2 

(Figure 6.7).  This separation between group members and group nonmmembers falls in the range 

1E-8 to 1E-12 for all 79 groups in DASP2; similarly, in DASP3, the separation is between 1E-10 

and 1E-14 for all groups.  Across six diverse superfamilies, the DASP search score which 

separates group members from group nonmembers is remarkably consistent, corroborating 

previous data suggesting significance thresholds for DASP search scores are less dependent on 

superfamily than other common classification methods.62 

 

Figure 6.7. DASP3 TuLIP group member and nonmember scores are more segregated than 

DASP2 scores.  Group member and nonmember separation from 79 PDB searches is displayed as 

a histogram for DASP2 (blue) and DASP3 (red).  The magnitude separation between the worst 

scoring group member and the best scoring group nonmember is on the x-axis and the number of 

searches is on the y-axis. 
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To validate DASP3 performance in Genbank searches, ASPs for 14 of the functionally 

relevant groups from three SFLD superfamilies were used to search GenBank using both DASP2 

and DASP3 (Table 6.1).  Similar to the PDB searches, DASP3 search scores for each subgroup 

became more significant by an average of 2.81 orders of magnitude compared to DASP2 (Figure 

6.6B, left); Wilcoxon rank test p-values are < 2E-16 for each superfamily, indicating significant 

improvement of DASP3 search scores. 

Further, the false positive discovery rate [FP/(TP + FP)] for both DASP2 and DASP3 is < 

0.5% at a generous threshold <1E-8 and < 0.01% at a trusted threshold <1E-12.  In this analysis, 

false positives are defined as proteins that are members of subgroups not included in the input set.  

While the false positive discovery rate is slightly higher for DASP3 (Figure 6.6B, right), 83% of 

the DASP3 false positives result from one of the 14 GenBank searches.  This particular search 

contained both the AhpC/Prx1 and Prx6 subgroups.  In fact, when that group is removed from 

analysis, the number of false positives is nearly equivalent between DASP2 (23 FP) and DASP3 

(19 FP).  Thus, the false positive scores are generally not significantly increased in DASP3. 

 

6.4.2 DASP3 TuLIP validation 

TuLIP (Two-Level Iterative clustering Process)96 identifies protein groups sharing active 

site similarity through iterative clustering and DASP searches of the PDB. In TuLIP, a protein 

group is defined as a functionally relevant group when a DASP PDB search returns only the 

proteins in the group at significant scores with no false positives.  The process was shown to 

identify known functionally relevant groups identified by expert curators.96  However, major 

changes to the DASP algorithm could profoundly affect the groups identified in the TuLIP 
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process.  To analyze the impact of DASP modifications on TuLIP clustering, TuLIP was 

performed using both DASP2 and DASP3 on four superfamilies. 

The peroxiredoxin (Prx) superfamily is separated into six subgroups based on prior expert 

analysis62 and DASP is able to identify these subgroups distinctly in both PDB and Genbank 

searches.62  When TuLIP was performed using DASP2 (Figure 6.8A), just one of the six 

subgroups was identified distinctly (Prx5).  The Tpx subgroup was combined with some of the 

BCP/PrxQ proteins, while the remaining two BCP/PrxQ proteins formed another group.  The 

final three subgroups (Prx6, AhpC/Prx1, and AhpE) were combined into one TuLIP group (Sct4).  

Conversely, when DASP3 was used to perform TuLIP, four of the six subgroups (Prx5, Tpx, 

BCP/PrxQ, and Prx6) were grouped according to expert subgroup annotation, while the remaning 

two subgroups (AhpC/Prx1 and AhpE) were combined (Figure 6.8B).  In this limited test case, 

the TuLIP-identified groups match the SFLD-identified groups more closely using DASP3. 

 

Figure 6.8. DASP3-identified Prx TuLIP groups match expert-defined sugroups more 

accurately than DASP2-identified Prx TuLIP groups.  DASP-identified TuLIP clusters for the 

Prx superfamily are compared to SFLD subgroups for DASP2 (A) and DASP3 (B).  The x-axis 

represents SFLD subgroups and the y-axis represents TuLIP clusters.  The shading in each box 
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represents the % of the SFLD subgroup identified by a given TuLIP cluster.  Boxes are colored 

according to the legend. 

Three additional SFLD superfamilies (enolase, crotonase, and glutathione transferase 

(GST)) were similarly clustered using TuLIP. Again, DASP3 does not degrade the identification 

of structurally relevant clusters—results obtained by DASP2 and DASP3 were quite similar in 

these additional superfamilies.  When DASP2 and DASP3 are applied in TuLIP, 52% and 44%, 

respectively, of TuLIP-identified groups correspond one-to-one with SFLD subgroups or 

families, a small difference that is not statistically significant.  The subgroups and families 

combined in DASP3, such as OSBS, dipeptide epimerases, and many in the glutathione 

transferase superfamily, are previously shown to be difficult to cluster.41,72,104 

Overall, the DASP2 and DASP3 results are consistent in TuLIP-based functionally relevant 

clustering of the very limited proteins of known structure in the PDB.  In some superfamilies, 

such as crotonase, enolase, and GST, small differences between DASP2 and DASP3 TuLIP 

clustering were identified, but no major changes in clustering were observed.  In other 

superfamilies, such as Prx, TuLIP is able to identify functionally relevant groups more accurately 

using DASP3 than DASP2. 

 

6.4.3 DASP3 MISST validation 

As only structurally characterized proteins are clustered by TuLIP, GenBank searches are 

necessary to identify protein sequences belonging to each TuLIP group.  Therefore, the Multi-

level Iterative Sequence Searching Technique (MISST) was developed to iteratively identify 

protein sequences with active site similarity to a given functionally relevant group and, further, to 

determine when such groups should be subdivided based on active site similarity.102  MISST has 
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demonstrated the ability to identify, cluster, and subdivide the Prx superfamily using DASP2102, 

as well as other superfamilies (manuscripts in preparation).  Since MISST is a key method in our 

software arsenal, it was relevant to compare the results of the MISST process using both DASP2 

and DASP3; consequently, MISST was applied to the functionally relevant groups identified by 

TuLIP for the Prx superfamily.   

Three iterations of MISST were performed using both DASP2 and DASP3.   Overall, the 

results are fairly similar, as demonstrated by the linear trend of a heat map comparing the proteins 

identified at the trusted threshold in each MISST group after three iterative searches (Figure 

6.9A).  The primary difference is that the BCP/PrxQ subgroup was split into two families by the 

third iteration in DASP3; using DASP2, this subgroup is not split at all.102  Further work is 

required to determine if these two BCP/PrxQ groups are, indeed, functionally relevant. 
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Figure 6.9. DASP2 and DASP3 identify similar Prx groups, but DASP3 covers the 

superfamily in fewer iterations.  A. DASP2 and DASP3 MISST group composition is compared 

as a heat map with DASP2 groups on the x-axis and DASP3 groups on the y-axis.  Box color 

indicates the percent of the DASP2 group identified by each DASP3 group, according to the 

legend.  B. DASP2 and DASP3 MISST coverage is displayed as a heat map for each of the six 

SFLD subgroups across four search iterations.  Box color indicates the percent of the SFLD 

subgroup identified (< 1E-8) in each iteration, according to the legend. 

Results from the three iterative searches were also compared to the Prx superfamily 

sequences contained in SFLD, which were identified using one DASP GenBank search iteration 

starting with expertly identified functional groups.62  MISST groups identified using DASP2 and 

DASP3 compare well with SFLD.102  However, a greater percentage of each subgroup was 
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identified at scores < 1E-8 in fewer DASP3 iterations compared to DASP2 (Figure 6.9B).  

Additionally, the BCP/PrxQ subgroup, which was difficult to identify using DASP2, was 

identified in full after just one iterative search using DASP3 (though this subgroup was later split 

into two families).  These results show that DASP3 can identify functionally similar proteins as 

well as expert curation and that superfamily coverage is obtained more quickly than when using 

DASP2. 

 

6.5 Discussion 

In this contribution, we compared two improved version of DASP, software for 

identifying sequences that belong to a functional family of interest.  A key parameter in every 

classification method is the score threshold used to distinguish group members from 

nonmembers.  In many methods, such as BLAST and PSI-BLAST, the trusted threshold is search 

dependent, making it difficult to identify a threshold for any given search without prior 

knowledge of the proteins that should be identified in that search.  Previous work with DASP 

demonstrated a universal generous threshold of 1E-8 for GenBank searches.  At this threshold, all 

true positives were identified and the false positive rate was below 1%.62  Similarly, 1E-8 

represents the separation of two modes in the DASP search score distribution, separating the tail 

(significant scores) from the bulk of the GenBank database scores (Figure 6.1H).  In our 

subsequent work with multiple, diverse superfamilies, 1E-8 has been confirmed as the generous 

threshold in which proteins identified with scores < 1E-8 almost always belong to the superfamily 

of interest, but may not belong to the subgroup or family used in the search.  Notably, this 

generous threshold has consistently returned proteins belonging to the superfamily of interest, 

suggesting a universal threshold for the DASP approach that has not yet been achieved by other 

sequence-based methods. 
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In Nelson et al.’s previous Prx analyses, a trusted threshold, at which false positives drop 

to zero, was identified as 1E-10.62  Subsequently, Knutson et al.’s work on the enolase 

superfamily determined a trusted score threshold of 1E-12 for initial GenBank searches with the 

goal of reducing false positives.96  Iterative GenBank searches with the Prx superfamily, however, 

indicate that the trusted threshold should be 1E-14 beyond the first search iteration; as groups 

become more exclusive, the trusted threshold must be more significant to prevent false positives.  

In this work, DASP3 scores are two to three orders of magnitude more significant than DASP2 

scores, suggesting the trusted threshold should be shifted when using DASP3.  Therefore, the 

trusted threshold for initial DASP3 GenBank searches is 1E-14 and the trusted threshold beyond 

the first iterative search is 1E-16.  Remarkably, the generous and trusted threshold have remained 

stable across the eight diverse superfamilies analyzed, solidifying the promise of a generalizable 

score threshold. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Discussion 

While protein sequencing has become faster and easier, experimental protein function 

determination has fallen behind.  As scientists turn to faster and easier methods to predict protein 

function, automated function annotation tools have demonstrated a lack of accuracy4,5,27–29 and 

specificity.7,8  Recently, protein similarity networks have emerged as a way to analyze protein 

relationships, and these networks are now being used to group proteins based on shared 

functional characteristics.20,41,44,45  Using protein similarity networks, function for the entire 

cluster can be predicted if just one of the proteins in the cluster has been experimentally 

characterized.  However, the level of functional detail that proteins in a cluster share is difficult to 

predict, leading to overannotation, or proteins with functions predicted which are more specific 

than current evidence suggests.30,31  Additionally, utilizing protein similarity networks to transfer 

predicted function from one protein to another promotes error propagation as one incorrect 

annotation can be transferred to all proteins in the cluster.  To help resolve some of the many 

complications with automated protein function prediction, we are developing protein clustering 

methods utilizing active site similarity to group proteins into functionally relevant clusters; 

ultimately, the goal is to cluster the entire protein universe into distinct clusters which each 

demonstrate a specific function shared among all members. 

Initially, protein similarity networks were used to identify the similarities and differences 

in protein relationships which are derived from sequence-, structure-, and active site signature-

based similarity metrics.  For each protein superfamily studied, three protein similarity networks 

were generated, each using a different edge metric to relate the proteins to one another; a 

sequence-based network used pairwise BLAST scores23, a structure-based network used pairwise 

TM-Align scores65, and a signature-based network used pairwise ASP scores.55  This work 
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demonstrated the importance of fully understanding the goal of protein clustering prior to 

selecting the edge metric used to create the similarity networks.  For example, sequence- and 

structure-based networks were able to identify large domain differences between proteins while 

signature-based networks only identify differences in the immediate vicinity of the active site.  

Further, this work demonstrated that sequence- and structure-based networks often identify 

protein similarity at a broad level of protein function, but sometimes miss more detailed 

functional relationships captured in SFLD-defined subgroup and family annotations.  Conversely, 

signature-based networks more often identify detailed functional relationships accurately.  This 

analysis laid the foundation for developing an automated method using active site similarity 

networks to cluster proteins into groups sharing functional details. 

Previous work demonstrated DASP can use small, functionally relevant protein groups to 

search GenBank to identify protein sequences sharing functional details with the original protein 

group.62  Subsequently, we demonstrated that functionally relevant groups of protein structures 

would identify self and nothing else when used to search PDB with DASP.96  The limiting factor 

to both of these studies, however, is that the functionally relevant groups were identified based on 

expert analysis; to create a fully automated method to group proteins based on functional 

similarities, a process must be developed to identify the functionally relevant groups of protein 

structures without prior expert knowledge.  Based on this previous work and the protein similarity 

network analysis, TuLIP was developed to use signature-based similarity networks and DASP 

PDB searches to identify functionally relevant groups of protein structures in each superfamily.  

Notably, TuLIP clusters are identified at different edge thresholds, allowing clusters to exhibit 

different levels of functional similarity based on the available data.  For example, some of the 

enolase superfamily is separated to subgroup-level specificity while some is separated to the more 

detailed family-level specificity.  Accurate identification of functionally relevant protein groups 
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with no expert knowledge is the basis for automatically clustering full protein superfamilies based 

on molecular function similarities. 

While TuLIP is able to accurately separate a superfamily’s structures into functionally 

relevant groups, structures typically represent less than 5% of the known sequences in an SFLD 

protein superfamily.9  To cluster an entire superfamily, it is critical to identify and cluster protein 

sequences that lack structural characterization.  Therefore, MISST was developed to iteratively 

search GenBank with each TuLIP cluster, identifying proteins with sequence fragments matching 

the active site motifs that characterize each cluster.  As proteins are identified in each GenBank 

search, the sequence fragments of proteins identified at significant scores are added to the profile, 

making each profile more robust and descriptive of the protein group.  To maintain group 

distinctness, cross hit analysis is performed after each iteration to ensure no protein is included in 

multiple ASPs.  Iterative GenBank searches continue for each MISST group until the group only 

identifies proteins at significant scores which are already part of the ASP.  Final MISST groups 

represent proteins sharing a detailed function, often at the family level.  The development of 

MISST opens the door for clustering the entire protein universe into groups based on molecular 

function similarities. 

Imperative to the accuracy of MISST at identifying functionally relevant protein groups 

is the ability to separate groups that contain multiple subgroup or families.  Due to the limited 

structural representation of protein superfamilies, families and sometimes subgroups are 

combined to form one TuLIP group.  However, once the group has been used to search GenBank 

and sequences are added that share active site similarity with the original structures, the new 

MISST group must be subdivided to reflect the true functional similarities and differences evident 

within the group (Figure 4.1).  To identify if and how each group should be separated, the active 

site similarity of proteins across the spectrum of DASP search scores is analyzed using a unique 
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type of similarity network (Figure 4.1B).  When two or more clusters emerge from the network, 

the MISST group is separated (Figure 4.1C), suggesting distinct features were identified in the 

active site signatures indicating functional differences may exist.  Notably, this process does not 

rely on expert knowledge of protein function and is generalizable across multiple superfamilies as 

active site similarity is used to determine how each group is subdivided.  This addition to MISST 

rectifies the combination of multiple subgroups or families during TuLIP, laying the foundation 

for clustering protein superfamilies with very limited structural coverage, such as the radical 

SAMs. 

In addition to combining subgroups and families during TuLIP, limited structural 

coverage often results in the identification of many singlets during TuLIP.  Because many 

families contain just one structural representative, these proteins often don’t cluster with any 

other proteins during TuLIP and are identified as singlets; however, a single protein cannot be 

used to create an ASP to search GenBank.  To harness the unique active site characteristics of 

these singlet proteins, an ASP engineering method was developed which generates an ASP for 

each singlet using protein sequences with high percent identity to the query.  Iterative searches 

with singlets from multiple superfamilies demonstrated the ability to identify most of the family 

of interest starting from the simple engineered profile.  Furthermore, for the extremely limited 

radical SAM superfamily, the six engineered singlets almost tripled superfamily coverage after 

three iterative searches.  The development of an ASP engineering method significantly improves 

MISST’s ability to identify and cluster an entire protein superfamily, despite the general lack of 

structural representation in protein superfamilies. 

The development of TuLIP and MISST exposed limitations to DASP which were 

hindering efficient and accurate identification and clustering of protein superfamilies.  Initially, 

the efficiency and versatility were improved and DASP2 was released, which allowed continued 
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development of TuLIP and MISST while more complex revisions were discussed and tested.  

Subsequently, DASP3 was released with major algorithmic changes affecting fragment alignment 

and motif identification during creation of ASPs.  When validated against DASP2 using TuLIP, 

DASP3 demonstrated superior performance in the Prx superfamily and equivalent performance in 

other superfamilies at identifying functionally relevant groups from the protein structures in a 

superfamily.  In MISST, similar performance was displayed between DASP2 and DASP3; 

however, DASP3 was able to identify and cluster the Prx superfamily in fewer iterations than 

DASP2, suggesting the improved DASP search scores between DASP2 and DASP3 result in 

improved MISST efficiency. 

While TuLIP and MISST are efficient, accurate methods to identify and cluster a protein 

superfamily into functionally relevant groups, some MISST parameters require further 

investigation.  First, the iterative GenBank search process and ASP engineering method combine 

to significantly increase the percentage of each superfamily identified by MISST; however, it has 

not yet been shown that MISST can identify a large majority of superfamilies with extremely 

limited structural coverage.  In both the enolase and Prx superfamilies, which boast reasonable 

structural representation spanning the full superfamily, most subgroups and families demonstrate 

at least 90% coverage by the first and third search iteration, respectively, suggesting MISST is 

adept at identifying the full range of sequences in a superfamily given reasonable structural 

coverage.  However, many superfamilies do not possess structural representation spanning the 

entire range of predicted or known functionality, and the current rates of sequencing versus 

structure determination suggest this problem will only continue to grow.  It is imperative that the 

MISST process can identify and cluster protein superfamilies with extremely limited structural 

representation to further the goal of clustering the entire protein universe. 
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Of the expertly-analyzed SFLD superfamilies, the best example of minimal structural 

representation is the radical SAM superfamily.  Through three iterative GenBank searches, 47% 

of the superfamily has been identified with scores < 1E-8 (Figure 5.3), but this pales in 

comparison to the 90% figure established by other SFLD superfamilies.  Notably, however, of the 

twelve families represented by at least one structure, Search 2 coverage averaged 92%.  

Therefore, while overall superfamily coverage is below 50% after the third iterative search, 

family coverage for the families originally represented in TuLIP groups and engineered groups is 

on par with the enolase and Prx superfamilies.  Furthermore, because at least one protein has been 

identified in 52 of the 91 radical SAM families by Search 2 after starting with just thirteen 

structural representatives, we hypothesize that completing the MISST process will result in a 

significant portion of the radical SAM superfamily identified and clustered into functionally 

relevant groups.  To fully validate that MISST can identify a significant portion of the radical 

SAM superfamily, further iterations must be completed and analyzed.  Additionally, continued 

work with other superfamilies lacking reasonable structural representation will validate the 

generalizability of MISST at identifying and clustering a full protein superfamily when TuLIP is 

provided a small starting set. 

 Another parameter requiring further exploration is when and how to combine MISST 

groups.  The PSSM analysis method was developed to separate MISST groups containing 

multiple distinct functions, and a percent agreement analysis is performed to determine if the 

separations truly represent different functions based on the scores at which overlapping proteins 

are identified in each search.  However, after multiple iterations and separations using PSSM 

analysis, sometimes sections that separated early in the MISST process (e.g. 5AA and 5CA) 

begin identifying the same group of proteins.  Furthermore, without a metric to combine or 

remove groups, aside from percent agreement for recently separated groups, the number of 

MISST groups continuously grows, even if some of those groups are identifying very similar sets 
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of proteins.  Therefore, further search iterations must be performed and analyzed in some of the 

larger superfamilies, such as the crotonases and radical SAMs, to determine an appropriate metric 

for MISST group removal.  Some ideas for removal metrics include percent of all search results 

overlapping between two groups, percent of significant search results overlapping between two 

groups, and score separation between overlapping proteins in two groups.  MISST group removal 

would help prevent the identification of multiple groups containing the same proteins and 

unnecessary separation of function into multiple protein groups. 

 Though MISST group removal will resolve most cases where two groups identify the 

same proteins at similar scores, another cross hit problem was identified in advanced iterations of 

the Prx superfamily.  Current cross hit analysis dictates that proteins can only reside in one group 

at any given iteration, and the placement of each protein is determined by which group identified 

the protein at a more significant score.  If the two best search scores for any given protein are 

within two orders of magnitude, that protein is removed from all groups because it is not clear 

which group shares more active site characteristics with the protein.  More detailed analysis of 

cross hit removal in each iteration revealed that proteins are often being removed from groups in 

which they scored significantly (e.g. 1E-20) because they scored extremely significantly in 

another group (e.g. 1E-35).  While these scores clearly identify the group the protein belongs to, 

the MISST process is not identifying distinct, functionally relevant groups if a large portion of 

proteins is identified at significant scores in multiple groups. 

Further analysis suggests that each iteration causes cross hit scores to shift into more 

significant regions, but true positive scores are shifting towards significance as well (data not 

shown).  Therefore, one idea to address this cross hit problem is to shift the significance threshold 

at each iteration to reflect the more significant true positive scores.  Other solutions could involve 

a new metric to identify significance thresholds based on cross hit scores, or changing the metric 
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for cross hit removal from two orders of magnitude separation to three or four orders of 

magnitude separation.  Continued investigation into cross hits after iterative GenBank searches is 

critical to MISST accurately identifying distinct, functionally relevant groups in protein 

superfamilies. 

Though some superfamilies contain fewer than ten distinct functions, such as the Prx 

superfamily, more often superfamilies contain more than twenty subgroups and families.  The 

radical SAMs, for example, have 52 known subgroups and 91 known families.  Ideally, through 

multiple MISST iterations and PSSM analysis, families are distinctly identified as unique 

clusters, resulting in twenty or more clusters in most superfamilies.  While the efficiency of 

DASP was significantly increased by parallelizing GenBank searches, searching with large data 

sets still takes eight to twelve hours per search.  Further analysis must be completed to determine 

why searches with large profiles take considerably longer than searches with very small profiles.  

Additionally, just one search can be operating at any given time due to the resources required for 

each search and resources available on the UCSF cluster.  Therefore, if a superfamily contains 

just six or eight MISST groups, it will take three to four days to complete one full search 

iteration, but when superfamilies contain more than twenty groups, a complete iteration can take 

almost two weeks to finish.  Furthermore, the first step of analysis requires the data from all 

searches, resulting in many wasted hours.  To address MISST efficiency going forward, we must 

consider both algorithmic modifications to expedite individual searches as well as overall 

resource requirements and availability on the cluster. 

With future work aimed at finalizing the MISST process and validating its ability to 

cluster expertly-annotated superfamilies into functionally relevant groups, it is important to 

recognize the fundamental goal of TuLIP and MISST development.  Ideally, TuLIP and MISST 

can be used to identify and cluster all known protein sequences based on functional similarities.  
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These clusters can be used to predict detailed protein function for sequences which lack current 

annotation using known function of other proteins in the cluster.  Furthermore, strategically 

chosen proteins can be biochemically analyzed to identify the detailed function defining each 

group, much in the way the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI) identified candidates for structural 

determination.3  Future work could also include inter-cluster analysis to determine which clusters 

demonstrate functional sites most closely related to one another.  Expanding this analysis to all 

clusters in a superfamily could suggest a hierarchical relationship between clusters which would 

be incredibly useful to the scientific community.  While fine tuning and extensive validation is 

yet to be completed, examining the ultimate goal at each step is critical for success. 

TuLIP and MISST parameter identification has been conducted with the goal of 

identifying protein groups that share detailed molecular functions.  Essentially, these methods aim 

to replicate the expert annotation hierarchy described by the SFLD in an automated manner.  In 

comparison to other often-used protein clustering methods, MISST groups seem to represent a 

happy medium of defining clusters sharing molecular function without separating families 

unnecessarily.  For example, Pfam families and CATH homologies represent superfamily-level 

and sometimes subgroup-level relationships.7,8  On the other hand, SCI-PHY and GeMMA both 

separate protein superfamilies into a large number of clusters such that many known families are 

separated without functional data to support the separations.21,52  The combination of TuLIP and 

MISST produces protein clusters often matching SFLD families, without significant separation of 

families with no functional validation.  These data suggest our methods strike a reasonable 

balance between broad protein classification and unreasonable family separation such that 

proteins are separated at a level matching known molecular functional details most of the time. 

Though qualitative analysis indicates TuLIP and MISST fill a hole in current protein 

clustering methodologies, it is important to evaluate how TuLIP and MISST results compare with 
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other high-performing protein clustering processes quantitatively.  While the Prx superfamily, 

which has reached MISST completion, has not been clustered using either GeMMA or SCI-PHY, 

a peak performance score of 87.8 is in the range demonstrated by GeMMA and SCI-PHY 

clustering of other SFLD superfamilies.21,52  It is important to note, however, that the Prx results 

were compared to previous DASP Search 0 results stemming from expertly identified functional 

groups because no other accurate, detailed functional data currently exists for this superfamily. 

The enolase superfamily, which has been clustered using both GeMMA and SCI-PHY, 

has only reached Search 0 in MISST, and therefore an equivalent quantitative performance 

comparison is not possible.  After this initial set of GenBank searches, a peak performance score 

of 75 is achieved, considerably below the performance of GeMMA (90.59) and SCI-PHY 

(91.70).  However, when performance is calculated for these methods, clusters are combined by 

subgroup and family designation prior to analysis.  For example, SCI-PHY identifies 201 enolase 

clusters, GeMMA identifies 143 enolase clusters (with a superfamily-specific threshold), and 

MISST identifies 23 enolase clusters.  The SFLD, which is used as the gold standard by each of 

these methods, separates the enolase superfamily into just 20 clusters.  By combining groups 

sharing detailed function prior to performance analysis, unnecessary family separation is not 

penalized while family combination and limited coverage are penalized heavily.  Based on the 

Search 0 enolase results, we hypothesize that by completion, the MISST performance score will 

be similar to those calculated by GeMMA and SCI-PHY, but with significantly fewer families 

separated into multiple clusters without functional data to support the separations. 

One unique characteristic of using TuLIP and MISST to cluster a superfamily is that the 

full superfamily does not need to be identified prior to beginning the process.  In some clustering 

methods, such as SCI-PHY52, a MSA is required in the first step; however, for large, diverse 

superfamilies, MSAs often contain inaccurate alignments over much of the sequences due to 
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limited sequence conservation across the full protein sequence.105  Due to these limitations, new 

clustering methods, such as GeMMA21 and ASMC53, were developed which did not require MSA 

creation, but the full superfamily of sequences was still required as program input.  The most 

commonly used resource for extracting a protein superfamily is simply using a Pfam family; 

however, if Pfam families do not contain all sequences belonging to the superfamily, those 

sequences will never be clustered using these methods.  One innovative feature of MISST is the 

ability to identify protein sequences not in the original set, allowing newly sequenced proteins to 

be clustered and not relying on an outside method to accurately identify all proteins belonging to 

a superfamily. 

Another problem arises when a protein superfamily is separated into multiple Pfam 

families, as some Pfam families represent one or a few subgroups; for example, the enolase 

superfamily is split into three Pfam families, each containing between one and three SFLD-

defined subgroups.  If the Pfam family is taken as the starting point for a clustering method, the 

method would not be able to relate all the subgroups of the enolase family to one another as they 

are spread over different Pfam families.  MISST’s innovative sequence-searching method 

addresses this obstacle by searching the entire database, allowing all proteins a chance to be 

identified by any group. 

Lastly, requiring a full set of protein sequences as input to a clustering process 

unintentionally skews the analysis towards superfamilies that have been previously well-studied; 

if a Pfam family contains a small percentage of a superfamily due to limited sequence 

conservation, clustering that superfamily without the ability to identify other sequences in the 

superfamily limits novel results.  However, because MISST simply requires a list of protein 

structures and corresponding catalytically active residues as input, small, obscure superfamilies 

can be studied by interested parties to identify novel functional relationships.  The radical SAM 
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data has demonstrated MISST’s ability to start with an extremely limited set of structural 

representatives and identify and cluster the superfamily based on functional characteristics 

(Figure 5.3).  In this way, TuLIP and MISST demonstrate significant innovation and versatility 

compared to other protein clustering methods previously developed. 

One unique and fascinating characteristic of using active site similarity to identify protein 

sequences from the database is the ability for a protein to be identified at two different sites by 

two different ASPs.  One such example is when a potential disulfide oxidoreductase active site 

was identified in a serine/threonine phosphatase protein.36  Preliminary work with the isoprenoid 

synthase type I (ISI) and type II (ISII) proteins suggest a group of proteins, named the terpene 

cyclases, contain both type I and type II active sites at opposite ends of the sequence.  While most 

clustering methods would group these proteins based on full sequence similarity, TuLIP and 

MISST can separate the proteins in different ways based on the two different active sites (data not 

shown).  Further investigation of these two superfamilies could generate new hypotheses 

regarding terpene cyclase function. 

The knowledge gained from analyzing the functional relationships suggested by 

clustering proteins in functionally relevant ways is just as important as the composition of the 

clusters.  For example, in the enolase superfamily, 161 of the almost 900 OSBS proteins were 

identified in the same cluster as all 9 NSAR proteins.96  Detailed active site analysis revealed five 

specific active site positions in which these 161 OSBS proteins shared residue similarity with the 

NSAR subgroup rather than the OSBS subgroup.  Therefore, we hypothesize that these OSBS 

proteins may function more like NSAR proteins than the other OSBS proteins.96  Similar 

clustering of the protein structures in these families was observed in signature-based networks.98  

This knowledge can be passed on to biochemists interested in these families for further validation 

through biochemical experimentation. 
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Clustering the crotonase superfamily into functionally relevant groups is particularly 

important because 87% of the unique proteins are not annotated to a subgroup or family due to 

sequence diversity across the superfamily and limited superfamily-wide analysis.73  Accurate 

clustering based on functional characteristics not only hypothesizes molecular functions for 

uncharacterized proteins but can also predict novel subgroups or families that can be analyzed for 

novel functions.  After just two search iterations, 81% of the superfamily has been identified and 

clustered into 25 distinct MISST groups, including 79% of all uncharacterized sequences.  With 

so much of the superfamily lacking annotation, significant progress can be made by completing 

MISST with the crotonase superfamily and analyzing the composition of each cluster. 

Though the Prx superfamily has been well studied for years, most of the analysis derives 

from sequence-based techniques and, therefore, has been unable to identify detailed functional 

relationships within subgroups.  Harper’s recent work has identified two distinct clusters 

containing AhpC/Prx1 proteins and two distinct clusters containing AhpE proteins; active site 

signature analysis comparing these clusters reveals specific residues in the active site that may 

lead to small differences in molecular function.  Residue mutational studies can be performed to 

validate these hypotheses and further study possible functional differences between the two 

clusters in these subgroups.  Further, the Prx superfamily is a small part of the thioredoxin (Trx) 

suprafamily, which also contains glutaredoxin (Grx), Trx, arsenate reductase (ArsC) proteins and 

more.46  When MISST has been completed for all of these protein superfamilies, the clusters can 

be compared to identify superfamily relationships in the larger suprafamily; theoretically, a large 

network of clusters can be constructed relating all MISST clusters in the Trx suprafamily based 

on functional similarities, much like the network previously constructed using sequence similarity 

data.46  Inter-superfamily analyses such as these open the door for building a large network 

comparing all known protein superfamilies in a functionally relevant manner. 
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The intensive time and cost of annotating protein function experimentally necessitates the 

development of automated tools to accurately predict protein function, but current tools are 

wrought with inaccuracies4 and lack molecular function detail.62  Protein similarity network 

analysis demonstrated that protein relationships identified using active site similarity are more 

accurate at the detailed family level of annotation than relationships identified using sequence 

similarity or structure similarity.98  From this, TuLIP was developed to separate the structures of a 

protein superfamily into distinct, functionally relevant groups using active site similarity.96  The 

TuLIP groups are then used as the input to MISST, a process developed to iteratively search the 

GenBank database for protein sequences with similar active site fragments to each functionally 

relevant group.102  During development of MISST, a PSSM analysis method was developed to 

subdivide MISST groups containing multiple functional groups, and a profile engineering method 

was developed to utilize the unique active site characteristics of protein structures that were not 

clustered into a group during TuLIP.  Additionally, to support the accuracy and efficiency of 

TuLIP and MISST, DASP2 and DASP3 were released with algorithmic modifications which 

improved DASP’s ability to separate functionally similar proteins from functionally dissimilar 

proteins.98  Starting with just the structures in a protein superfamily, TuLIP and MISST can be 

employed to identify and cluster the entire protein superfamily into functionally relevant groups 

and active site similarities and differences can be analyzed between groups to make specific 

hypothesis about functional relationships.  This work has laid the foundation for clustering the 

protein universe into functionally relevant groups in an accurate, detailed, automatable manner 

using limited expert knowledge. 
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APPENDIX A 

DASP File Examples 

Example input file with key residues: 

2JSY#A: P53,T57,C60,W93 

1XVQ#A: P53,T57,C60,F92 

3ZRE#A: P54,T58,C61,F94 

4JE1#A: P53,T57,C60,F93 

1Q98#A: P52,T56,C59,F92 

3HVS#A: P54,T58,C61,F94 

1PSQ#A: P51,T55,C58,W91 

3P7X#A: P53,T57,C60,W92 

2YZH#A: P54,T58,C61,F98 

4AF2#A: P54,T58,S61,F94 

1Y25#A: P53,T57,S60,F92 

 

Example input file with unaligned signatures: 

2JSYA VIPSIDTGVCDAQTRtisaFAQARWCGANGllars 

1XVQA NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRTvskdAQKRFCmagllara 

3ZREA NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRcissdAQSRFCGAEGLgltara 

4JE1A NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRvvsadlpAATRFCTTEgltara 

1Q98A NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRcisadAQARFCGAElagltsra 

3HVSA IFPSIDTGVCAASVRcisadAQSRFCGAEglaara 

1PSQA SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRtvsmdAQKRWCGAEGLDllaraINSEP 

3P7XA SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRtisadAQKRWCASAGLllara 

2YZHA ITVPSLDTPVCETETKvvsmdRFCESFNIgilara 

4AF2A NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRcisadAQSRFCGAEGLglaaraITTEP 

1Y25A NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRcvskdAQKRFCGAEGTgllara 

 

Example input file with pre-aligned profile: 

3ZREA NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglsCISSDLPlagltara 

3HVSA NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglnCISADLPlkglaara 

1XVQA NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRTfaqkrfcnvmpasLVSKDLPmagllara 

1PSQA SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRRfaqkrwcgaegldTVSMDLPewhllara 

2JSYA SVIPSIDTGVCDAQTRRfaqarwcgangidTISADLPelrllars 

3P7XA SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRKfaqkrwcasagldTISADLPelrllara 

4AF2A NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglnCISADLPlkglaara 

1Y25A NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRTfaqkrfcgaegteCVSKDLPmagllara 

1Q98A NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRKfaqarfcgaegieCISADLPlagltsra 

4JE1A NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRKfaatrfctteglaVVSADLPlngltara 

2YZHA ITVPSLDTPVCETETKKfaqkrfcesfniqVVSMDLPlkgilara 

Example output file – profile file: 
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Active Site Signature for: 2JSY#A: P53,T57,C60,W93 is 

VIPSIDTGVCDAQTRtisaFAQARWCGANGllars 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:03 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name CSX 

Active Site Signature for: 1XVQ#A: P53,T57,C60,F92 is 

NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRTvskdAQKRFCmagllara 

Active Site Signature for: 3ZRE#A: P54,T58,C61,F94 is 

NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRcissdAQSRFCGAEGLgltara 

Active Site Signature for: 4JE1#A: P53,T57,C60,F93 is 

NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRvvsadlpAATRFCTTEgltara 

Active Site Signature for: 1Q98#A: P52,T56,C59,F92 is 

NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRcisadAQARFCGAElagltsra 

Active Site Signature for: 3HVS#A: P54,T58,C61,F94 is 

IFPSIDTGVCAASVRcisadAQSRFCGAEglaara 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Feb 01, 2015 8:59:04 AM org.biojava.bio.structure.StructureTools 

get1LetterCode 

WARNING: unknown group name MSE 

Active Site Signature for: 1PSQ#A: P51,T55,C58,W91 is 

SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRtvsmdAQKRWCGAEGLDllaraINSEP 

Active Site Signature for: 3P7X#A: P53,T57,C60,W92 is 

SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRtisadAQKRWCASAGLllara 

Active Site Signature for: 2YZH#A: P54,T58,C61,F98 is 

ITVPSLDTPVCETETKvvsmdRFCESFNIgilara 

Active Site Signature for: 4AF2#A: P54,T58,S61,F94 is 

NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRcisadAQSRFCGAEGLglaaraITTEP 

Active Site Signature for: 1Y25#A: P53,T57,S60,F92 is 

NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRcvskdAQKRFCGAEGTgllara 

 

Profile fragment:  

3ZREA: nifpsidtgvcaasvrK 

3HVSA: NifpsidtgvcaasvrK 
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1XVQA: nifpsvdtpvcatsvrt 

1PSQA: svvpsidtgicstqtrR 

2JSYA: SvipsidtgvcdaqtrR 

3P7XA: svvpsidtgvcdqqtrK 

4AF2A: nifpsidtgvsaasvrK 

1Y25A: nifpsvdtpvsatsvrT 

1Q98A: nifpsidtgvcatsvrK 

4JE1A: nivpsldtptcatstrK 

2YZHA: itvpsldtpvcetetkK 

  Score: 0.28235294117647064 

 

Profile fragment:  

3ZREA: FaqsrfcgaeglS 

3HVSA: FaqsrfcgaeGLN 

1XVQA: FaqkrfcNVMPAS 

1PSQA: Faqkrwcgaegld 

2JSYA: faqarwcgangID 

3P7XA: FaqkrwcasaglD 

4AF2A: FaqsrfcgaeglN 

1Y25A: FaqkrfcgaegtE 

1Q98A: FaqarfcgaeGIE 

4JE1A: FaatrfctteGLA 

2YZHA: FAQKrfcesfniQ 

  Score: 0.3230769230769231 

 

Profile fragment:  

3ZREA: cissdLP 

3HVSA: cisadLP 

1XVQA: LvskdLP 

1PSQA: tvsmdLP 

2JSYA: tisaDLP 

3P7XA: tisadLP 

4AF2A: cisadLP 

1Y25A: cvskdLP 

1Q98A: cisadLP 

4JE1A: vvsadlp 

2YZHA: vvsmdLP 

  Score: 0.6 

 

Profile fragment:  

3ZREA: LAgltara 

3HVSA: LKglaara 

1XVQA: magllara 

1PSQA: EWHllara 

2JSYA: ELRllars 

3P7XA: ELRllara 

4AF2A: LKglaara 
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1Y25A: MAgllara 

1Q98A: lagltsra 

4JE1A: LNgltara 

2YZHA: LKgilara 

  Score: 0.2 

 

Profile fragment:  

3ZREA: ----- 

3HVSA: ----- 

1XVQA: ----- 

1PSQA: insep 

2JSYA: ----- 

3P7XA: ----- 

4AF2A: ittep 

1Y25A: ----- 

1Q98A: ----- 

4JE1A: ----- 

2YZHA: ----- 

  Score: -3.84 

 

ActiveSiteProfile:  

3ZREA: NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglsCISSDLPlagltara----- 

3HVSA: NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglnCISADLPlkglaara----- 

1XVQA: NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRTfaqkrfcnvmpasLVSKDLPmagllara----- 

1PSQA: SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRRfaqkrwcgaegldTVSMDLPewhllaraINSEP 

2JSYA: SVIPSIDTGVCDAQTRRfaqarwcgangidTISADLPelrllars----- 

3P7XA: SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRKfaqkrwcasagldTISADLPelrllara----- 

4AF2A: NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRKfaqsrfcgaeglnCISADLPlkglaaraITTEP 

1Y25A: NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRTfaqkrfcgaegteCVSKDLPmagllara----- 

1Q98A: NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRKfaqarfcgaegieCISADLPlagltsra----- 

4JE1A: NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRKfaatrfctteglaVVSADLPlngltara----- 

2YZHA: ITVPSLDTPVCETETKKfaqkrfcesfniqVVSMDLPlkgilara----- 

  Score: 0.24600000000000002 

 

Seq gi|261824981|pdb|3HVV|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

9.256872217015497E-32 

Seq gi|261824982|pdb|3HVX|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.8045307340832086E-30 

Seq gi|261824984|pdb|3HVX|C PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.8045307340832086E-30 

Seq gi|261824985|pdb|3HVX|D PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.8045307340832086E-30 

Seq gi|261824983|pdb|3HVX|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.8045307340832086E-30 

Seq gi|42543455|pdb|1QXH|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 
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Seq gi|261824991|pdb|3I43|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 

Seq gi|42543456|pdb|1QXH|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 

Seq gi|261824980|pdb|3HVS|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 

Seq gi|261824990|pdb|3I43|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 

Seq gi|261824979|pdb|3HVS|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

6.0446314342718E-33 

Seq gi|194368468|pdb|2JSY|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

3.127382102270465E-23 

Seq gi|194368469|pdb|2JSZ|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

3.127382102270465E-23 

Seq gi|157833470|pdb|1PFO|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.963779173840156E-6 

Seq gi|469474713|pdb|4JE1|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

2.363772138673792E-27 

Seq gi|469474712|pdb|4JE1|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

2.363772138673792E-27 

Seq gi|83753707|pdb|1Y25|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.250258794773271E-29 

Seq gi|83753706|pdb|1Y25|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.250258794773271E-29 

Seq gi|60594471|pdb|1XVQ|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

3.4946523377981085E-30 

Seq gi|42543027|pdb|1M3I|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|34809950|pdb|1M3J|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|42543028|pdb|1M3I|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|42543030|pdb|1M3I|D PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|42543029|pdb|1M3I|C PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|34809951|pdb|1M3J|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

4.61726599353633E-6 

Seq gi|33358145|pdb|1PSQ|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.017636425577004E-24 

Seq gi|33358146|pdb|1PSQ|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.017636425577004E-24 

Seq gi|34809843|pdb|1Q98|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.280098216204724E-31 

Seq gi|34809842|pdb|1Q98|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.280098216204724E-31 
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Seq gi|385867729|pdb|4AF2|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.9956551721241417E-32 

Seq gi|380258820|pdb|2YJH|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.1365641921118144E-32 

Seq gi|353251670|pdb|3P7X|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.106559641731624E-24 

Seq gi|353251672|pdb|3P7X|C PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.106559641731624E-24 

Seq gi|353251671|pdb|3P7X|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.106559641731624E-24 

Seq gi|353251673|pdb|3P7X|D PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.106559641731624E-24 

Seq gi|340707349|pdb|2XPD|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|340707351|pdb|2XPD|C PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|340707352|pdb|2XPD|D PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|380259143|pdb|3ZRD|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|343197070|pdb|2XPE|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|343197071|pdb|2XPE|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|380259145|pdb|3ZRE|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|340707350|pdb|2XPD|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|380259144|pdb|3ZRD|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|340707354|pdb|2XPD|F PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|340707353|pdb|2XPD|E PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.347674679022569E-34 

Seq gi|160286238|pdb|2YZH|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.2626736310955352E-27 

Seq gi|160286241|pdb|2YZH|D PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.2626736310955352E-27 

Seq gi|160286240|pdb|2YZH|C PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.2626736310955352E-27 

Seq gi|160286239|pdb|2YZH|B PASSED.  Final pValue = 

1.2626736310955352E-27 

Seq gi|158429221|pdb|2OBI|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

7.803862270480272E-6 

Seq gi|109158017|pdb|2GS3|A PASSED.  Final pValue = 

5.764979464753405E-6 
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Example output file – hits file: 

 
52 Total Database Search Results 

 

Pvalue SeqName Pseudosig Index0 MatchingSubSeq0

 Pvalue0 Index1 MatchingSubSeq1 Pvalue1 Index2

 MatchingSubSeq2 Pvalue2 Index3 MatchingSubSeq3

 Pvalue3  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707349|pdb|2XPD|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707351|pdb|2XPD|C

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707352|pdb|2XPD|D

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|380259143|pdb|3ZRD|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|343197070|pdb|2XPE|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|343197071|pdb|2XPE|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|380259145|pdb|3ZRE|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707350|pdb|2XPD|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121
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 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|380259144|pdb|3ZRD|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707354|pdb|2XPD|F

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

7.347674679022569E-34 gi|340707353|pdb|2XPD|E

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 8.072504898046944E-19 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.471002239999893E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.2584997075289633E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.016173733167994933  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|42543455|pdb|1QXH|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|261824991|pdb|3I43|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|42543456|pdb|1QXH|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|261824980|pdb|3HVS|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|261824990|pdb|3I43|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  

6.0446314342718E-33 gi|261824979|pdb|3HVS|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 2.112380366626383E-18 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 3.5121992605249514E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.3974223134417276E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.011685713766900311  
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1.1365641921118144E-32 gi|380258820|pdb|2YJH|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvsaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLSplagltara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRK 1.8595226854821088E-17 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLS 1.0265702399999481E-13 158 PLAGLTARA

 3.270224955852732E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.017089230386706504  

1.9956551721241417E-32 gi|385867729|pdb|4AF2|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvsaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 83

 NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRK 2.1471732215252324E-17 121

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 1.2573819584248765E-13 158 PLKGLAARA

 5.009042593799273E-6 62 LVAKDLS 0.01413658435614869  

9.256872217015497E-32 gi|261824981|pdb|3HVV|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvsaasvrkFAQSRFCGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRK 4.655856830604243E-17 87

 FAQSRFCGAEGLN 2.4761922006305286E-13 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.47231082824706E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.012572340697140045  

1.280098216204724E-31 gi|34809843|pdb|1Q98|B

 LVGNDLAnifpsidtgvcatsvrkFAQARFCGAEGIEplagltsra 48

 NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRK 7.741261831311895E-19 86

 FAQARFCGAEGIE 9.920443330575291E-13 123 PLAGLTSRA

 1.3175106531204234E-5 27 LVGNDLA 0.12976800774922786  

1.280098216204724E-31 gi|34809842|pdb|1Q98|A

 LVGNDLAnifpsidtgvcatsvrkFAQARFCGAEGIEplagltsra 48

 NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRK 7.741261831311895E-19 86

 FAQARFCGAEGIE 9.920443330575291E-13 123 PLAGLTSRA

 1.3175106531204234E-5 27 LVGNDLA 0.12976800774922786  

1.8045307340832086E-30 gi|261824982|pdb|3HVX|A

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFSGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 1.0139425759806656E-18 87

 FAQSRFSGAEGLN 2.2850855469533428E-10 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.547257504660906E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.013486589777903896  

1.8045307340832086E-30 gi|261824984|pdb|3HVX|C

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFSGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 1.0139425759806656E-18 87

 FAQSRFSGAEGLN 2.2850855469533428E-10 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.547257504660906E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.013486589777903896  

1.8045307340832086E-30 gi|261824985|pdb|3HVX|D

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFSGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 1.0139425759806656E-18 87

 FAQSRFSGAEGLN 2.2850855469533428E-10 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.547257504660906E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.013486589777903896  

1.8045307340832086E-30 gi|261824983|pdb|3HVX|B

 LVAKDLSnifpsidtgvcaasvrkFAQSRFSGAEGLNplkglaara 49

 NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 1.0139425759806656E-18 87

 FAQSRFSGAEGLN 2.2850855469533428E-10 124 PLKGLAARA

 6.547257504660906E-6 28 LVAKDLS 0.013486589777903896  

3.4946523377981085E-30 gi|60594471|pdb|1XVQ|A

 VISSDQFnifpsvdtpvcatsvrtFAQKRFCGAEGTEpmagllara 49
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 NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRT 5.770576872559223E-16 86

 FAQKRFCGAEGTE 1.1791227748756851E-12 122 PMAGLLARA

 2.052741187994876E-5 35 VISSDQF 0.0029100993367209985  

4.250258794773271E-29 gi|83753707|pdb|1Y25|B

 VISSDQFnifpsvdtpvsatsvrtFAQKRFCGAEGTEpmagllara 49

 NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRT 4.854292194044948E-15 86

 FAQKRFCGAEGTE 1.7294984195229047E-12 122 PMAGLLARA

 2.226831761432322E-5 35 VISSDQF 0.0029186322898869027  

4.250258794773271E-29 gi|83753706|pdb|1Y25|A

 VISSDQFnifpsvdtpvsatsvrtFAQKRFCGAEGTEpmagllara 49

 NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRT 4.854292194044948E-15 86

 FAQKRFCGAEGTE 1.7294984195229047E-12 122 PMAGLLARA

 2.226831761432322E-5 35 VISSDQF 0.0029186322898869027  

1.2626736310955352E-27 gi|160286238|pdb|2YZH|A

 VVTKDLQitvpsldtpvcetetkkFAQKRFCESFNIQalkgilara 52

 ITVPSLDTPVCETETKK 1.1622506961124575E-13 90

 FAQKRFCESFNIQ 2.318276457732631E-11 126 ALKGILARA

 1.5883975018050454E-6 31 VVTKDLQ 0.004355396153745406  

1.2626736310955352E-27 gi|160286241|pdb|2YZH|D

 VVTKDLQitvpsldtpvcetetkkFAQKRFCESFNIQalkgilara 52

 ITVPSLDTPVCETETKK 1.1622506961124575E-13 90

 FAQKRFCESFNIQ 2.318276457732631E-11 126 ALKGILARA

 1.5883975018050454E-6 31 VVTKDLQ 0.004355396153745406  

1.2626736310955352E-27 gi|160286240|pdb|2YZH|C

 VVTKDLQitvpsldtpvcetetkkFAQKRFCESFNIQalkgilara 52

 ITVPSLDTPVCETETKK 1.1622506961124575E-13 90

 FAQKRFCESFNIQ 2.318276457732631E-11 126 ALKGILARA

 1.5883975018050454E-6 31 VVTKDLQ 0.004355396153745406  

1.2626736310955352E-27 gi|160286239|pdb|2YZH|B

 VVTKDLQitvpsldtpvcetetkkFAQKRFCESFNIQalkgilara 52

 ITVPSLDTPVCETETKK 1.1622506961124575E-13 90

 FAQKRFCESFNIQ 2.318276457732631E-11 126 ALKGILARA

 1.5883975018050454E-6 31 VVTKDLQ 0.004355396153745406  

2.363772138673792E-27 gi|469474713|pdb|4JE1|B

 LVGKDLAnivpsldtptcatstrkFAATRFCTTEGLAplngltara 57

 NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRK 7.423168324120012E-16 95

 FAATRFCTTEGLA 1.669933355384286E-10 133 PLNGLTARA

 1.4529755626487717E-5 36 LVGKDLA 0.01989595919284311  

2.363772138673792E-27 gi|469474712|pdb|4JE1|A

 LVGKDLAnivpsldtptcatstrkFAATRFCTTEGLAplngltara 57

 NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRK 7.423168324120012E-16 95

 FAATRFCTTEGLA 1.669933355384286E-10 133 PLNGLTARA

 1.4529755626487717E-5 36 LVGKDLA 0.01989595919284311  

1.017636425577004E-24 gi|33358145|pdb|1PSQ|A

 VGDKALDsvvpsidtgicstqtrrELAGLDNTVfaqkrwcgaegld 47

 SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRR 5.741767204633611E-15 85
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 FAQKRWCGAEGLD 7.113477500473805E-14 67 ELAGLDNTV

 0.062078358777028136 17 VGDKALD 0.7975995330711466  

1.017636425577004E-24 gi|33358146|pdb|1PSQ|B

 VGDKALDsvvpsidtgicstqtrrELAGLDNTVfaqkrwcgaegld 47

 SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRR 5.741767204633611E-15 85

 FAQKRWCGAEGLD 7.113477500473805E-14 67 ELAGLDNTV

 0.062078358777028136 17 VGDKALD 0.7975995330711466  

1.106559641731624E-24 gi|353251670|pdb|3P7X|A

 VLDNDLNsvvpsidtgvcdqqtrkFAQKRWCASAGLDeelrllara 51

 SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRK 8.751804228307062E-16 88

 FAQKRWCASAGLD 3.102658276615434E-11 122 EELRLLARA

 0.001030568821171184 30 VLDNDLN 0.7889149713060173  

1.106559641731624E-24 gi|353251672|pdb|3P7X|C

 VLDNDLNsvvpsidtgvcdqqtrkFAQKRWCASAGLDeelrllara 51

 SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRK 8.751804228307062E-16 88

 FAQKRWCASAGLD 3.102658276615434E-11 122 EELRLLARA

 0.001030568821171184 30 VLDNDLN 0.7889149713060173  

1.106559641731624E-24 gi|353251671|pdb|3P7X|B

 VLDNDLNsvvpsidtgvcdqqtrkFAQKRWCASAGLDeelrllara 51

 SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRK 8.751804228307062E-16 88

 FAQKRWCASAGLD 3.102658276615434E-11 122 EELRLLARA

 0.001030568821171184 30 VLDNDLN 0.7889149713060173  

1.106559641731624E-24 gi|353251673|pdb|3P7X|D

 VLDNDLNsvvpsidtgvcdqqtrkFAQKRWCASAGLDeelrllara 51

 SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRK 8.751804228307062E-16 88

 FAQKRWCASAGLD 3.102658276615434E-11 122 EELRLLARA

 0.001030568821171184 30 VLDNDLN 0.7889149713060173  

3.127382102270465E-23 gi|194368468|pdb|2JSY|A

 LEEKSLAsvipsidtgvcdaqtrrFAQARWCGANGIDkelrllars 49

 SVIPSIDTGVCDAQTRR 4.630766275175155E-15 87

 FAQARWCGANGID 3.656538185640753E-12 121 KELRLLARS

 0.056598816669788124 33 LEEKSLA 0.7648130803025247  

3.127382102270465E-23 gi|194368469|pdb|2JSZ|A

 LEEKSLAsvipsidtgvcdaqtrrFAQARWCGANGIDkelrllars 49

 SVIPSIDTGVCDAQTRR 4.630766275175155E-15 87

 FAQARWCGANGID 3.656538185640753E-12 121 KELRLLARS

 0.056598816669788124 33 LEEKSLA 0.7648130803025247  

1.963779173840156E-6 gi|157833470|pdb|1PFO|A

 KTKLIASIAdknqsidsgisslsynrERQKRSLTTSPVDtvsadlp 32

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.022805769931723976 78

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.04992821439967089 5 KTKLIASIA

 0.16504176483024052 231 TVSADLP 6.206864976119878E-6  

4.61726599353633E-6 gi|42543027|pdb|1M3I|A

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  
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4.61726599353633E-6 gi|34809950|pdb|1M3J|A

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  

4.61726599353633E-6 gi|42543028|pdb|1M3I|B

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  

4.61726599353633E-6 gi|42543030|pdb|1M3I|D

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  

4.61726599353633E-6 gi|42543029|pdb|1M3I|C

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  

4.61726599353633E-6 gi|34809951|pdb|1M3J|B

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNRerqkrslttspvdGLKGENSIKtvsadlp 3

 DKNQSIDSGISSLSYNR 0.021743062636609464 49

 ERQKRSLTTSPVD 0.044676565398024906 107 GLKGENSIK

 0.5746221271537257 202 TVSADLP 5.658232992475644E-6  

5.764979464753405E-6 gi|109158017|pdb|2GS3|A

 RGFVCIVTNVASQGGKTrilafpcnqfgkqKGKGILGNAviekdlp 47

 RGFVCIVTNVASQGGKT 0.0045707713487027225 83

 RILAFPCNQFGKQ 0.1728095027046194 139 KGKGILGNA

 0.028300469002622154 175 VIEKDLP 1.832360855341648E-4  

7.803862270480272E-6 gi|158429221|pdb|2OBI|A

 RGFVCIVTNVASQCGKTrilafpcnqfgkqKGKGILGNAviekdlp 45

 RGFVCIVTNVASQCGKT 0.006716587620181387 81

 RILAFPCNQFGKQ 0.17921945462605518 137 KGKGILGNA

 0.02868166702907448 173 VIEKDLP 1.6928621598149947E-4  

ProfileFragment 0: 

3ZREA: NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 

3HVSA: NIFPSIDTGVCAASVRK 

1XVQA: NIFPSVDTPVCATSVRT 

1PSQA: SVVPSIDTGICSTQTRR 

2JSYA: SVIPSIDTGVCDAQTRR 

3P7XA: SVVPSIDTGVCDQQTRK 

4AF2A: NIFPSIDTGVSAASVRK 

4JE1A: NIVPSLDTPTCATSTRK 

1Q98A: NIFPSIDTGVCATSVRK 

1Y25A: NIFPSVDTPVSATSVRT 

2YZHA: ITVPSLDTPVCETETKK 
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ProfileFragment 1: 

3ZREA: faqsrfcgaegls 

3HVSA: faqsrfcgaegln 

1XVQA: faqkrfcnvmpas 

1PSQA: faqkrwcgaegld 

2JSYA: faqarwcgangid 

3P7XA: faqkrwcasagld 

4AF2A: faqsrfcgaegln 

4JE1A: faatrfcttegla 

1Q98A: faqarfcgaegie 

1Y25A: faqkrfcgaegte 

2YZHA: faqkrfcesfniq 

 

ProfileFragment 2: 

3ZREA: -lagltara 

3HVSA: -lkglaara 

1XVQA: -magllara 

1PSQA: ewh-llara 

2JSYA: elr-llars 

3P7XA: elr-llara 

4AF2A: -lkglaara 

4JE1A: -lngltara 

1Q98A: -lagltsra 

1Y25A: -magllara 

2YZHA: -lkgilara 

 

ProfileFragment 3: 

3ZREA: CISSDLP 

3HVSA: CISADLP 

1XVQA: LVSKDLP 

1PSQA: TVSMDLP 

2JSYA: TISADLP 

3P7XA: TISADLP 

4AF2A: CISADLP 

4JE1A: VVSADLP 

1Q98A: CISADLP 

1Y25A: CVSKDLP 

2YZHA: VVSMDLP  
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APPENDIX B 

Protein Network Clustering Analysis – Supporting Information 

 

Figure B.1.  Sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks for the enolase 

superfamily.  Networks for the enolase superfamily were created using three different edge 

metrics as the comparison tool.  The sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks utilized 

pairwise BLAST, TM-Align, and ASP scores as their edge metrics, respectively (see Methods).  

From left to right, the edge threshold is increased, removing the weakest relationships, creating 

smaller and smaller clusters that are more and more closely related.  A color key indicating SFLD 

subgroup and family annotation is shown on the right.  Edge thresholds were chosen to 

demonstrate cluster development and ended when one or more subgroups had devolved into 

mostly singlets/doublets.  Stars above the networks indicate the edge threshold with the highest 

count of SFLD subgroups identified distinctly with all members in the same cluster (number of 

subgroups in parenthesis next to stars).  Arrows and boxes in the networks correspond to 

annotation on figures found in the text. 
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Figure B.2.  Sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks for the peroxiredoxin 

superfamily.  Networks for the peroxiredoxin superfamily were created using three different 

edge metrics as the comparison tool.  The sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks 

utilized pairwise BLAST, TM-Align, and ASP scores as their edge metrics, respectively (see 

Methods).  From left to right, the edge threshold is increased, removing the weakest relationships, 

creating smaller and smaller clusters that are more and more closely related.  A color key 

indicating SFLD subgroup annotation is shown on the right.  Edge thresholds were chosen to 

demonstrate cluster development and ended when one or more subgroups had devolved into 

mostly singlets/doublets.  Stars above the networks indicate the edge threshold with the highest 

count of SFLD subgroups identified distinctly with all members in the same cluster (number of 

subgroups in parenthesis next to stars).  Circles in the networks correspond to annotation on 

figures found in the text. 
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Figure B.3.  Sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks for the glutathione 

transferase superfamily.  Networks for the glutathione transferase superfamily were created 

using three different edge metrics as the comparison tool.  The sequence-, structure-, and 

signature-based networks utilized pairwise BLAST, TM-Align, and ASP scores as their edge 

metrics, respectively (see Methods).  From left to right, the edge threshold is increased, removing 

the weakest relationships, creating smaller and smaller clusters that are more and more closely 

related.  A color key indicating SFLD subgroup annotation is shown on the right.  Edge 

thresholds were chosen to demonstrate cluster development and ended when one or more 

subgroups had devolved into mostly singlets/doublets.  Stars above the networks indicate the edge 

threshold with the highest count of SFLD subgroups identified distinctly with all members in the 

same cluster (number of subgroups in parenthesis next to stars).  Circles in the networks 

correspond to annotation on figures found in the text. 
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Figure B.4.  Sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks for the crotonase 

superfamily.  Networks for the crotonase superfamily were created using three different edge 

metrics as the comparison tool.  The sequence-, structure-, and signature-based networks utilized 

pairwise BLAST, TM-Align, and ASP scores as their edge metrics, respectively (see Methods).  

From left to right, the edge threshold is increased, removing the weakest relationships, creating 

smaller and smaller clusters that are more and more closely related.  A color key indicating SFLD 

subgroup and family annotation is shown on the right.  Edge thresholds were chosen to 

demonstrate cluster development and ended when one or more families had devolved into mostly 

singlets/doublets.  Stars above the networks indicate the edge threshold with the highest count of 

SFLD families identified distinctly with all members in the same cluster (number of families in 

parenthesis next to stars).  Circles in the networks correspond to annotation on figures found in 

the text.
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Figure B.5.  Signature logos for the Prx and crotonase superfamilies.  A. Signature logos 

were created for the entire peroxiredoxin superfamily (top) and the four largest clusters at the 

0.35 filter threshold in the signature-based network.  B.  Signature logos were created for the 

three largest crotonase clusters at the 0.25 filter threshold in the signature-based network.  The 

number of proteins in each cluster, as well as the dominant subgroup, is shown above the cluster. 
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Figure B.6.  Key residues are identified using structural overlays with a representative 

protein.  A. 1UIY (blue) and 2Q2X (purple) are structurally aligned with a representative protein, 

1DUB (grey), in which key residues have been experimentally identified.  B. The key residues 

defined for the representative protein (black) are used as guides to identify the structurally 

analogous residues in the other proteins (dark blue and dark purple). 
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Figure B.7.  Pairwise score distribution for ASP, BLAST, and TM-Align enolase networks 

demonstrate why multiple clusters are identified at the sequence-based “no filter”.  The 

count of enolase pairwise scores is shown in each bin of size 0.05 between 0 and 1.  Bars of blue, 

green, and black represent the scores from the ASP, TM-Align, and BLAST scoring metrics, 

respectively.  BLAST scores are shown on a log scale in the inset, with a bin size of 1E-5.   

Though the pairwise edge scores for all three metrics are in similar ranges, the distribution of 

these scores is not consistent among the three networks.  The ASP scores and the TM-Align 

scores are left- and right-shifted, respectively, and their centers are different, with means of 0.22 

and 0.78, respectively.  BLAST scores, on the other hand, exhibit a bimodal distribution and are 

mostly found in the first bin (0 – 0.05) and the last bin (>1).  The median of the BLAST scores is 

3E-7 while the mean is 42 due to skewing from the large values in the >1 bin (maximum is 4765).  

As a result of this score distribution, the edges >1 are removed during MCL clustering, causing 

the no filter threshold network to contain multiple distinct groups.  Conversely, both the ASP or 

TM-Align networks show one large group at no filter because no edges are extremely different 

from the median edge.  The BLAST scores that should be defining relevant protein clusters are 

the scores between 0 and 0.05; the distribution of these scores is skewed left (inset). 
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Table B.1. Crotonase PDB annotations and similarity network representatives.  Brackets 

surround proteins sharing > 95% sequence identity.  Bold PDBIDs are used as representatives in 

the similarity networks. 

Subgroup Family PDBIDs 

Crotonase like 

1,2-epoxyphenylacetyl-CoA 

isomerase (oxepin-CoA-forming) 

(PaaG) 3HRX, 4FZW 

1,4-dihydroxy-2-napthoyl-CoA 

synthase 

[1Q51,1Q52, 1RJN, 1RJM, 

3T8A, 3T8B] , 2IEX, 2UZF, 

[3H02, 3T88, 3T89, 4ELS, 

4ELW, 4ELX], 4EML 

2,3-dihydro-2,3-dihydroxybenzoyl-

CoA lyase/hydrolase 2W3P 

3,5-dihydroxyphenylacetyl-CoA 

1,2-dioxygenase [2NP9, 2PG8] 

3-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA 

hydrolase 3BPT, 3JU1, 4HDT, 4J2U 

4-chlorobenzoate-CoA 

dehalogenase [1JXZ, 1NZY] 

Carboxymethylproline synthase [2A7K, 2A81] 

crotonobetainyl-CoA hydratase 3QXI, 3R0O, 3R9T 

CurF multifunctional protein (N-

terminal domain) [2Q2X, 2Q34, 2Q35, 3KG6] 

delta(3,5)-delta(2,4)-dienoyl-CoA 

isomerase 1DCI, 2VRE 

Diffusible signal factor (DSF) 

synthase [3M6M, 3M6N] 

dodecenoyl-CoA delta-isomerase 

(mitochondrial) 1SG4, 1XX4 

dodecenoyl-CoA delta-isomerase 

(peroxisomal) [1HNO, 1HNU, 1K39, 1PJH] 

dodecenoyl-CoA delta-isomerase 

(peroxisomal) 2 2F6Q 
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enoyl-CoA hydratase 

[1DUB, 1EY3, 1MJ3, 2DUB], 

[1WDK, 1WDL, 1WDM, 

2D3T], 2HW5, [2PBP, 2QQ3], 

2PPY, 2WTB, [2X58, 1ZCJ, 

3ZW8, 3ZW9, 3ZWA, 3ZWB, 

3ZWC], [3H81, 3PZK, 3Q0G, 

3Q0J], 3HIN, 3KQF, 3MOY, 

3PEA, [4B3J, 4B3H, 4B3I] 

feruloyl-CoA hydratase/lyase [2J5I, 2VSS, 2VSU] 

histone acetyltransferase 2FBM, 2FW2, 2GTR 

methylglutaconyl-CoA hydratase [1HZD, 2ZQQ, 2ZQR] 

methylglutaconyl-CoA hydratase 2 1UIY, 3I47, 3OC7 

methylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase [1EF8, 1EF9] 

polyketide biosynthesis enoyl-CoA 

hydratase pksH 3HP0 

uncharacterized 

2EJ5, 2VX2, 3G64, 3GKB, 

3H0U, 3HE2, 3LAO, 3LKE, 

3MYB, 3OME, 3OT6, 3P5M, 

3P85, 3QYR, [3R9Q, 3R9S, 

3R9T], 3RSI, 3TLF, 3TRR, 

4DI1, 4HC8, 4JJT 

Retro-Claisenase-like 
6-oxo camphor hydrolase [1O8U, 1SZO] 

Beta-Diketone Hydrolase [2J5G, 2J5S] 

Uncharacterized uncharacterized 

1WZ8, 3FDU, 3ISA, 3L3S, 
[3NJB, 3NKD], 3PE8, 3Q1T, 

3QK8, 3QKA, 3QMJ, 3QRE, 

3QXZ, 3R6H, 3RRV, 3SWX, 

3T3W 
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Table B.2. Enolase PDB annotations and similarity network representatives.  Brackets 

surround proteins sharing > 95% sequence identity.  Bold PDBIDs are used as representatives in 

the similarity networks. 

Subgroup Family PDBIDs 

Enolase enolase 

[1ELS, 1EBG, 1EBH, 1L8P, 1NEL, 1ONE, 

1P43, 1P48, 2AL1, 2AL2, 2ONE, 2XGZ, 2XH0, 

2XH2, 2XH4, 2XH7, 3ENL, 4ENL, 5ENL, 

6ENL, 7ENL], 1IYX, [1OEP, 2PTW, 2PTX, 

2PTY, 2PTZ, 2PU0, 2PU1], [1PDY, 1PDZ], 

1W6T, [2AKM, 1TE6, 2AKZ, 3UCC, 3UCD, 

3UJE, 3UJF, 3UJR, 3UJS], 2PA6, 2XSX, 

[3B97, 2PSN], [3H8A, 1E9I, 2FYM], 3OTR, 

3QN3, 3QTP, 3TQP, 3UJ2, 4A3R, 4EWJ, 

4G7F 

Galactarate 

dehydratase (GalD) 

galactarate dehydratase 

(GalD) [3FYY, 2OQY, 3ES7, 3ES8, 3GD6, 3HPF] 

Glucarate dehydratase 

(GlucD) 

glucarate dehydratase 

(GlucD) 

1BQG, [1ECQ, 1EC7, 1EC8, 1EC9, 1JCT, 

1JDF, 3PWG, 3PWI, 4GYP], [3MZN, 3NFU], 

3NXL, 3P0W, 3VA8, [3VFC, 3VDG], 4G8T, 

4HN8, 4HYR, 4IL0, 4IT1 

uncharacterized 2OQH, [3PFR, 3N6H, 3N6J], [3VC5, 3VC6, 

4DHG], 4DYE 

Mandelate racemase 

(MR) 

D-galactonate 

dehydratase (DGalD) [3RR1, 3RRA] 

D-tartrate dehydratase 

(DTartD) [2DW6, 1TZZ, 2DW7] 

L-fuconate 

dehydratase (LFucD) [2HNE, 1YEY, 2HXT, 2HXU], 4A35 

L-talarate/galactarate 

dehydratase 

(LTalGalD) [2PP3, 2PP0, 2PP1], [3CB3, 2OG9] 

mandelate racemase 

(MR) 
[1MDR, 1DTN, 1MDL, 1MNS, 1MRA, 

2MNR], [3UXL, 3UXK] 

rhamnonate 

dehydratase (RhamD) 
[2P0I, 3FXG], [3D46, 2GSH, 2I5Q, 2P3Z, 

3BOX, 3CXO, 3D47], [3EKG, 2OZ3] 
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uncharacterized 

[1RVK, 4HCH, 4HCL], [2GDQ, 2GGE], 

2GL5, 2HZG, [2NQL, 4DN1], 2O56, [2OO6, 

3GO2, 3SN0, 3SN1, 3SN4], [2OVL, 3CK5], 

2OX4, 2OZ8, 2POD, 2POZ, 2PPG, 2QGY, 

2QQ6, 3BJS, 3CYJ, 3DDM, 3DIP, [3H12, 

3OP2, 3OZM, 3OZY], [3MKC, 3NZG], 

3MQT, [3N4E, 4DWD], [3N4F, 3OPS, 3P3B, 

3QPW, 3V5C, 3V5F, 3VCC], [3NO1, 3MSY, 

4H83], 3RCY, 3SJN, 3SQS, 3SSZ, 3STP, 

3T4W, 3T8Q, 3T9P, 3TCS, [3TJ4, 4H19], 

[3TOY, 3TTE], 3U4F, 3UGV, [4DXK, 4DX3], 

4E4U, 4E5T, 4E6M, 4H1Z, [4HPN, 4GGB], 

4J3Z, 4JHM, 4JN7, 4KEM 

Mannonate 

dehydratase (ManD) 

mannonate 

dehydratase (ManD) 

[2QJJ, 2QJM, 2QJN, 3R4E, 4K8G], [3BSM, 

3OW1, 3P93, 3PK7, 3QKE, 3QKF, 3RGT], 

3THU, [3V3W, 3V4B], [3VCN, 4GME], 4E4F, 

4F4R, 4FI4, 4IL2 

uncharacterized 
[3DFH, 3R25, 3SBF], [3GY1, 3S47], 3T6C, 

3TJI, [3TWA, 3TW9, 3TW8], [4GIS, 4GGH, 

4GIR], 4HNL, 4IHC 

Methylaspartate 

ammonia-lyase 

(MAL) 

methylaspartate 

ammonia-lyase (MAL) 

[1KD0, 1KCZ], [1KKO, 1KKR], [3ZVH, 

3ZVI] 

Muconate 

cycloisomerase 

(MLE) 

chloromuconate 

cycloisomerase (Chl-

MLE) 1NU5, 2CHR 

dipeptide epimerase 

(DipepEp) 

1JPD, [1JPM, 1TKK], [2ZAD, 3DEQ, 3DER, 

3DES, 3DFY], [3IJI, 3IJL, 3IJQ], 3IK4, [3JVA, 

3JW7, 3JZU, 3K1G, 3KUM], [3Q45, 3Q4D], 

[3R10, 3R0K, 3R0U, 3R11, 3R1Z], [3RIT, 

3RO6], 3S5S, 3U9I, 4GFI 

muconate 

cycloisomerase (anti) 

(MLEanti) [3DG3, 3DG6, 3DG7] 

muconate 

cycloisomerase (syn) 

(MLEsy)) 

[1BKH, 1F9C, 1MUC, 2MUC, 3MUC], [3CT2, 

3DGB, 3FJ4], 3FCP, 3I4K 

N-succinylamino acid 

racemase (NSAR) 
[1R0M, 1XPY, 1XS2, 2FKP, 2GGG, 2GGH, 

2GGI, 2GGJ], 2ZC8 

N-succinylamino acid 

racemase 2 (NSAR2) [2P88, 2P8B, 2P8C] 

o-succinylbenzoate 

synthase (OSBS) 

[1FHU, 1FHV, 1R6W, 2OFJ], [1SJA, 1SJB, 

1SJC, 1SJD, 4A6G], 1WUE, 1WUF, [2OKT, 

2OLA, 3H70], [2OZT, 3H7V], 2PGE, [2QDD, 

3FVD], 2QDE, [2QVH, 2OPJ], 3CAW, 3GC2, 

3I6E, 3I6T, 3MWC, 3QLD 

uncharacterized [2PCE, 3FV9], 2PGW, [2PMQ, 4H2H], 2PS2, 

2RDX, 3EEZ, 3MY9, [4E8G, 4IZG, 4J1O] 
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Table B.3. Glutathione transferase PDB annotations and similarity network 

representatives.  Brackets surround proteins sharing > 95% sequence identity.  Bold PDBIDs are 

used as representatives in the similarity networks. 

Subgroup Family PDBIDs 

AMPS: Alpha-, Mu-, Pi-

, and Sigma-like 
uncharacterized 

[1AGS, 2VCT, 2WJU, 4ACS], [1C72, 1GSU], 

[1EV4, 1EV9], 1FHE, [1GSQ, 2GSQ], [1GUK, 

1B48], [1GUM, 1GUL, 3IK7], [1HNA, 1HNB, 

1HNC, 1XW5, 1YKC, 2AB6, 2C4J, 2GTU, 3GTU, 

3GUR], [1IYI, 1IYH, 1V40, 2CVD, 2VCQ, 2VCW, 

2VCX, 2VCZ, 2VD0, 2VD1, 3EE2, 3KXO, 3VI5, 

3VI7, 4EC0, 4EDY, 4EDZ, 4EE0], 1M0U, 1PD2, 

[1TU7, 1TU8], 1TW9, 1U3I, [1VF4, 1VF1, 1VF2, 

1VF3], [1XW6, 1GTU, 1XWK, 1YJ6, 2F3M], 1YQ1, 

1ZL9, 2DC5, [2F8F, 1OE7, 1OE8, 2C80, 2C8U, 

2CA8, 2CAI, 2CAQ], 2FHE, 2GSR, 2HNL, [2J9H, 

10GS, 11GS, 12GS, 13GS, 14GS, 16GS, 17GS, 

18GS, 19GS, 1AQV, 1AQW, 1AQX, 1EOG, 1EOH, 

1GSS, 1KBN, 1LBK, 1MD3, 1MD4, 1PGT, 1PX7, 

1ZGN, 20GS, 22GS, 2A2R, 2A2S, 2GSS, 2PGT, 

3CSH, 3CSI, 3CSJ, 3DD3, 3DGQ, 3GSS, 3GUS, 

3HJM, 3HJO, 3HKR, 3IE3, 3KM6, 3KMN, 3KMO, 

3N9J, 3PGT, 4GSS, 4PGT, 5GSS, 6GSS, 7GSS, 

8GSS, 9GSS], 2ON5, 2ON7, [2VCV, 1TDI], 

[2WDU, 2WB9], 2WRT, 2WS2, [3FR3, 1OKT, 

1PA3, 1Q4J, 2AAW, 3FR6, 3FR9, 3FRC], 3GTU, 

3H1N, [3I6A, 1GSD, 1GSE, 1GSF, 1GUH, 1K3L, 

1K3O, 1K3Y, 1LBK, 1PKW, 1PKZ, 1PL1, 1PL2, 

1USB, 1XWG, 1YDK, 2R3X, 2R6K, 3I69, 3IK9, 

3KTL, 3L0H, 3Q74, 3U6V, 3ZFB, 3ZFL, 4HJ2], 

3ISO, [3O76, 1BAY, 1GLP, 1GLQ, 1GSY, 1GTI, 

2GLR, 2OA7, 2OAC, 2OAD], 3T2U, [3VPQ, 

3VPT], [4ECB, 1B8X, 1BG5, 1DUG, 1GNE, 1GTA, 

1GTB, 1M99, 1M9A, 1M9B, 1U87, 1U88, 1UA5, 

1Y6E, 3CRT, 3CRU, 3D0Z, 3QMZ, 4AI6, 4AKG, 

4AKH, 4AKI, 4ECC], 4GTU, [5FWG, 1GSB, 1GSC, 

1MTC, 2GST, 3FYG, 3GST, 4GST, 5GST, 6GST, 

6GSU, 6GSV, 6GSW, 6GSX, 6GSY] 

Main 1: Beta-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

[1A0F, 1N2A], 1F2E, [1PMT, 2PMT], [2DSA, 

2GDR], [2PVQ, 2NTO], 2X64, 3LSZ, [3UAR, 

3UAP], [4G9H, 4GCI], 4GF0, 4HZ4, 4IEL, [4IQ1, 

4IW9] 

Main 2: Nu-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

[1G6Y, 1G6W, 1HQ0, 1JZR, 1K0A, 1K0B, 1K0C, 

1K0D], 3C8E, 3GX0, 3M3M, 3M8N, [4ECI, 4ECJ], 

4HZ2, 4IKH, 4IVF 
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Main 3: Omega-, Tau-, 

and HSP26-like 

(cytGST) 

uncharacterized 1GWC, 1OYJ, [3FHS, 2VO4], [3LFL, 3VLN, 

1EEM], [3QAG, 3Q19, 3Q18], 3RBT, 4J2F 

Main 4: Theta-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

1JLV, 1PN9, 1R5A, 1V2A, [2C3Q, 2C3N, 2C3T], 

[2IL3, 2IMI, 2IMK], 3AY8, [3F6D, 1JLW, 3F63, 

3G7I, 3G7J], [3F6F, 3GH6], [3LJR, 1LJR, 2LJR], 

[3MAK, 3EIN], 3VK9, 3VWX, 4HI7 

Main 5: Phi-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

1AW9, [1BX9, 1GNW], [1BYE, 1AXD] 

Main 6 (cytGST) uncharacterized [3ERF, 3ERG, 3IBH] 

Main 7 (cytGST) uncharacterized 1NHY 

Main 8: Zeta-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

1E6B, 1FW1, [2CZ3, 2CZ2], [2V6K, 2JL4], [3LG6, 

3N5O], 3NIV, 4IGJ 

Main 9: HSP26-like 

(cytGST) 
uncharacterized 

3IC8, 3R2Q, [3TOT, 3TOU], 4GLT, [4IBP, 4ID0, 

4IJI], 4JED 

Main 10: CLIC-like 

(cytGST) 

uncharacterized 

[2D2Z, 2AHE, 3OQS], [2R5G, 2R4V, 2PER], 

[3KJY, 3FY7], [3P8W, 1K0M, 1K0N, 1K0O, 1RK4, 

3O3T, 3P90, 3QR6, 3SWL, 3TGZ, 3UVH, 4IQA] 

Main Remainder: 

multiple Swiss-Prot 

families (cytGST) 

uncharacterized 
1YY7, 3CBU, [3LQ7, 2YCD], [3LXZ, 3PR8], 

3LYK, 3LYP, 3MDK, [3QAW, 3QAV], 4DEJ, 

4EXJ, 4HOJ 

Remainder (cytGST) uncharacterized 1G7O, [1Z9H, 2PBJ], 3C85, 3IR4, 4G10 

Xi uncharacterized 3M1G, 3PPU, [3R3E, 4G0I, 4G0K, 4G0L], 4FQU 
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Table B.4. Peroxiredoxin PDB annotations and similarity network representatives.  Brackets 

surround proteins sharing > 95% sequence identity.  Bold PDBIDs are used as representatives in 

the similarity networks. 

Subgroup Family PDBIDs 

AhpC-Prx1 uncharacterized 

1E2Y, [1N8J, 1YEP, 1YEX, 1YF0, 

1YF1, 3EMP], 1QQ2, 1UUL, 1WE0, 

1ZOF, 1ZYE, 2BMX, 2C0D, 2H01, 
[2I81, 2H66], [2PN8, 3TJB, 3TJF, 

3TJG, 3TJJ, 3TJK, 3TKP, 3TKQ, 

3TKR, 3TKS], [3HY2, 2RII, 2Z9S], 

3QPM, 3SBC, 3TUE, [3ZVJ, 3ZTL] 

AhpE uncharacterized [1XXU, 1XVW] 

BCP-PrxQ uncharacterized 

2A4V, [2CX3, 2CX4, 4GQC, 4GQF], 

3DRN, [3GKN, 3GKK, 3GKM], 

3HJP, 3IXR 

Prx5 uncharacterized 
[1H4O, 1HD2, 1OC3, 1URM, 2VL2, 

2VL3, 2VL9, 3MNG], 1NM3, 1TP9, 

2PWJ, 2WFC, 3UMA, 4F82 

Prx6 uncharacterized 
[1XCC, 3TB2], [2E2G, 1X0R, 2CV4, 

2E2M, 2NVL, 2ZCT, 3A2V, 3A2W, 

3A2X, 3A5W], [2V41, 2V2G, 2V32] 

Tpx uncharacterized 

1PSQ, 1Q98, [1XVQ, 1Y25], [2JSY, 

2JSZ], 2YZH, [3HVS, 1QXH, 3HVV, 

3HVX, 3I43, 4AF2], 3P7X, [3ZRE, 

2XPD, 2XPE, 2YJH, 3ZRD], 4JE1 

Uncharacterized uncharacterized 2XHF, 3KEB, [4DSQ, 4DSR, 4DSS, 

4H86], 4EO3 
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Table B.5. Crotonase key residues for PDB representatives.  

PDB#Chain Key Residues 

1DCI#A I117,G173,E196 

1DUB#A A98,G141,E164 

1EF8#A H66,G110,P133 

1HNO#A A70,L126,P149 

1HZD#A A141,G186,E209 

1JXZ#A F64,G114,W137 

1O8U#A E76,H122,H145 

1Q51#A G105,G161,D185 

1SG4#A L66,G111,E136 

1UIY#A A60,G108,E131 

1WDK#A A69,G117,E140 

1WZ8#A G71,A118,H141 

1XX4#A L95,G140,E165 

2A7K#A G62,M108,E131 

2EJ5#A E66,A110,F133 

2F6Q#A G169,I219,F242 

2FBM#A L345,L394,Y417 

2FW2#A L65,L114,Y137 

2GTR#A L66,L115,Y138 

2HW5#A A98,G141,E164 

2IEX#A G74,G120,G143 

2J5G#A I75,H121,H144 

2J5I#A M70,G120,E143 

2NP9#A I235,G296,A319 

2PBP#A A66,G109,E132 

2PPY#A A70,G115,E139 

2Q2X#A A78,G118,F141 

2UZF#A G75,G121,G144 

2VRE#A I92,G148,E171 

2VX2#A H107,A153,G176 

2W3P#A A94,G143,E168 

2WTB#A F68,G116,E139 

2X58#A A61,G100,E123 

3BPT#A G98,G146,E169 

3FDU#A N72,I119,F142 

3G64#A G76,A125,F148 

3GKB#A V68,G118,E142 

3H02#A G86,G133,G156 
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3H0U#A V73,A121,E145 

3H81#A A86,G129,E152 

3HE2#A A60,A100,T123 

3HIN#A L75,G120,E143 

3HP0#A G66,G114,E137 

3HRX#A Q61,A105,F128 

3I47#A A65,G113,E136 

3ISA#A F68,A113,G136 

3JU1#A G82,G134,E157 

3KQF#A A68,G113,E136 

3L3S#A G67,A119,G142 

3LAO#A L70,A116,E139 

3LKE#A P66,G115,F138 

3M6M#A G86,G138,E161 

3MOY#A A67,G110,E133 

3MYB#A H66,A112,G135 

3NJB#A F75,G150,P173 

3OC7#A A68,G118,E141 

3OME#A H62,G112,V135 

3OT6#A Y61,K105,E129 

3P5M#A G63,F102,F125 

3P85#A L65,G101,H124 

3PE8#A L66,G102,H125 

3PEA#A A63,G109,E132 

3Q1T#A G76,A123,H146 

3QK8#A G70,A117,H140 

3QKA#A A64,G107,C130 

3QMJ#A T62,I108,F131 

3QRE#A A70,I123,F146 

3QXI#A M71,G111,E134 

3QXZ#A A64,I108,Q131 

3QYR#A L65,G101,H124 

3R0O#A A73,G117,E140 

3R6H#A G61,G108,E130 

3R9Q#A A68,G111,C134 

3R9T#A A67,G111,E134 

3RRV#A G66,L114,H137 

3RSI#A G66,G112,E135 

3SWX#A L66,L112,E135 

3T3W#A G77,G128,V151 
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3TLF#A A68,A120,H143 

3TRR#A G63,G103,E126 

4B3J#A G68,G116,E141 

4DI1#A D63,A108,E131 

4EML#A G77,G123,G146 

4FZW#C A63,G107,E129 

4HC8#A F62,G108,E130 

4HDT#A G68,G116,E139 

4J2U#A G64,G113,E136 

4JJT#A L65,G101,H124 
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Table B.6. Enolase key residues for PDB representatives. 

PDB#Chain Key Residues 

3I4K#A  D200,E226,D251 

3MKC#A  D211,E238,E264 

3MQT#A  D206,E233,E259 

3MWC#A  D210,E235,D260 

3MZN#A  D231,E256,N285 

3N4E#A  D197,E223,E249 

3N4F#A  D207,E233,E263 

3NO1#A  D215,E241,Q268 

3NXL#A  D255,E280,N309 

3P0W#A  D251,E276,N305 

3PFR#A  D236,E261,N290 

3QLD#A  D195,E220,D245 

3QN3#A  D239,E280,D307 

3QTP#A  D243,E296,D322 

3R10#A  D192,E220,D245 

3RCY#A  G208,E234,E260 

3RR1#A  D183,E209,E235 

3S5S#A  D194,E222,D247 

3SJN#A  D198,E225,E251 

3SQS#A  E237,E263,E289 

3SSZ#A  E237,E263,E289 

3STP#A  E214,E240,E266 

3T4W#A  G208,E234,E260 

3T6C#A  D223,E249,E275 

3T8Q#A  D183,E209,E235 

3T9P#A  D205,E231,E257 

3TCS#A  D183,E209,E235 

3THU#A  D211,E237,E263 

3TJ4#A  D203,E229,E255 

3TJI#A  D205,E231,E257 

3TOY#A  D196,E222,E248 

3TQP#A  D244,E285,D312 

3TWA#A  D225,E251,E277 

3U4F#A  D183,E209,E235 

3U9I#A  D203,E231,D256 

3UGV#A  D202,E228,E254 

3UJ2#A  D244,E289,D316 

3UXL#A  D195,E221,E247 
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3V3W#A  D210,E236,E262 

3VA8#A  D220,E245,N268 

3VC5#A  D217,E242,N265 

3VCN#A  D211,E237,E263 

3VFC#A  D222,E247,N270 

3ZVH#A  D238,E273,D307 

4A35#A  D254,E280,E309 

4A3R#A  D242,E287,D314 

4DXK#A  E216,E242,E268 

4DYE#A  D195,E221,N244 

4E4F#A  D212,E238,E264 

4E4U#A  G207,E233,E259 

4E5T#A  G213,E239,E265 

4E6M#A  E222,E248,E274 

4E8G#A  D194,E219,D242 

4EWJ#A  D243,E292,D319 

4F4R#A  D211,E237,E263 

4FI4#A  D211,E237,E263 

4G7F#A  D243,E291,D318 

4G8T#A  D231,E256,N285 

4GFI#A  D175,E201,D224 

4GIS#A  D205,E231,E257 

4H1Z#A  D215,E241,E267 

4HN8#A  D252,E277,N306 

4HNL#A  D205,E231,E257 

4HPN#A  E203,E220,E246 

4HYR#A  D231,E256,N285 

4IHC#A  D223,E249,E275 

4IL0#A  D234,E259,N288 

4IL2#A  D223,E249,E275 

4IT1#A  D221,E246,N269 

4J3Z#A  G209,E235,E261 

1ELS#A  D246,E295,D320 

1OEP#A  D243,E291,D318 

2AKM#A  D244,E292,D317 

3H8A#A  D245,E289,D316 

3B97#A  D244,E292,D317 

1PDY#A  D244,E294,D319 

3OTR#A  D252,E303,D330 

2PA6#A  D248,E289,D314 
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1W6T#A  D242,E291,D318 

1IYX#A  D241,E287,D314 

3FYY#A  D193,E221,H246 

2OQH#A  D197,E223,N246 

1ECQ#A  D235,E260,N289 

1BQG#A  D241,E266,N295 

2OVL#A  D197,E223,E249 

2OO6#A  D217,E243,E267 

2GDQ#A  D190,E217,E243 

3H12#A  D201,E227,E254 

3DIP#A  E217,E243,E270 

3DDM#A  D205,E231,E258 

3CYJ#A  D192,E219,E247 

3BJS#A  D233,E259,E286 

2QQ6#A  D214,E240,E266 

2QGY#A  D198,E224,E250 

2PPG#A  D215,E241,E267 

2POZ#A  D205,E231,E257 

2POD#A  E218,E244,E270 

2PGW#A  D196,E222,Q248 

2OZ8#A  D194,E222,E249 

2OX4#A  E213,E239,E265 

2O56#A  E219,E245,E271 

2NQL#A  D214,E240,E266 

2HZG#A  D199,E227,E254 

2GL5#A  E222,E248,E274 

1RVK#A  D206,E232,E258 

3D46#A  D226,E252,E280 

1MDR#A  D195,E221,E247 

2HNE#A  D248,E274,E301 

2PP3#A  D226,E252,E278 

2DW6#A  D213,E239,E265 

2P0I#A  D221,E247,E274 

3EKG#A  D216,E242,E270 

3CB3#A  D211,E237,E263 

3GY1#A  D207,E233,E259 

3DFH#A  D207,E233,E259 

2QJJ#A  D210,E236,E262 

3BSM#A  D213,E239,E265 

1KKO#A  D238,E273,D307 
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1KD0#A  D238,E273,D307 

2PCE#A  D198,E224,D247 

3EEZ#A  D193,E218,D241 

2RDX#A  D193,E218,D241 

2QDE#A  D195,E221,D246 

2PS2#A  D196,E222,D245 

2PMQ#A  D193,E218,D241 

1R0M#A  D195,E220,D245 

3JVA#A  D189,E215,D240 

2ZAD#A  D188,E216,D241 

1BKH#A  D198,E224,D249 

1SJA#A  D189,E214,D239 

1FHU#A  D161,E190,D213 

3IJI#A  D224,E251,D276 

3DG3#A  D191,E217,D242 

3CT2#A  D200,E226,D251 

2P88#A  D191,E218,D243 

2OKT#A  D171,E196,D219 

3RIT#A  D190,E216,D241 

3Q45#A  D190,E216,D241 

2QDD#A  D194,E218,D241 

2OZT#A  D165,E194,D219 

2QVH#A  D130,E156,D179 

1JPM#A  D191,E219,D244 

3IK4#A  D191,E219,D244 

3I6T#A  D196,E222,D247 

3I6E#A  D198,E224,D249 

3GC2#A  D161,E190,D213 

3FCP#A  D199,E225,D250 

3CAW#A  D155,E184,D206 

2ZC8#A  D188,E213,D238 

2PGE#A  D214,E240,D265 

2CHR#A  D194,E220,D245 

1WUF#A  D1189,E1214,D1239 

1WUE#A  D1189,E1214,D1239 

1NU5#A  D194,E220,D245 

1JPD#X  D176,E202,D225 

3MY9#A  D196,E222,D247 

2XSX#A  D245,E293,D318 

4KEM#A  D212,E238,E264 
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4JN7#A  D189,E216,E242 

4JHM#A  D194,E220,N247 
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Table B.7. Glutathione transferase key residues for PDB representatives. 

PDB#Chain Key Residues 

 3I6A#A Y9,R13,T68 

 1C72#A Y6,R10,S72 

 1EV4#A Y9,R13,T68 

 1FHE#A Y6,R10,S67 

 1GSQ#A Y7,M11,S63 

 1GUK#A Y9,R13,T68 

 1GUM#A Y9,R13,T68 

 1HNA#A Y6,R10,S72 

 1IYI#A Y8,R12,S64 

 1M0U#A Y54,K58,S110 

 1PD2#A Y8,R12,S64 

 1TU7#A Y7,R11,S63 

 1TW9#A Y8,R12,S64 

 1U3I#A Y10,R14,S71 

 1AGS#A Y8,R12,T67 

 1VF4#A Y9,R13,T68 

 1XW6#A Y6,R10,S72 

 1YQ1#A Y8,R12,S65 

 1ZL9#A Y8,R12,S66 

 2C4J#A Y7,R11,S73 

 2DC5#A Y14,R18,S80 

 2F8F#A I9,R14,S71 

 2FHE#A Y6,R10,S67 

 2GSR#A Y7,R11,S63 

 2HNL#A Y32,R36,S88 

 2J9H#A Y8,R12,S66 

 2ON5#A Y8,R12,S64 

 2ON7#A Y8,R12,S64 

 2VCV#A Y9,R13,T68 

 2WDU#A Y10,R14,S71 

 2WRT#A Y7,R11,S68 

 2WS2#A Y8,R12,S64 

 3FR3#A Y9,R13,S72 

 3GTU#A Y6,R10,S72 

 3H1N#A Y7,P12,T68 

 3ISO#A Y7,R11,S68 

 3O76#A Y7,R11,S65 

 3T2U#A Y7,R11,S63 
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 3VPQ#A Y8,K12,S64 

 4ECB#A Y7,K11,S78 

 4GTU#A Y6,R10,S72 

 5FWG#A Y6,R10,S72 

 1A0F#A Y5,A9,G66 

 1F2E#A I5,A9,N66 

 1PMT#A Y5,S9,G66 

 2DSA#A Y5,A9,G66 

 2PVQ#A Y5,A9,N66 

 2X64#A I5,A9,N62 

 3LSZ#A Y5,S10,S76 

 3UAR#A Y5,A9,D66 

 4G9H#A Y6,A10,G67 

 4GF0#A F7,T11,T67 

 4HZ4#A Y8,S12,G68 

 4IEL#A G6,S10,S66 

 4IQ1#A G5,A9,N66 

 2D2Z#A V23,C35,V88 

 2R5G#A V18,C30,F83 

 3KJY#A V10,C22,T75 

 3P8W#A V12,C24,T77 

 1G6Y#A S118,A122,S181 

 3C8E#A S49,T52,S118 

 3GX0#A F6,T9,S72 

 3M3M#A G6,S10,S67 

 3M8N#A S6,S10,S67 

 4ECI#A T6,T9,S68 

 4HZ2#A G5,S9,S66 

 4IKH#A S25,T28,S90 

 4IVF#A T12,T15,T78 

 1GWC#A G11,S15,S69 

 1OYJ#A D11,S15,S69 

 3FHS#A D9,S13,S67 

 3LFL#A S28,C32,S86 

 3QAG#A S28,C32,S86 

 3RBT#A H25,N29,S86 

 4J2F#A G9,S13,S67 

 1JLV#A Y5,S9,S65 

 1PN9#A Y5,S9,S65 

 1R5A#A Y7,S11,S67 
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 1V2A#A Y5,S9,S64 

 2C3Q#A L7,S11,S67 

 2IL3#A T8,S12,S68 

 3AY8#A H8,S12,S68 

 3F6D#A Y5,S9,S66 

 3F6F#A Y5,S9,S66 

 3LJR#A L7,S11,S67 

 3MAK#A Y6,S10,S66 

 3VK9#A Y7,S11,S67 

 3VWX#A G8,S12,S68 

 4HI7#A G8,S12,S68 

 1AW9#A G8,S12,S68 

 1BX9#A G6,S10,S66 

 1BYE#A G7,S11,S67 

 3ERF#A Y22,G27,C86 

 1NHY#A Y7,R11,A63 

 1E6B#A S13,S17,S73 

 1FW1#A S10,S14,S72 

 2CZ3#A S10,S14,S72 

 2V6K#A N5,S9,S65 

 3LG6#A G10,S14,S81 

 3NIV#A D5,S9,S67 

 4IGJ#A S7,S11,S71 

 3IC8#A H7,S12,T66 

 3R2Q#A G5,S9,S63 

 3TOT#A G7,S11,S65 

 4GLT#A Y5,S9,S63 

 4IBP#A H5,S9,S67 

 4JED#A S10,S14,S68 

 1YY7#A S15,D19,S72 

 3CBU#A G6,S10,S60 

 3LQ7#A F22,D35,S86 

 3LXZ#A G6,S10,T62 

 3LYK#A S15,D19,S72 

 3LYP#A S13,D17,S70 

 3MDK#A S11,D15,S68 

 3QAW#A W11,S15,S71 

 4DEJ#A S15,D19,A73 

 4EXJ#A T6,T9,S66 

 4HOJ#A S6,C10,S63 
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 1G7O#A I5,C9,S62 

 1Z9H#A Q106,C110,S165 

 3C85#A L41,G44,I155 

 3IR4#A I5,C9,S62 

 4G10#A H11,C15,S71 

 3M1G#A A63,C67,Y151 

 3PPU#A V82,C86,S174 

 3R3E#A V59,C63,S149 

 4FQU#A A49,C53,S138 
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Table B.8. Peroxiredoxin key residues for PDB representatives. 

PDB#Chain Key Residues 

1E2Y#B P45,T49,C52,W87 

1N8J#A P39,T43,S46,W81 

1QQ2#A P45,T49,C52,W87 

1UUL#A P45,T49,C52,W87 

1WE0#A P40,S44,C47,W82 

1ZOF#A P42,T46,C49,W84 

1ZYE#A P40,T44,C47,W82 

2BMX#A P54,T58,C61,W96 

2C0D#A P60,T64,C67,W102 

2H01#A P37,T41,C44,W79 

2I81#C P43,T47,C50,W85 

2PN8#A P117,T121,C124,W159 

3HY2#A P45,T49,D52,W87 

3QPM#A P106,T110,C113,W148 

3SBC#A P40,T44,S47,W82 

3TUE#A P45,T49,C52,W87 

3ZVJ#A P41,T45,C48,W83 

1XXU#A P38,T42,C45,W80 

2A4V#A P100,T104,S107,F141 

2CX3#A P42,S46,C49,F84 

3DRN#A P38,T42,S45,F80 

3GKN#A P41,T45,A48,F83 

3HJP#A P38,T42,S45,F80 

3IXR#A P40,T44,S47,F82 

1H4O#A P40,T44,C47,W84 

1NM3#A P42,T46,C49,W86 

1TP9#A P44,T48,C51,W88 

2PWJ#A P52,T56,C59,W96 

2WFC#A P67,T71,S74,W111 

3UMA#A P42,T46,C49,W86 

4F82#A P48,T52,C55,W92 

1XCC#A P40,T44,C47,W82 

2E2G#A P43,T47,C50,W85 

2V41#A P38,T42,S45,W80 

1PSQ#A P51,T55,C58,W91 

1Q98#A P52,T56,C59,F92 

1XVQ#A P53,T57,C60,F92 

2JSY#A P53,T57,C60,W93 
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2YZH#A P54,T58,C61,F98 

3HVS#A P54,T58,C61,F94 

3P7X#A P53,T57,C60,W92 

3ZRE#A P54,T58,C61,F94 

4JE1#A P53,T57,C60,F93 

2XHF#A V75,V79,S82,W118 

3KEB#A L55,E59,G64,A97 

4DSQ#A P55,S59,C62,W100 

4EO3#A P33,T37,S40,F71 
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